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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
An evaluation of the effective life of underground rooms in Panel 1 of the waste
storage area of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) was performed during April
1991 by a panel of geotechnical experts. The evaluation addressed concerns
regarding WIPP's ability to complete a test program proposed for Panel 1. This
program currently requires bins containing controlled quantities of contacthandled (CH) transuranic (TRU) radioactive waste to be placed in rooms in the
panel. The bins will be monitored to obtain data on the potential generation of
gases from the degradation of wastes emplaced in the WIPP underground facility.
The purpose of the evaluation was (1) to provide an estimate of the life expectancy of the rooms in Panel l; and (2) if necessary, to recommend additional
remedial actions that would improve the longevity of Panel 1 rooms to allow the
testing to be successfully completed.
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Panel 1, the first panel to be mined in the waste storage area, was developed to
receive waste for a demonstration phase that was scheduled to start in October
1988. Mining of the panel began during the second half of 1986 and was completed
to final dimensions in June 1988. The original plan was to store drums of CH TRU
waste in rooms for a period of 5 years. The demonstration phase was changed to
an experimental program that will use CH TRU waste in bin scale tests which will
be located in Panel 1. For the purposes of this report, a nine-year test period
beginning July, 1991, was assumed to be necessary to complete these bin scale
tests.
The panel members were able to reach positions that were reasonably consistent.
They agreed on the qualitative mechanisms identified as the principal causes of
the failures found in the roof of excavations in the WIPP underground test areas
and established that similar fracture development could be expected in other WIPP
underground areas. They concluded that if no additional remedial measures are
taken, the rooms in the panel are likely to have a total life from seven to
eleven years from the time of excavation using the currently installed roof support system, consisting of rockbolts. They indicated that the rockbolts had some
beneficial effects, but agreed that it was not possible to measure their effectiveness. Estimates made by individual panel members of room life extension due
to the bolting varied from a few months to several years. In conclusion, the
panel believed that modifications, enhancements, and regular maintenance would
be required for the rooms in Panel 1 to perform satisfactorily over the assumed
nine-year test period starting July 1991.
The panel indicated that techniques were available that would extend the life
of the rooms to varying degrees. They indicated that the rooms were currently
stable but added that continuous access into the rooms would probably require
remedial measures of some kind during the test period, and these measures should
be undertaken. Techniques currently used in mining that would improve conditions
were suggested by the panel members and included the following:
• The use of full column resin or resin anchored bolts.
• Grout anchored cables with loops, lace, and mesh covering the roof to
contain and control roof rock failure.
• Relief of the lateral stresses to prevent roof and floor failures by
slotting and/or relief entries.

-v-

•

Yielding support.

•

Rely on currently installed support and upgrade when necessary, based
on the results of the geomechanical monitoring program.

•

Roof trusses.

•

Drive new rooms through existing pillars in Panel 1.

The panel recommended that the project evaluate these alternatives and determine
which would be the most effective for improving ground conditions in the waste
storage area for the period of the bin scale tests.
The panel members also stated that the geomechanical monitoring program currently
in place at the site was satisfactory and would provide adequate warning of
deteriorating conditions in the underground. They did suggest that additional
instrumentation should be installed to provide an even stronger monitoring program, and they were satisfied with the revised geomechanical instrumentation
proposed by project personnel at the second meeting. Installation of this equipment was initiated in May 1991.
.I

The measures recommended by the panel constitute a series of positive actions
that should extend the life of the rooms in the panel to the required total of
14 years. The geomechanical instrumentation program and the understanding derived from the test areas of the facility will be used to alert project personnel
to changing conditions to allow the remediation and stabilization activities to
be undertaken as needed during the testing program.
In summary, the panel agreed that measures could be taken in Panel 1 that would
give a reasonable assurance that the bin scale tests could be carried out to completion. The panel members suggested a number of alternative actions that could
be taken. They recommended that the WIPP project evaluate the alternatives and
select one, or a combination, of the measures that would assure continued use of
the rooms over the period of the tests. They also indicated that these additional measures should be augmented by an enhanced monitoring program that would
regularly assess the geomechanical conditions and that maintenance should be
carried out as a routine activity in the rooms as they aged.
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An evaluation of the effective life of underground rooms in Panel 1 of the waste
storage area of the WIPP was performed during April 1991 by a panel of geotechnical experts. The evaluation addressed concerns regarding WIPP's ability to
complete a test program proposed for Panel 1. This program currently requires
bins containing controlled quantities of CH TRU radioactive waste to be placed
in the rooms. The bins will be monitored to obtain data on the potential generation of gases from the degradation of wastes emplaced in the WIPP underground
facility. The purpose of the evaluation was (1) to provide an estimate of the
life expectancy of the rooms in Panel I; and (2) if necessary, to recommend
additional actions that would improve the longevity of Panel 1 rooms so that the
testing could be successfully completed.
The Waste Isolation Division {WID) formed a panel of experts to provide an
independent assessment of the projected useful life of rooms in Panel 1 at WIPP
and to provide advice on ground control measures. This group of eleven experts
made a preliminary assessment of the stability of the Panel 1 rooms, especially
Room I. This report describes the process by which the panel of geotechnical
consultants arrived at an evaluation of life expectancy of the rooms in Panel 1
and presents the findings of the panel.
The panel met twice as a group. The first meeting took place on April 9 - 10,
1991, in Carlsbad, New Mexico. At this meeting, geotechnical information was
presented to the panel by project personnel, and panel members toured the WIPP.
underground. The panel members were then given seven days to review the information and submit a draft report based on a series of prepared statements
provided to them. The panel reconvened in Carlsbad on April 23 - 24, 1991, at
which time the individual panel members made presentations that summarized their
views. At the conclusion of the meeting, a consensus was reached, which is included in this report.
The panel members concluded that if no additional remedial measures are taken,
the rooms in the panel are likely to have a total life of seven to eleven years
from the time of excavation using the currently installed roof support system,
consisting of rockbolts. Mining of Room l, Panel 1 began during the second half
of 1986. Therefore, the remaining life of this room is anticipated to be between
two and six years. However, the panel agreed that measures could be taken in
Panel 1 that would give a reasonable assurance that the bin scale tests could be
carried out to completion. The panel members suggested a number of alternative
actions that could be taken. They recommended that the WIPP project evaluate the
alternatives and select one, or a combination, of the measures that would assure
continued use of the rooms over the period of the tests. They also indicated
that the measures should be augmented by a monitoring program that would regu1arly assess the geomechanical conditions and that maintenance should be carried
out as a routine activity in the rooms as they aged.

1.1 CHARTER FOR THE PANEL ON GEOTECHNICAL STABILITY OF PANEL ONE
Prior to the selection of the geotechnical experts to evaluate the stability of
Panel I, a charter was established that defined (1) the scope of work for the
geotechnical panel; and (2) the tasks that were to be accomplished. The charter
is as follows:
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Purpose
The purpose of the Panel on Geotechnical Stability is to establish a position
regarding the anticipated useful life of the rooms in Panel 1 of the waste
storage area.
Scope

...

The scope of the activities for the panel is the review of current and historical
geotechnical data and observations from the WIPP underground. Based on this
review the requirements for maintaining the Panel 1 rooms will be evaluated to
enable the successful completion of the Bin Scale Test Program.
Document Review
The panel members will review existing documentation of the geomechanical performance of the WIPP underground openings. This documentation will be made
available prior to the site visit.
Underground Evaluation
An inspection of the underground excavations will be conducted in order to familiarize the members of the panel with the existing conditions of the openings, the
roof support system currently in use, and the repository stratigraphy.
Questions to be Addressed
The members of the panel will combine the results of the document review and
underground evaluation to develop a technical position on the future performance
of the waste storage panel. This position will specifically address the following questions:
• What is the useful life span of the storage rooms as they are currently
configured?
•

Is the current roof support system adequate for the term of the Bin
Scale Tests?

•

If the current system is not adequate, what type of roof support system
should be installed?

These questions were formulated into five statements that were presented to the
panel members and were addressed by each panel member.
1.2 BACKGROUND
1.2.1

Panel 1

Panel 1 was the first panel to be mined in the waste storage area.
entry in $1950, Room 1, and parts of Rooms 2 and 3 were excavated
second half of 1986 and the first 3 months of 1987. Mining restarted
1988, and the panel excavation was completed to final dimensions in

The Panel
during the
in January
June 1988.

The original design for the waste storage rooms at the WIPP provided a limited
period of time during which to mine the openings and to emplace waste. Each
panel, consisting of seven storage rooms, was scheduled to be mined and filled
1-2
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in less than five years, before being sealed. Field studies, as part of the Site
and Preliminary Design Validation (SPDV) Program, showed that unsupported openings of a typical storage room configuration would remain stable and that creep
closure would not impact equipment clearances during at least a five year period
following excavation. The information from these studies provided the validation
of the design of openings for the permanent disposal of waste under routine
operations.

IH

,,..

Panel 1 was developed to receive waste for a demonstration phase that was scheduled to start in October 1988. Although rockbolt support was installed in
Panel I in 1988, the rockbolt design was based upon the requirements for the
demonstration program in place prior to 1988. The original plan consisted of
the storage of drums of CH TRU waste in rooms for a period of 5 years. During
this time and immediately following it, the rooms were to be inaccessible, but
the option to reenter was to be maintained so that the waste could be removed,
if required.
To assist with the possible reentry, ten-foot rockbolts were
installed in all rooms to enhance roof stability.
The demonstration phase was deferred and an experimental program that uses CH TRU
waste in bin scale tests is now planned for Panel 1. The decision to use Room 1
of Panel 1 for these bin scale tests was made in June 1989 and was based on waste
receipt in 1990. Further delays to the test program have currently revised the
date for waste receipt to July 1991. For planning purposes and this report, on
the order of nine additional years of useful life are required for the test rooms
in Panel 1. This is the projected time, including a one year allowance to reflect uncertainties, required to initiate, conduct, and retrieve test bins for
the bin scale tests. The current test program requires much greater access into
the rooms, leading to more stringent requirements for roof stability.
1.2.2 SPDV Test Rooms
A significant part of the basis for this assessment is the geomechanical performance of the four SPDV Test Rooms that were mined in 1983 and additional data
gathered from instruments installed in drifts and rooms of Panel 1 itself. The
SPDV Test Rooms were instrumented and monitored for rock movement and creep
closure over successive years since excavation. This monitoring program validated the use of rooms of this geometric configuration for emplacement of waste
in the storage areas.
At eight years after mining, a roof fall occurred in SPDV Test Room 1. Roof
deterioration was first observed and commented upon more than two years before
this fall. As the excavation aged, the potential for roof collapse in the room
was reassessed several times. About fifteen months prior to the failure, an
estimate of the size and timing of the fall was made. The size estimate proved
reasonably accurate. However, the time of the fall was predicted for the summer
of 1990, and the actual fall occurred in February 1991.
SPDV Test Room 4, which was mined at the same time as the remaining test rooms,
has not undergone the same degree of deterioration and is still open for daily
access. This room is rock bolted and geomechanical conditions are regularly
checked. There are no indications that this room will be closed in the immediate
future. The differences between the performance of SPDV Test Rooms 1 and 4 indicate the significant variations that can occur in the effective life of rooms
excavated in very similar geologic conditions. The differences may be caused by
geologic variations across the site or exposure to different stress histories.
1-3
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A primary consideration in the selection of panel members was to include technical personnel who have hands-on professional experience in, or who have
provided consulting services to, evaporite mines at depths in excess of 2000
feet.
It was anticipated that these experts would (1) have knowledge and
practical experience of the strata movements that develop at the WIPP; and
( 2) recommend measures that might be used to a11 evi ate deteriorating ground
conditions. In addition, experts with a general background in rock mechanics
were selected to provide expertise in engineering, geology, and numerical
analyses.
The following general criteria were used in selecting the panel members:
• Academic and industrial experience in rock mechanics
•

Experience designing and monitoring excavations in deep evaporite strata

•

Experience mining in the Carlsbad Potash Basin

•

Experience in the investigation or design of roof support systems

•

Experience with numerical analyses

The specific qualifications of individuals for their selection as members of the
geotechnical panel are as follows:
Dr. George Griswold is an independent consultant based in Albuquerque, New
Mexico. Formerly, he was head of the Mining and Geological Engineering Department at the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology. He has been involved
with the WIPP project since 1977, when he was associated with the initial geological investigations for the site while working for Sandia National Laboratories.
As an independent consultant, he has al so carried out assignments for the
Environmental Evaluation Group (EEG) that has an oversight role for the WIPP
Project.
Dr. Ian Farmer is the chairman of Farmer and Partners, a geotechnical engineering
company based in Newcastle, England. Formerly, he was head of the Mining and
Geological Engineering Department at the University of Arizona. He is the author
of several books on rock mechanics and engineering geology and has published over
one hundred technical papers in these fields. Dr. Farmer has carried out research projects related to the time dependent constitutive relationships for salt
rocks, the mechanical performance of full column resin anchored rockbolts, field
instrumentation, and roof support systems.
Mr. Tony Iannacchione is the supervisor of the Rock Mechanics Group at the U.S.
Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh Research Center. He has conducted research on mining
related problems for over 16 years and is the author of over 35 technical papers
on the subject. Currently, he is responsible for managing research projects concerned with the design and reinforcement of pillars, rock mass characterization,
rock burst control, mine-wide monitoring, and rockfill characterization. He has
also had considerable experience evaluating gas outbursts within Louisiana and
New Mexico salt and potash mines.
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Dr. Stephen McKinnon is a geotechnical engineering consultant working for the
Itasca Consulting Group, based in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Previously, he was the
head of the Mine Design Section at the Chamber of Mines Research Organization in
South Africa. While in South Africa, he investigated various mine collapses and
made recommendations on remedial actions and monitoring programs to predict field
conditions. Dr. McKinnon is presently involved in numerical modelling and field
studies for Itasca.
Dr. Hamish Miller is the principal of International Mining Services, Inc., based
in Vancouver, Canada. Previously, he was Professor of Mining at the University
of British Columbia. His main field of research was concerned with the design
and stability of excavations in salt and potash mines. In addition to six years
in the deep, hard rock mines in South Africa, Dr. Miller has spend more than 15
years as a consultant to the salt and potash industries in the USA, Britain, and
Canada. During this time he analyzed, in detail, field data from nine evaporite
mines. Dr. Miller was a member of the peer review panel for the Design Validation Final Report for the WIPP Project prepared by the Architect/Engineer,
Bechtel.
Dr. Parviz Mottahed is the head of the Mining Technology Section at the Canada
Center for Mineral and Energy Technology, based in Elliot Lake, Canada. Previously, he was the head of the Earth Sciences and Mining Department for the
Potash Corporation of Saskatchewan, where he provided technical services in the
fields of rock mechanics, geology, and geophysics to four potash mines. He has
published over twenty papers in the fields of rock mechanics and mine design in
potash and gypsum rocks.
Mr. Jack Parker is the principal of Jack Parker and Associates, based in White
Pine, Michigan. His qualifications include 45 years working in and around mines,
with the last 20 years as a consultant working primarily on mine design and
ground control problems. He has worked in many mines, including 11 salt mines,
2 trona mines, 3 potash mines and 3 gypsum mines. Mr. Parker has published a
series of papers describing the pr act i cal aspects of rock mechanics for the
miner.
Dr. Bill Thompson is a senior scientist specializing in geotechnical problems for
SAIC based in Golden, Colorado. Previously, he was an Associate Professor at the
University of Texas, Austin. He acted as a consultant to D'Appolonia Consulting
Engineers for the WIPP project during the early site investigation phase. He has
worked in salt and potash mechanics and mine stability for over 20 years, performed laboratory and field experiments for a gas storage feasibility study in
England, evaluated solution cavity development and stability, and investigated
crushed salt behavior for the sealing of a high level nuclear waste repository.
He is presently involved in a major project evaluating mine flooding and stability in a potash mine in Saskatchewan, Canada. Or. Thompson has published a
number of papers on rock mechanics.
Mr. Tod Burrington is the Manager of the Advanced Repository and Technology
Department at the WIPP for the Managing and Operating Contractor, Westinghouse,
during which time he has held the position of Manager of Mining Engineering.
Dr. Roy Cook is the Manager of the Geotechnical Engineering Section at the WIPP
for the Managing and Operating Contractor, Westinghouse. He has worked on
the WIPP project for 4 years. Formerly, he was with the high level nuclear
waste program studying potential sites for a repository in salt. He also has
experience with mining in deep evaporite deposits.
2-2
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Or. Joe Tillerson is the supervisor for the Rock Mechanics, and the Plugging and
Sealing groups for the WIPP Project for Sandia National Laboratories, based in
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Previously, he worked in the rock mechanics program
on the site investigations for a high level nuclear waste repository at Yucca
Mountain in Nevada. He has published papers and reports on nuclear waste
repository design and the creep behavior of underground openings in salt.

,,
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TECHNICAL STATEMENTS
3.0 TECHNICAL STATEMENTS

Five technical statements prepared by the Managing and Operating Contractor,
Westinghouse, were provided to the panel members at the start of the first
meeting in Carlsbad. The purpose of the statements was to focus the attention
of the panel members on specific technical questions related to the overall issue
of life expectancy of rooms excavated in the first waste storage panel at the
WIPP. Each panel member was requested to respond to these statements individually. Assumptions, and the factors to be addressed were provided for each
statement. The statements, assumptions, and factors were expected to undergo
modi fi cations as the meetings progressed in order to be more effective in
addressing the issue under consideration. Although modifications were made
during the meetings, they did not change the underlying intent of the statements.
""

The final statements are given in Table 1. Changes from the original are included. Additions are shown in bold type and deletions have been lined through.
The purpose of the first statement was to establish an estimate for the period
of time that rooms designed for waste storage could be expected to remain accessible on a daily basis. Since actual performance depends on the extent to which
the room is supported and maintained on a regular basis, a series of different
cases relating to support and maintenance were to be addressed. The panel
members were also asked to provide upper and lower bounds for their estimates,
and to address the question of uncertainty in their responses.
The second statement addressed the effectiveness of the rockbolt system currently
installed in Panel 1. The panel members were requested to evaluate the assumptions used in the design and to consider the adequacy of the safety factor for
the overall system.
The third statement considered the uncertainties associated with the design
of structures in rock. The panel members were asked to address the design
approaches currently used in mining.
The purpose of the fourth statement was to provide modifications that could
enhance the performance of the rooms in Panel 1 such that the bin scale tests
could be successfully completed. The panel members were requested to propose
alternative support systems and to recommend maintenance activities that would
keep the rooms open.
The fifth statement addressed the adequacy of the geomechanical monitoring in the
underground facility and, in particular, its ability to provide early warning of
deteriorating conditions in the rooms of Panel 1.
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STATEMENTS FOR CONSIDERATION BY GEOTECHNICAL PANEL

,,,
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ASSUMPTIONS

FACTORS TO BE ADDRESSED

STATEMENT
1. An estimate can be established for the
period of time that Panel 1, in particular
Room 1 remains accessible on a daily basis
beyond July 1991. (Revision 1)

U>

......
1. Room height on July 1, 1991,
13.5 feet and minimum room
height needed to support
equipment clearances, 10.0
feet.

The following cases should be considered:

•

•
•
w
I
N

No maiAleRaAse iA leFms sf ssaliA~ sf
rnof, milliAg of flam OF iAstallatioA 91
additioAal suppsrt.
Limited maintenance without moving
bins.

2. Room initially excavated in
July/August 1986.

1. The ability of the Panel to address Statement 1
based on the available information.

I

0

N

w

2. Best estimate for life of Room 1.
3. Lower and upper bound estimates for the life of
Room 1.
4. Levels of uncertainty associated with estimates.

3. Falls of lumps of roof or
side wall rock that might
damage bins or instruments
should be prevented.

Extensive maintenance on an as required basis, with bins removed from
room, If necessary during maintenance
activities.

2. The rockbolt system as currently configured, Is sufficiently effective to ensure
that the test program in Panel 1, in
particular Room 1 can be completed.
(Revision 1)

"'l:S
"'l:S

5. Reasons for the levels of uncertainty.
6. Additional information that would be needed to
improve estimates.
7. Potential pillar (side wall) spalling.

1. The test program will start in
July 1991.
2. +l=le test prngFam will ee
sompleted iA July 1996.
3. RetFieo;al fFSm Rssm 1 saA be
asssmplisl=led eetweeA July
1096 a Ad July 1007.
4. The bins CANNOT be
disconnected and moved to
facilitate maintenance of the
rooms.
5. The test program including
retrieval will be completed
by July 2000.

1. The affect that the changes associated with the test
program have on support requirements for
Room 1, Panel 1.
2. The rock load to be supported is approximately the
full weight of the roof beam up to the anyhydrite
"b" layer in the middle third of the span, and half
this weight over the outer two thirds.
3. The adequacy of the factor of safety of the bolting
system used in Room 1, Panel 1 to support the
design rock load.
4. The salt above the anhydrite "b" will remain
competent.
5. Slippage of anchors provides an acceptable approach to S!Jpporting the rock load while accommodating roof closure, with daily access to the
room.
6. The mechanism by which the bolt anchors will
accommodate the movement of the salt while
supporting the immediate root beam.
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ASSUMPTIONS
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FACTORS TO BE ADDRESSED

STATEMENT

rn
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3. The level of confidence that can be placed
in the estimate of the lite for Panel 1
provided in the response to Statement 1 Is
in accordance with accepted mining
practices. (Revision 0)

1. The extent to which a probabilistic basis for
determining risk assessment Is presently applied In
mining.

....

2. The qualitative nature of geologic Information.

N

"U
"U
ID
I

0
LJ

3. The extent to which a database or experience is
available In the mining Industry from an operations
point of view to provide the meaningful judgements
at the probability levels used in the nuclear Industry
(i.e. probabilities of less than 1 in 106 ). This Is not
to be applied to an assessment of the long term
(10,000 year) performance of a repository.
4. The adequacy of the geomechanical database
developed at the WIPP and the methods currently
in place to evaluate the performance of openinas.
w
I

w

1. The modifications and additions to the support
system needed to ensure the completion of the
tests.

4. Modifications to the support system in
Panel 1 can be implemented to ensure that
access is maintained to the rooms on a
daily basis until the tests are completed.
(Revision O)

2. The maintenance activities that will be needed In
the room.
3. The need to remove the cables for the bin scale
tests in order to install additional support.

5. The geomechanical monitoring program
and the routine observations in Panel 1, can
provide sufficient warning to allow the
timely retrieval of the waste from the Panel.
(Revision O)

1. In an emergency, all waste
can be removed from the
room within a 6 month
period.

1. The adequacy of the geomechanical database
developed at the WIPP provides an adequate basis
to predict and provide early warning of
deteriorating conditions in Room 1.
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2. The adequacy of the present geomechanical
instrumentation, Installed In Room 1 is adequate to
provide early warning of deteriorating conditions.
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3. The adequacy of the proposed additional
geomechanical instrumentation to be installed in
Room 1 to provide early warning of deteriorating
conditions.
4. The criteria to determine when removal of waste
becomes necessary.
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TECHNICAL MEETINGS

4.0 TECHNICAL MEETINGS
The geotechnical panel met on two occasions in April to evaluate the life
expectancy of Panel 1. Both meetings were held in Carlsbad, New Mexico. Documentation of the meeting is given in Appendix I.
The first meeting was held on April 9, 1991, and was attended by the panel members and observers from various organizations associated with the WIPP Project.
The purpose of this meeting was to provide an overview of the project to the
panel members, to provide geomechanical data and its interpretation relating to
the performance of the waste storage rooms, and to provide instructions to the
panel concerning the process for resolving the technical issues.
On April 10, 1991, the panel members and observers toured the WIPP underground,
specifically visiting the SPDV Test Rooms and Panel 1 of the waste storage area.
The SPDV Test Rooms were constructed to provide field data on the performance of
excavations having dimensions similar to those in the waste storage areas and to
provide the basis for evaluating the waste storage rooms. Following the underground tour, the panel met to discuss their observations, to establish additional
data needs, and to receive instructions on the preparation and submission of
draft reports.
The panel members were requested to submit draft reports based on a series of
prepared statements provided to them within a seven day period. These reports
were summarized by project personnel to establish a draft consensus position for
each statement that would be presented to the panel as a group at the second
meeting.

'

The second meeting was held in Carlsbad on April 23 - 24, 1991. All
members except for Mr. Jack Parker were present. The panel members
their technical views. On the second day of the meeting, the draft
position was submitted to the group, discussions were held, and group
were revised until consensus was reached on the five statements.
consensus position is given in Section 5.

the panel
presented
consensus
responses
The final

Following the meeting, the panel members were given the opportunity to revise
their reports. Their final reports are included in Appendix II.
The panel suggested that additional geotechnical instrumentation be installed to
provide an even stronger monitoring program. Revised geomechanical instrumentation was proposed by project personnel at the second meeting. These plans met
with the approval of the panel members and are included in Appendix III.
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PANEL RESPONSES TO THE TECHNICAL STATEMENTS

DOE/WIPP 91-023

5.0 PANEL RESPONSES TO THE TECHNICAL STATEMENTS
5.1 GENERAL COMMENTS
The following general comments were provided by individual panel members in their
reports or in conversations:

••

•

Nobody invites me to go look at a nice mine. But this was an exception;
I think that this was an unusually clean, safe operation, showing good
workmanship. (J. Parker}

•

The best way to assess risk in a salt/potash mine is by making measurements . . . . WIPP has a good geomechanical database on which to base
predictions of future behavior. (H. Miller)

• The design of the openings in the waste storage area is satisfactory for
the original purpose of emplacing waste for final disposal. The change
in the intended use of the rooms in Panel 1, with the requirement that
they last longer, is the reason that the support requirements for the
rooms are being re-addressed (G. Griswold)
•

Standard mining practice in these (evaporite) materials is to use the
mine itself as a test bed. Initial mine designs are based on experience
elsewhere in similar materials but during its life the mine design is.
constantly tailored to local conditions. (W. Thompson)

5.2 CONSENSUS PANEL RESPONSE
The panel was able to reach a consensus on the responses to the five technical
statements presented at the start of the panel evaluation. The responses agreed
to by the panel members (J. Parker was in absentia) are provided in Table 2.
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Table 2
CONSENSUS RESPONSES TO STATEMENTS
STATEMENT
1. An estimate can be established
for the period of time that
Panel 1, in particular Room 1
remains accessible on a daily
basis beyond July 1991.

RESPONSES
The panel expects with confidence (and by) using engineering judgement, a life of seven to eleven
years from Room 1, Panel 1 with limited maintenance as required. The panel expressed a high level of
confidence for the lower bounds of room life expectancy, with confidence decreasing as room life
increases. The life of rooms in Panel 1 can be extended with an enhancement of the support if routine
maintenance is carried out, as required.
NOTES:
• The panel feels that the precise effects of rockbolting cannot at this stage be established with any
degree of confidence. It is recommended that a stuay of the effectiveness of rockbolting at the
WIPP facility be undertaken.
• The stress history (sequence of mining) of the different rooms in Panel 1 should be taken into
account in assessing the expected room life.
• The room life can be extended indefinitely, but this would be compliCiited and costly and require
ongoing maintenance.

<.Tl
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2. The rockbolting in Panel 1, as
currently configured, is
sufficiently effective to ensure
that the test program in Panel
1 in particular Room 1 can be
completed.

3. The level of confidence that
can be placed in the estimate
of the life for Panel 1 provided
in the response to Statement 1
is in accordance with accepted
mining practices.

• Other rooms in Panel 1 which are younger also have a total life expectancy of seven years with a
high level of confidence without additional support. These rooms, as is, would support a longer test
period than Room 1 because they are younger.
The rockbolting in Panel 1. as currently configured, provides no guarantee that a test plan that may
extend for a nine year period can be completed.
Panel 1 rooms are expected to provide a total life of seven years (up to eleven years with decreasing
confidence) without modifications.
The maximum test period (nine years) requiring a total life of fourteen years may be accomplished in
Panel 1 if suggested enhancements for support and maintenance work {detailed in response to
Statement 4) are enacted.
Formal Probability Risk Assessments are not used in evaporite mine design. Field measurements,
operational experience, and modeling are routinely incorporated into designs to effect an informal
probabilistic level of confidence.
The success of projecting the data from SPDV Test Rooms to Panel 1 is very good due to the
uniformity of geology. However, minor changes in geology can change future predictions of life.
Probability estimates in the order of 1 in 106 of operational behavior are totally unrealistic in a geologic
environment.
The risk assessment in mining is based on
• Operational experience
• Deformation measurement

• Modeling
• Geoloaic Maooina
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STATEMENT
4. Modifications to the support
system in Panel 1 can be
implemented to ensure that
access is maintained to the
rooms on a daily basis until
the tests are completed.

RESPONSES
The panel proposes the following support system enhancements

l.D
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• A support system utilizing resin anchored bolts.

w

• · Grout anchored cables with loops, lacing and meshing covering the roof in order to contain and
control roof rock failure.
• Relief of the lateral stresses to prevent roof and floor failures by slotting and/or relief entries.
• Yielding support.
• Rely on currently installed support and upgrade when necessary based on the results of the
geomechanical monitoring program.
• Roof trusses.
-0

• Driving of new rooms through existing pillars in Panel 1. (This remedial action was added at the
request of Mr. J. Parker who was absent from the April 23 and 24 meeting).
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The panel recommends that an engineering evaluation should be carried out to assess the viability of
these enhancements.
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NOTE:
• The modifications could involve a combination of these enhancements. These enhancements are
proven techniques.
5. The geomechanical monitoring
program and the routine
observations in Panel 1, can
provide sufficient warning to
allow the timely retrieval of the
waste from the Panel.

The panel agrees that:
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• The geomechanical WIPP data base is an adequate tool for giving early warning of deteriorating
conditions in Panel 1.
• Additional data interpretation should be performed to refine and implement the Identification of
deteriorating conditions.
• Present geomechanical instrumentation in Panel 1, although adequate, should be upgraded.
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• Geotechnical criteria should be used to alert the project to changing conditions In Panel 1 and to
initiate decision making courses of action.
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APPENDIX I
DOCUMENTATION OF MEETINGS
Contents of Appendix I
Agenda for Meeting on Apri 1 9 and 10, 1991
Agenda for Meeting on Apri 1 23rd and 24th, 1991
List of Participants on Apri 1 9th and 10th, 1991
List of Participants on Apri 1 23rd and 24th, 1991
List of Data, Reports and Documents submitted to the Panel as the basis for their
evaluation.

EXPERT PANEL - LIFE OF PANEL 1
Tuesday, April 9, 1991
Park Inn, 3706 National Parks Highway, Carlsbad, NM

,,

AGENDA
I.

Introduction.
- Introduction of participants.
- Scope of evaluation .
- Deliverables.

•••

II.
III.

Review of WIPP Project.
Presentation of geotechnical data and evaluations of Panel 1.
- Overview of monitoring program.
- Ground control in Panel 1.
Geomechanical data from rockfall in SPDV Test Room 1.
- Rockbolt performance.
- Assessment of useful life of Panel 1.

IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

Overview of tests with radioactive waste (bin-scale tests) in Panel 1.
Sandia National Laboratories Presentation.
Rockbolting specifications.
Open discussion.

Wednesday, April 10, 1991
(WIPP Site)
VIII.
IX.
X.

Safety briefing for underground visit.
Underground visit to observe Site and Preliminary Design Validation Test
Rooms l, 2, 3, 4, and Panel 1, Rooms 1, 2, and 6
Open discussion.

Agenda for Expert Panel on
the Life of Panel 1
Park Inn, 3706 National Parks Highway, Carlsbad, NM
Tuesday, April 23, 1991
8:00 am

I.
"''

II.

Introduction
Presentation by Panel Members
P.
I.
T.
G.
J.

S.
A.
H.

J.
R.

Mottahed
W. Farmer
W. Thompson
B. Griswold
R. Ti 11 erson
D. McKinnon
T. Iannacchione
D. S. Miller
Parker (in absentia)
F. Cook

,,

III.

Open Discussion

Wednesday, April 24, 1991
8:00 am
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

Presentation of Draft Summary Report
Discussion of Summary Report and Recommendations for Revision
Presentation of Revised Summary Report
Open Discussion

GEOTECHNICAL EXPERT PANEL
ATTENDANCE
PARK INN, CARLSBAD, NEW MEXICO
April 9, 1991
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July 1989 to June 1990, Volumes I and II, OOE/WIPP 91-012
Interim Geotechnical Field Data Report, Fall 1986, OOE/WIPP 86-012
Sections:
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Chapter 11.5 Facility Level
Chapter 12.7 Drifts
Chapter 12.8 Test Rooms

Design Validation Final Report, DOE/WIPP 86-010
Sections:

Executive Summary
Chapter 1 Introduction
Chapter 2 Background of Underground Design
Chapter 11 Test Rooms
Chapter 12 Storage Area

Borns, D. J., and J. C. Stormont, 1988. An Interim Report on Excavation Effect
Studies at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant: Delineation of the Disturbed Rock
Zone, Sandia National Laboratories, SAN087-1375.
Stormont, J.C., 1990, Discontinuous Behavior Near Excavations in a Bedded Salt
Formation, Sandia National Laboratories, SAND89-2403.
Design Criteria Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, Revised Mission Concept - IIA,
WIPP/DOE-71 Rev. 4.
Sections:

Chapter 5 Underground Facilities and Systems,
Item 1
Introduction
Item 2
Ground Control

Cook, R. F., 1991.

Position Paper:

Life Expectancy of Room l, Panel 1, Draft.

Breenwald, H. P. and H. C. Howarth, 1938. Compression Tests of Roof-Salt Slabs
Supported by Potash Salt Pillars, R.I.-3386, U.S. Bureau of Mines.
Brockman, T. R., 1988. Panel 1 Roof Bolting, Design Calculations, EWP-51-0-0433.
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COMMENTS ON WASTE ROOM STABILITY AND RESPONSE TO STATEMENTS
by

(1)

Ian Farmer

BASIS OF DESIGN
The basis of design of both the SPDV Test Rooms and No 1 Waste Storage

"''

Panel appears to have been the requirement that the storage rooms be

33x

11 ft. in section and 300 ft. long and have a tolerance of -0 +l ft.

An

allowance of 24 inches vertical closure during a 5 year panel life was
validated by calculations based on empirical creep equations and measurements
during the first 3 years life of the Test Rooms.
In both design and analysis, deformation was assumed to result mainly
from creep processes.

In practice, observations have shown that this is

not the case and that additional mechanisms involving strain softening,
fracture and movement along discontinuities - albeit time related - are
involved in a complex deformation process.

This may also include effective

stress effects from brine and gas.
The emphasis on creep processes results from the historic emphasis on
time related deformation of most laboratory test work on rock salt.

This

usually involves long term loading of specimens in compression at relatively
high unconfined or deviatoric stresses.

The results are usually expressed

as power law creep equations with secondary data on modulus of elasticity,
Poisson's ratio and uniaxial compressive strength.
while

producing useful

data,

sometimes have

These types of test

limited relevance

to

the

performance of underground excavations - particularly of the rock near the
exposed surface of the roof, sides and floor - where deformation results
from stress relief after excavation (an active expansive process) rather
than specimen loading (a passive compressive process).
Baar (1977) showed that under these conditions creep limits for rock
salt in-situ are extremely low and that constant rate plastic flow can occur
at a yield stress difference as low as 150 psi at room temperatures.

1

At

low deviatoric stresses these creep strains are relatively low.

It is only

at high stresses and temperatures and particularly with high confining
pressures that they are large.
Analysis of creep is complicated by the relatively high strength of
rock salt measured in compression, compared with the relatively low measured
tensile and shear strengths at room temperature.
strengths as 4-8% of compressive strength.

Baar estimates tensile

Dreyer (1972), however, shows

that in conventional laboratory testing of rock salt, confinement has a low
effect on strength and that

~

is low and shear strength is about 40% of

compressive strength.

(2)

MECHANICS OF ROOF FAILURE
The effect of these observations may be discussed in relation to the
SPDV Test Room 1 excavation.

Figure 1 plots contours of major and minor

principal stress around a 33 ft. by 13 ft. excavation at the same depth at
SPDV Test room 1.

These are the stresses in an elastic material in plane

strain in two dimensions.

In practice, they will be modified by excavation

at a finite rate (30% of relaxation will occur ahead of the face), by creep
and fracture. The important thing to note, however, is that tensile fractures
initiate and propagate in a direction parallel to the maj.QJ: principal stress,
causing dilation normal to this direction.
Figure 2 plots contours of one half deviatoric stress (equivalent to
peak shear stress) for the same geometry and stress.
the F and M contours plotted by Stormont (1990).

These are similar to

Once again, the actual

deviatoric stress distribution will be modified following excavation and
creep, but as a general observation, shear will occur along the lines where
the shear stress exceeds the shear strength of the rock salt.

Shear will

result in shear movement along the potential shear fracture and dilation
normal to the fracture.
Assuming that the compressive strength of the rock salt is approximately
4000 psi, the tensile strength 200-300 psi and the shear strength 1600 psi
around the excavation, the following general observations can be made:

2

...
(a)

The high deviatoric stresses at the corners of the excavation
(modified by any curvature) will be relieved at an early stage by
formation of a shear fracture, following the edge of the highly
stressed zone into the roof and floor and probably the sides of
the excavation.

The existence of this fracture in a similar size

of excavation is illustrated by Stormont's (1990) permeability
measurements, and by numerous observations of fractures.
(b)

Most of the surface deformation around the excavation will be
caused by a combination of induced tensile and shear fractures
modified by creep. This is illustrated in Figure 3. The tensile
fractures will tend to follow the contours of major principal
stress and deviatoric stress. Dilation normal to the fracture
direction will cause horizontal or vertical convergence into the
sides, roof and floor and modification of stress and fracture
orientation.

But the overall pattern agrees very well with Borns

and Stormont's (1988) permeability observations (a direct result
of dilation) and with their modification of Gramberg and Roest's
(1984) estimates of fracture zones in rock salt.
(c)

Continuing dilation will result in bed separation at partings at
the much stronger (estimated 4 times) and stiffer roof and floor
anhydrite layers.

This is a well known phenomenon in layered

rocks and in layered rock salt and is described by Baar (1977)
and others. As a result the floor and roof beams may become partly
detached,

the former exacerbating floor heave and the latter

ultimately resulting in roof failure similar to the cutter roof
failure in coal mines.

(3)

SPDV TEST ROOM FAILURE
It is important to see if this postulated failure regime agrees with
observations at SPDV Test Rooms 1 and 2, where the best deformation information
from closure measurement, borehole anchor extensometers and inclinometers
is available.

The data over 6 years is plotted in Figures 4 and 5.

This

includes the initial nonlinear convergence at Test Room 1 in Figure 4

3

resulting in an additional 3 inches of lowering of the center and lower
roof below the anhydrite parting;
same.

otherwise the data is essentially the

Data during and immediately following construction when relief of

construction stresses occurred is missing.
The general deformation pattern does, however, agree with the postulated
pattern in Figure 3, particularly:
(a)

Deformations at the corners are not extreme, indicating that high
deviatoric stresses have been relieved by formations of a shear
fracture.

(b)

Horizontal movements in the solid rock are largely confined to
the zone above the sidewall edge and close to the shear fracture
and

in a

direction normal

to

the

proposed tensile

fractures

extending into the roof.
,j

(c)

Vertical movements are largely confined to the roof and floor and
are largest below the roof parting, particularly at the center,

,,

and above the floor anhydrite layer - again particularly at the
center.
,I

It can be argued, therefore, that the general pattern of movement is

"

essentially that postulated by Stormont (1990) for the specific WIPP case
and by Baar (1977)

for the general case of evaporites and involves both

creep and fracture, but principally fracture, albeit over a prolonged period.
,.j

It can also be argued that Waste Panel 1 Room 1, although there is
less information,
Rooms.

is deforming in a very similar manner to the SPDV Test

The basic questions, therefore, which must be asked in assessing

the long term stability of Waste Panel 1 are whether the roof will behave
in a similar manner to SPDV Test Room 1 and whether the current support is
adequate or can be made adequate.

(4)

ROOF SUPPORT
The roof of SPDV Test Room 1 appears to have collapsed as a single
large block, probably trapezoidal in shape, breaking up on contact with the
floor.

It is bounded by shear planes - apparently steep on the West side

and shallow on the East side and by the clay/anhydrite parting 7 ft.

4

into

,.
the roof.

The clay/anhydrite parting may be exposed in up to 1/3 of the

roof span.

Calculations by Cook (1991) indicate that the North and South

ends of the roof beam fractured in tension due to the weight of the detached
span.
If the unit weight of rock salt is assumed 150 lbs/cu.ft., the maximum

,,

weight of the roof beam is approximately 35,000 lbs/ft.
this was unsupported.
1.7 x 10 ft.

In Test Room 1,

In Waste Panel Room 1, it is supported by approximately

long x 5/8 or 3/4 in. roof bolts per foot, with respective

average pullout loads of 19,500 and 15,000 lbs. and with design loads of
13,500 and 11,900 lbs.

The bolt pattern concentrates support in the center

of the room.
The rockbolts have been designed to support the dead weight of the
roof layer; to accommodate creep movements and to avoid fracturing of the
deforming roof surface.

For the latter, it was assumed that the anchorage

would yield and this was tested short term.
ft.

above

the

anhydrite

approximately 1

1 1/2

layer,

where

The bolts were located 2 1/2

vertical

downward

ins./year and horizontal movement

movement

is

is probably

relatively small.
The purpose of rockbolting in the current geology and excavation geometry
is essentially to prevent movement across discontinuities/bedding lanes and
particularly the anhydrite layer.
coal mines,

which

is

also

time

It is similar to cutter roof failure in
related and difficult

conventional roof bolts, however long.

to

control with

In these circumstances roof trusses

or center cribs have been successfully used and these represent an alternative, respectively long term and short term, in the present case.
The roof at WIPP is, however, different to coal mines in that only two
partings are known to exist and the rock is not laminated but apparently
quite massive.

In this case,

it may be possible to obtain a degree of

medium term control with rock bolts installed in the traditional way.

5

(5) RESPONSE TO STATEHENTS
STATEMENT 1:

An estimate can be established for the period of time that Panel
1, in particular Room 1, remains accessible on a daily basis beyond

July 1991.
1.

Available information on Waste Panel 1 appears to be limited to
horizontal extensometers installed in the E and W rib at the mid point

,,,

in December 1988 and convergence meters installed at the midpoint and
North and South ends at various dates between 1986 and 1990.

Many

of these are no longer functional, but a summary of data is available
indicating 19 ins. of roof to floor convergence over a 5 year period
to April 1991.

As far as can be seen,

the deformation over this

period is similar to that of SPDV Test Rooms 1-4 over a similar period.
Combined with a knowledge of deformation mechanisms, this give a basis
for discussion of the statement.
2.

To estimate the life of Room 1, it is necessary to make some assumptions
about its performance compared with SPDV Test rooms.

Convergence of

SPDV Test Room 1 up to 5 years reached a steady state of 3 ins/year.
After 5 years, this increased as bed separations in the roof gradually
led to detachment of the roof beam and ultimate collapse after about
8 years.

Creep in rock salt should be a constant rate phenomenon and

the constant creep rate, representing a roof or floor bay strain rate
of about 0.5% per year, is moderate and almost certainly indicates a
quasi-stable situation.
Provided the deformation of the roof and floor in Room 1 can be
maintained at the present rate and bed separations at the anhydrite/clay
roof layer prevented,
stability.

there

is

a good prospect of medium therm

The integrity of the roof block, based on SPDV Test Room

1 observations appears high and there is no reason why an additional
10 years life, bringing the total roof to floor convergence to about
50 ins., when the room would show considerable distortion, should not
be expected.

6

3.

A lower bound estimate of a total of 8 years (an additional 3 years)
assuming the same failure mechanism as SPDV Test Room 1 is reasonable.
More rapid failure is unlikely.

...

With the proviso in paragraph 2 and

good support and repair an upper limit of considerable length - say
up to 20 additional years is feasible, provided the deformation can

...

be tolerated .
4/5.

lid

Levels of uncertainty depend on the
assumptions made to reach an estimate.

level of confidence

in the

In this case, there is probably

insufficient data to determine confidence levels beyond subjective
terms such as high, medium or low.

The most important basis for

estimates is that the steady state roof and floor bay strains are
moderate and in this case, in a homogeneous rock salt, it would be
possible to postulate stability with a high level of confidence.

The

potential instability in the present case arises from the potential
detachment of the roof block from the anhydrite layer and to a lesser
extent buckling of the floor layer.

If roof block detachment can be

resisted by the support system, there will be a high level of confidence
in the estimate.
6.

Panels.

..

At the least, center line roof extensometers at the mid and

quarter points are needed.

These will monitor bay strains and parting

separations.

;,j

7.
•. I

There is limited deformation data available in the Waste Storage

Maintenance should be directed at maintaining roof integrity.

Roof

lowering at the current constant rate will lead to some extensions
of shear fractures, which will require limited maintenance.

The only

situation which would require movement of bins would be nonlinear
roof lowering. In this case either replacement of bolts or installation
of cribs would be needed to maintain roof stability.

STATEMENT 2.

The

rockbolt

system

as

currently

configured

is

sufficiently

effective to ensure that the test program in Panel 1, particularly
Room 1 can be completed.

7

1.

The rock bolt system is required to support the roof block for 10
years to 2000 A.D. in Room 1, Panel 1.

As currently configured, the

roof bolts are anchored in rock salt above the anhydrite layers which
is deforming at an approximate rate of 0.5 ins/year vertically at the
center and 0.25 ins/year vertically and 0.2 ins/year horizontally at
the sides.

The bolt collars are located at the surface which is

deforming mainly vertically at a rate of 1.5 ins/year in the center,
less at the sides.

lh

The resultant bolt strain of 0.8% per year may be tolerable for up
to 5 years with anchor and collar deformation (3% bolt strain is
usually considered a maximum).

Beyond this, there can be no certainty

of continuing support, without replacement or redesign.

2.

The

trapezoid at

assumption.

roof block configuration is

not

a

conservative

Typical failures of this type often have steep break

lines and a better assumption would be rectangular block.

This would

also lead to a better distribution of support in the critical zone
close to the shear fractures at the corners.

There are good reasons

for arguing that these shear fractures are not typically inclined at
a low angle to the horizontal.
3.

The current design of roof support does not appear conservative.

If

a unit rock weight of 150 lbs/cu.ft. is assumed then the weight of a
rectangular 33 x 7 ft. roof block is 35,000 lbs/ft. and that of the
design trapezoid is 23,000 lbs/ft.

For 5/8 in. bolts,

the design

load is 11,900 lbs. and for 3/4 in. bolts (say) 13,500 lbs.
are barely adequate for the current trapezoid,

These

which is itself a

conservative assumption.
4

The salt above the anhydrite b layer is creeping at a rate of 0.25
ins/year

-

a

low rate,

which is unlikely to result

Horizontal deformations are equally low.

8

in fracture.

5.

Slippage of anchors is not a reliable method of rock bolt roof control
over an extended period of time and beyond an anchor strain of 3-4%.
In the current case, beyond 5 years, anchor or collar failure would
be expected.

6.

Fully grouted bolts, probably with double set resins to give enhanced
anchorage load are more reliable.

Recent experiments by Signer and

Jones (1990) have shown that high restraint can be maintained, even
when part of the

grouted bolt has yielded

(see Figure 7).

The

possibility of using fully grouted 3/4 inch bolts (say) 12 ft. long
with a 3 ft. quick set resin anchor tensioned to 30% of design load
should be considered.
In coal mines
failure

·•

..

is

for similar roof configurations,

likely,

where cutter roof

truss bolts are extremely effective and these

should be considered for other panels, where major redesign is possible .

STATEMENT 3.

The level of confidence, which can be placed in the estimates of
the life for Panel provided in the response to Statement 1 is in
accordance with accepted mining practice.

1.

Probability is used extensively in mining, particularly for slopes;
to a lesser extent for pillars.

The major requirement is that there

exists an accurate and accepted analytical framework for design, and
sufficient information on variability of parameters, usually expressed
as variograms.

In the case of Panel 1, the nature of roof failure

is complex, involving several different mechanisms and geomechanical
data is limited.
2.

Geological information is not necessarily qualitative.

Certainly at

WIPP, it would be possible to build up an accurate database of rock
salt mineralogy and structure which would show limited variability.
Most rock discontinuities, beds, grain sizes can be expressed in terms
of variograms

and

are

often

available.

9

the

best

and

"hardest"

information

'""

'"'
""'

3

""

Probability levels of 1 in 106 are not feasible.
inherent

in most geotechnical

and geometric

The variations

parameters

means

a

t<?I

probability of 1 in 10 is the best that can be obtained.

Design in

-i;-lt"4

rock probably has the same type of probability levels as weather
.• ,,,.

forecasting.
~:

t-1

4

The WIPP data base is heavily orientated towards deformation measurement - since the design is based on creep.

'WJ

There is virtually

none of the geotechnical information - particularly shear and tensile

"'l/11

strength, which would be needed to accurately assess the performance

Hd

of the openings - say by using finite element analysis with a combined
creep - fracture constitutive model of the type developed by Desai
and used by Stormont (1990) in his analysis.

..

STATEMENT 4.

Modifications to the support system in Panel 1 can be implemented
to ensure that access is maintained to the rooms on a daily basis
until the test are completed.

1.

The support system should be modified to perform in a roof where
strain over the anchor length over a ten year period is likely to be
8%, equivalent to a differential displacement of 10 ins.

Conventional

mechanical anchors are likely to fail if subjected to this type of
deformation.

Roof to floor convergence over the same period is likely

to be 30 ins. and roof lowering 15 ins.

In addition, the current

support system does not appear to have sufficient capacity to support
the full roof block. The support system should be capable of generating
a restraint of 35, 000 lbs/ft. of room length and should provide better

support for the edges of the block.
Four types of support system may be suggested:
(a)

Fully grouted resin anchored bolts, 3/4 in. 12 ft. long with
a 3 ft.

load.

long fast set anchorage; tensioned to 1/3 of working
These should be set with an adjustable collar plate,

and in a uniform pattern.
towards the rib.

10

The outer bolts should be angled

'

"
Cable bolted trusses angled over the rib to just above the

(b)

anhydrite/clay parting.

The trusses should include an element

of flexibility so that they can be lengthened to accommodate
roof movement.
(c)

Cable anchors - possibly combined with slings-installed centrally and incorporating a tensioning device which can be
modified to accommodate roof lowering.

(d)

Cribs installed centrally in the room including one or two

~·"

elements of soft wood to allow for squeeze.

2.

Some weld mesh should be installed, particularly at the pillar edges
to catch loose rocks.

Minimum maintenance activity should be planned

- the support system should be designed to maintain roof integrity
with a degree of flexibility to accommodate roof movement.
3.

Once the experiment has started, installation of cribs is probably
the only feasible additional support system.

This should not - if

planned for - require removal of cables.

STATEMENT 5.

The geomechanical monitoring program and the routine observations
in Panel 1 can provide sufficient warming to allow the timely
retrieval of the waste from the panel.

1.

The plot of rate of convergence against time from SPDV Test Room 1
provides a powerful and classic type of illustration of precursive
roof movements leading to failure and also provides sufficiently early
warning of deteriorating conditions to allow remedial action.

Sim-

ilarly, careful monitoring of SPDV Test Rooms 1 to 4 and other large
span openings will provide additional ongoing precursive information
- in the case of Test Room 4 for a roof including traditional rock
bolts.

This is a limited data base, but the information is precise and
directly relevant.

11

''!N

2

The geotechnical information from Room 1 is just adequate.

The

convergence data can be directly compared with Test Room 1 .
.;."'~

,.,
3

Additional convergence stations and particularly roof extensometers
designed to detect dilation of the parting are needed.

,<j~

4

..
...

,

A increase in roof convergence, associated with parting dilation,
which is not controlled or reduced quickly by installation of cribs
or additional roof supports .

.

.,
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'Ihe surmnary report contains:

o

An

accurate record of the meet.irgs of the Geotechnical Panel on
Panel 1 stability.

o

A COf!:1 of the report provided to Westin;Jhouse by this panel
member.

o

An accurate presentation of the consensus agreed to by the panel
members at the meeti.n:Js on the 23rd arrl 24th of April 1991.

Date

--,,

/'(

~ ...,,

5'.' d

"'/I, i/f)
RESPONSE TO STATEMENT 1

Panel Member:

Griswold

Pactors to be Addressed

1.

The ability of the Panel to address Statement i
available information.

based on

the

The geotechnical information base is excellent and far exceeds that available to normal mining operations being conducted in the nearby potash mining district.
The safety
record of those mines is excellent yet their extraction rates
are much higher, their bolting pattern not as comprehensive,
and pillar and roof loadings are higher.
2.

Best estimate for the life of Room..!...:..
The eight year life of SPDV Room 1 represents the minimum.
Life beyond that is not quantifiable but the installation of
rock bolts in Panel 1 will no doubt prolong the time when
open access to Rooms 1 through 7 will be available for scientific purposes. Caution: throughout my discussions of room
life I mean the time from initial mining to expected collapse.
How that time is partitioned between preparation,
testing and bin removal will not be discussed.

3•

Lower and upper bound estimates for the life of Room ..!...:..
The age of Room 1 is approaching five years. Using SPDV Room
1 as the minimum model, evidence of the onset of major movement will not be detectable until year 6.
Therefore, the
true effectiveness of rock bolting must wait for another
year. So my estimate has to be judgmental, but adding at
least two additional years appear reasonable. Having stuck
my neck out on the two years added life makes me conservative
on the upper limit -- no longer than four years.
I am
comfortable with two to four year increased life because the
comprehensive geotechnical monitoring that will be available
for Room 1.

4.

Levels of uncertainty associated with estimates.
It is only reasonable that as expected life goes beyond the
eight year life of SPDV Room 1 that uncertainty increases.
If I was forced to give you an estimate I would say 90%
certain for the two year increase and 60% for the four year
increase.

5.

Reasons for levels of uncertainty.
The roof bolts will add to stability, but quantifying it as I
just have done with my answer to item No. 4 is pure speculation!

6.

Additional information that would be needed to improve
mate.

esti-

The only information that I consider useful is something that
you cannot provide now, and that is time. Time is required
to determine what the deformation plot will look like in a
bolted room. Now as to maintenance. I believe that you must
be prepared for extensive maintenance on a required basis and
the bins removed if necessary. You can hope for the best,
but you must be prepared for the worst.

RESPONSE TO STATEMENT 2

Panel Member:

Griswold

Factors to be addressed
1.

The affect that the changes associated with the test
have Qil support requirements for Room ],_,_ Panel ..L..

program

The purpose of the initial design, including the bolting, was
to demonstrate drum waste disposal. No meaningful change has
been done to accommodate the new mission of scientific tests.
2.

The rock load to be suooorted is approximately the full
weight of the roof bean YR to the anhydrite "b" layer in the
middle third of the span and half this weight over the outer
two thirds.
This is quite reasonable considering the roof failure of SPDV
Room 1.

3.

The adequacy of the safety factor of the bolting system
in Room ],_,_ Panel £ to support the design rock load.

used

The 1.7 safety factor given by Dr. Cook is correct if the
anchors hold and move only by long term plastic flow.
If the
wedges slip through the shells then the bolts are not effective. Dead weight testing of bolts can give a partial answer
this question, and such tests could be done in a few months
time. Of all the "would like to do" tests this is my highest
priority.
The forces on the bolts is a classic statically
indeterminate case, but can be solved by finite element
analysis. This should be done pronto.
4.

The salt above anhydrite "b" will remain competent.
Yes, it is outside the failure envelope as witnessed in
Room 1.

5.

SPDV

Slippage of anchors provides an acceptable approach to supporting the rock load while accommodating roof closure, with
daily access to the room.
This is the key question. Experience in nearby potash mines
says yes for small movements and no for large movements.
Dead weight testing should quantify the phemonenology of
failure.

6.

The mechanism Qy which the bolt anchors will accommodate
movement of the last while supporting the immediate roof
beam.

the

I believe that some bed separation will still occur.
Therefore, the bolts only provide support by suspending the failed
portion of the roof. If such will be the case then room
closure rates will depart from what was witnessed in the SPDV
rooms.
This will place a real burden on the geotechnical
staff to give an accurate analysis of closure data .

...

RESPONSE TO STATEMENT 3

Panel Member:

Griswold

Factors to be Addressed
h

1.

The extent to which g probabilistic basis for
risk assessment ~ presently applied in mining.

determining

Some academics may do such analysis, but I know of no mine
operators that do. You design it the best you can and then
Roy Cook's statement No. 4 in his Summary
do monitoring.
section puts it very well.
2.

"''

The qualitative nature of geologic information.
The advantage of WIPP is its uniformity of the bedded
geologic conditions. Therefore, the SPDV geotechnical information is transferable to Panel 1 with a high degree of
certainty.
This eliminates the qualitative aspects of geologic information that one faces in most mining situations.

3.

The extent to which database or experience is available in
the mining industry from an operations point of view to provide meaningful judgments used in th® nuclear industry (i.e.
probabilities of less than 1. in 10 ). This is not to be
applied to an assessment of the long term (10,000 year)
performance of g repository.
Impossiblet

4.

The adequacy of the geomechanical database developed at
WIPP and the methods currently in place to evaluate
performance of openings.
Excellent in both aspects. The only thing missing is the
design and validation of a long term stable mine opening.
This was something never considered necessary until the
advent of the bin scale test program.

RESPONSE TO STATEMENT 4

Panel Member:

Griswoid

Factors to be addressed
1.

The modifications and additions to the support system
to insure the completion of the tests.

needed

I would add nothing other than the monitoring system that has
been scoped out by Roy Cook. I do recommend that Jack Gilbert and Harry Bibby be brought more into play concerning the
design of a leveling platform for bins and providing as much
structural protection as possible over the bins.
2.

The maintenance activities that will be needed.
This is the responsibility of the safety personnel and not
the scientific investigators. And it will be done by "take
it as it comes" methods.

3.

The need to remove the cables for the bin
order to install additional support.

scale

tests

in

I am not that knowledgeable about the test configuration.
I
would leave these decisions to Jack Gilbert because he will
have operational responsibility for the test.

RESPONSE TO STATEMENT 5

Panel Member:

Griswold

Factors to be addressed
1.

The adequacy of the geomechanical database developed at the
WIPP provides an adequate basis to predict and provide early
warning deteriorating conditions in Room ~
The SPDV experience gives an excellent reference base.
However, we are hoping that the roof bolts in Panel 1 rooms
will alter the convergence rates. Therefore, a lot of judgment is going to be called for on making the correct decision
as to when failure is apt to occur. Added to this is the
problem that the deformation history of Room 1 of Panel 1
differs from those in the four SPDV rooms and rooms 2 through
7 of Panel 1. The convergence plot for Room 1, Panel 1 is
quite linear versus the early curvilinear behavior exhibited
elsewhere.
Hopefully some of this dilemma will be answered
when the instrument holes are drilled in Room 1, Panel 1.
I
am told that drilling will commence very soon.

,..
2.

The adequacy of the present geomechanical, installed in Room
i
is adequate to provide early warning of deteriorating
conditions.
The answer is no to the exact statement.

3.

4.

'•

The adequacy of the proposed additional geomechanical instrumentation to be installed in Room l to provide early morning
of deteriorating conditions.
The answer is yes if the instrumentation scoped out
Cook is implemented.

by

The criteria
necessary.

becomes

to determine when removal

of

waste

Roy

I think it consists of two parts: convergence rate and total
convergence.
Any rate above five inches per year or total
convergence over 25 inches are trip points in my view.

REPORI' SUBMI'ITED

BY
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'Ibe summary report contains:

o

An

accurate record of the

meet~s

of the Geotechnical Panel on

Panel 1 stability.

o

A COf!f of the report provided to Westinghouse by this panel
member.

o

An accurate presentation of the consensus agreed to by the panel
members at the meet~s on the 23rd arrl 24th of April 1991.

Date
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REVIEW OF THE LIFE EXPECTANCY
OF PANEL 1 ROOM 1 IN THE WIPP UNDERGROUND
by Anthony Iannacchione
Acknowledgement

•

I would like to thank the staffs of the Department of Energy,
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, and Sandia National Laboratory for
the opportunity to evaluate the continued stability of Panel 1, Room 1
at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant near Carlsbad, New Mexico. I have
found the staffs exceptionally well qualified and clearly focused on
their mission. I hope the following comments will provide some
additional insight and prove useful in any future deliberation of the
expected life of Panel 1, Room 1 in the WIPP underground.
STATEMENT N0.1
An estimate can be established for the period of time that Panel 1, in
particular Room 1, remains accessible on a daily basis beyond July 1991.
The following cases are considered:

•

1. No maintenance in terms of scaling of roof, milling of floor or
installation of additional support.
2. Limited maintenance without moving bins.
3. Extensive maintenance on an as required basis, with bins removed from
room, if necessary during maintenance activities.
Assumptions
1. Room height on July 1, 1991, 13.5 feet and minimum room height needed
to support equipment clearances, 10.0 feet.
2. Room initially excavated in July/August 1986.
Factors to be addressed
1. The ability of the Panel to address Statement 1 based on the
available information.
Considering the instability observed within SPDV Room 1, a worst case
scenario for the expected life of Panel 1, Room 1 has been identified by
the WIPP staff. This scenario establishes the potential need to support
a 180 ft long triangular shaped roof member. Observations from SPDV
Room 1 indicated that the immediate roof fractured after approximately 6
years at the center of a 300 ft long entry along both sides of the salt

'I

2

ribs/roof intersection. These fractures propagated upward at
approximately 20• to 25• from the horizontal until they intercepted a
clay band approximately 7 ft above the mine roof. Failure of the
detached salt wedge occurs when the shear resistance of the cross
sections could no longer support the detached wedge, causing beam
failure as a single unit (Cook, 1991).

..

A roof bolt system consisting of 10 ft vertical bolts was installed with
the hopes of prolonging stable roof conditions within Room 1 for an
additional 9 years. Unfortunately, the mechanism by which the bolt
anchors within the salt roof is poorly understood. The WIPP staff has
assumed the bolt anchors will slip downward in response to the ever
present creep of the salt formation. Although this mechanism appears
quite possible, there is little information confirming anchor slip in
salt. If the bolt anchors do not slip, bolt yield or bolt pullout may
result. The in-place bolts are capable of withstanding 10 inches of
yield prior to failure. Current measurements suggest approximately 27
inches of deformation will occur within Room 1 over a the next nine
years.
Horizontal deformations of 0.5 inches per year produce an additional
condition not planned for in the design of the bolt system. Vertical
bolts passing through roof shears may fail in shear long before they
fail in the manner suggested by the WIPP staff. Until these questions
are better understood, confidence in the current support plan is
estimated to be 50%.
2. Best estimate for life of Room 1.

Estimation of the expected life of an entry as critical as Room 1 should
be based upon worst case situations. If the bolt anchors don't slip,
the bolt system will fail due to excessive elongation. Additionally,
the bolt system may fail due to shearing along the salt roof wedge. Let
us examine each of these cases separately.

,

First, if bolt anchors don't slip the bolts will stretch due to constant
deformation of the roof. The deformation in the roof is estimated to be
2/3 of the total room convergence which is approximately 3 inches per
year. This indicates that at least 2 inches of deformation per year
will occur within the roof strata. The 3 inches per year represents a
steady state creep condition, therefore, higher rates would be
experienced once shear fractures occur in the roof. Unfortunately,
precise knowledge of the exact height at which zero roof deformation
occurs is unclear. Let use again consider the most conservative
estimate. All of the movement occurs within the bolt horizon. Tension
failure of the bolts would likely occur approximately 7 years after
installation (assuming an extension of 10 % with a Factor of Safety of
1.5 equalling a total of 7 inches of elongation prior to failure). This
would indicate a 2 1/2 year life for current bolt system. Since the
bolts have been installed for approximately this long without failure,
this scenario seems unlikely. Either some slip is occurring in the
anchorage and/or much of the roof deformation is developing far above
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the bolt horizon.
If the bolt anchors do slip and/or the roof deformations within the bolt
horizon are some fraction of the total roof sag, then the projected
shear surface crossing the bolt horizon at a 23• angle must still be
considered. Observations within SPDV Room 1 indicate shear fractures
began to develop after approximately 6 years of entry life. If we
consider the worst case scenario, it should take approximately 2 years
for the bolt holes to totally shear. We could then make the assumption
that this process would slow the entire development of the unstable salt
wedge by an additional two years. This again is an unlikely scenario
since some bolt hole deformation will surely occur. Field observations
have indicated that a considerable amount of lateral bending can occur
prior to shear failure. Unfortunately, precise calculations of these
effects are not available (see Hass et al., 1975 for more information on
shear strength of roof bolts).
3. Lower and upper bound estimates for the life of Room 1.
The above discussion adequately defines the lower bound estimates for
the life of Room 1. Since the roof failed approximately 2 years after
roof shears developed in SPDV Room 1 and roof shears have not yet
developed in Panel 1 Room 1, the lower bound estimate of roof stability
would be July 1993. An upper bound estimate would follow the logic
discussed by Cook (1991) where the bolt anchors would slip continuously
in response to roof deformation and where the capacity of these bolts to
resist shear failure is significantly increased by bolt hole deformation
and bolt bending. Therefore, the upper bound estimate would be close to
the completion of the test in July 2000.
4. Levels of uncertainty associated with estimates.
Because of the great deal of uncertainty involved in the performance of
the intrinsic support system within Room 1, precise levels of
uncertainty can not be calculated (note the above statements for a
discussion of these uncertainties).
5. Reasons for the levels of uncertainty.
Please see the above statements for the reasons for the levels of
uncertainty.
6. Additional information that would be needed to improve estimates.
The author recoD1Dends a research program designed to investigate the
anchorage mechanism of bolts within the WIPP salt roof. It is
recoD1Dended that anchor creep tests be performed on salt so that a
family of load vs. deformation curves under varying confinements, bolt
lengths and widths, and anchor types can be produced. These test should
be compared with in situ bolt load, bolt strain, roof sag and entry
convergence. In this way, the an accurate mechanism can be established
for anchors in salt. Also, estimates of strength of bolts subjected to

..
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shear forces at various angles should also be evaluated along with
observations of bolt hole deformations along the shear plane. This
information would help to determine what effect horizontal deformation
of 0.5 inches per year may have bolt failure. (See Hass et al., 1975 and
Smith and Stateham, 1987).

STATEMENT N0.2
The rockbolt system as currently confjgured, js suffjcjently effectjve
to ensure that the test program jn Panel 1, jn partjcular Room 1 can be
completed.

Assumptions
1. The test program will start in July 1991.
2. The bins CANNOT be disconnected and moved to facilitate maintenance
of the rooms.
3. The test program including retrieval will be completed by July 2000.
Factors to be Addressed
1. The effect that the changes associated with the test program have on
support requirements for Room 1, Panel 1.
I do not have a high degree of confidence that the currently configured
support system in Room 1 will allow for completion of the Bin Scale Test
through the projected date of July 2000.
2. The rock load to be supported is approximately the full weight of the
roof beam up to the anhydrite "b" layer in the middle third of the span,
and half this weight over the outer two thirds.

..
..

This appears to be a reasonable estimate. Since the observed crosssectional area of the roof wedge within SPDV Room 1 was less than that
estimated for the rock bolt dead weight load, the support system has a
built in Factor of Safety. It is important to note that supports with
high load carrying capacities and high stiffness characteristics might
produce excessive bending and tensile failure in the salt roof. Figure
1 shows an idealized load deformation for support systems within Room 1.
3. The adequacy of the factor of safety of the bolting system used in
Room 1, Panel 1 to support the design rock load.
If the assumptions made in the design are true, the Factor of Safety of
the bolting system would be adequate. However, some of the assumptions
are in question {see comments in Statement No.I). Therefore, I do not
believe an adequate Factor of Safety exists for the current support
system.
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Figure 1. - Ideal support reaction for Room 1.
4. The salt above the anhydrite "b" will remain competent.
The salt above the anhydrite 11 b11 wi 11 remain competent unti 1 separation
along the 11 b11 horizon is initiated. At this point in time accelerated
deformations wnl begin to occur in the horizon below anhydrite 11 a11
(approximately 15 ft above the mine roof). The unsupported span of the
salt beam between anhydrite 11 a and 11 b11 will be much smaller than that
of the salt roof below anhydrite 11 b11 • This should greatly reduce the
size of the wedge which would eventually form between anhydrite 11 b11 and
11

"a ...

5. Slippage of anchors provides an acceptable approach to supporting the
rock load while accommodating roof closure, with daily access to the
room.
Unfortunately, slippage of anchors is a suggested mechanism and has not
been proven. Therefore, l would suggest an extensive research program
to verify this mechanism. Also, the shear deformation characteristics
of the installed support system needs to be evaluated.
6. The mechanism by which the bolt anchors will accommodate the movement
of the salt while supporting the immediate roof beam.
To the best of my knowledge this has never been researched.
"

l have

6
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searched the literature and have been unsuccessful in finding any
references which would help verify a mechanism.

STATEMENT NO. 3
The level of confidence that can be placed in the estimate of the life
for Panel 1 provided in the response to Statement 1 is in accordance
with accepted mining practices.

Factors to be Addressed
1. The extent to which a probabilistic basis for determining risk
assessment is presently applied in mining.
The analysis used by the WIPP staff is certainly within the design
procedures utilized by the mining industry. However, considering the
nature of the WIPP site and necessity for safe storage of waste bins in
Room 1, I don't think using risk assessments applied to conventional
mines is appropriate. Commercial mines can and do take some risks. The
management at WIPP must decide what risks this mine is prepared to take.
2. The qualitative nature of geologic information.
I have a very high degree of confidence in the geologic information
collected at the site. Combining this data base with observational and
measured strata response has already proven extremely useful.
3. The extent to which a database or experience is available in the
mining industry from an operations point of view to provide meaningful
judgements at the probability levels used in the nuclear industry (i.e.
probabilities of less than I in 10 6 ). This is not to be applied to an
assessment of the longterm (10,000 year) performance of a repository.
I refer to my comments in Factor 1.
4. The adequacy of the geomechanical database developed at the WIPP and
the methods currently in place to evaluate the performance of openings.
The confidence I have in the geomechanical database developed at the
WIPP is very high. The staff has done a great job. I would suggest
some minor improvements. First, the ability to separate the magnitude
of roof sag from floor heave was not always possible from the data
collected at SPDV Room 1. I would suggest more extensometer
measurements in conjunction with convergence measurements in SPDV Rooms
3 and 4 and from the various rooms in Panel 1. Some of these
extensometers should extend great distances (>50 ft) into the roof. I
would also recommend more remote real-time data acquisition so that
extensive measurements could be made after rooms are no longer
accessible.

,,
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STATEMENT NO. 4
Modifications to the support system in Panel 1 can be implemented to
ensure that access is maintained to the rooms on a daily basis until the
tests are completed.
Factors to be Addressed
1. The modifications and additions to the support system needed to
ensure the completion of the tests.
I would highly reconmend addition support systems to ensure completion
of the Bin Scale Tests. Three general categories exist: destressing,
additional intrinsic support, and supplemental support within the entry.
Destressing - Destressing in salt has proven to be highly successful in
increasing entry stability. In particular, a destressing
program in Room 1 could be designed to cut-off the excessive
lateral movements which are responsible for the creation of
the unstable roof wedge in SPDV Room 1. Three different

.
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Figure 2. - Examples of three different destressing techniques .
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destressing techniques could be utilized (Figure 2). The
easiest destressing technique would be to slot the roof with
a cutter bar along the rib-roof intersection. This would
cut-off the horizontal movement of salt above the pillar
from the salt roof above the entry. There are two
disadvantages with this technique. Induced spotting of the
roof can result in minor instabilities along the slot.
Also, the dead weight loading on the bolting system would
increase because the potential failure surface may take on a
rectangular appearance. This would lower the previously
calculated bolt system Factor of Safety.
A second destressing technique would be to drive a new entry
(Room IA) between Room I and Room 2, abandoning Room I from
further use. This would provide two solutions. Room I
would continue to deform and hopefully fail. Because Room
IA is only 33 ft away from Room I, the lateral deformation
of the roof should be slowed. Also, Room IA would have a
higher probability of remaining stable through the life of
the test simply as a result of the •newness• of the entry.
The disadvantages of such an approach are obvious. Driving
a new room would create other operational problems in Panel
I. In addition, the effects of a 33 ft wide pillar on room
deformation at the WIPP site are unknown.
A third suggestion has been made by Mr. Jack Parker.
Driving a small opening close to Room I at a horizon
equivalent to the roof salt. This idea seems most appealing
to me. I will leave Mr. Parker to describe this technique
in greater detail.
Additional intrinsic support - Three types of additional intrinsic
support should be considered: meshing, lacing, and trussing.
Clearly a wire mesh should be used in Room I to assist in
securing small salt pieces. Lacing is a technique I believe
Dr. Miller will be discussing in greater detail, therefore,
I will not discuss it here.
Roof trusses have been successfully used in the mining
industry to stabilize roof subjected to high horizontal
movements (Mangelsdorf, 1988). Truss bolts may have the
ability to support an existing wedge of salt in Room I.
Several truss bolt systems are currently available (figure
3). The Classic Birmingham truss has the capability to
support high loads under considerable deformation. The
Locotos truss is a more rigid system but due to the
mechanics of the salt wedge this system may be able to
withstand considerable deformations. The Seegmiller truss
with Dywidag bolts and slip nuts theoretically has the
capacity for considerable deformations. Finally, the
Dywidag truss has recently been tested at the Beth Energy
Mines and allowed 14 inches of vertical movement without
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Figure 3. - Examples of different truss support systems.
failure. Five factors should be considered in designing a
truss system in salt: 1) the supports should be installed
with a small amount of tension; 2) the initial shearing
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process should relieve tension in bolt anchors, (due to the
lateral movement of the anchor and the downward movement of
the roof); 3) the curvature of the roof will generate
tensioning in the central rods causing the brackets to slip;
4) oversized holes would allow for more truss freedom of
movement across the shearing plane; and 5) a 50% efficiency
can be expected. All of the above truss systems will be
discussed in some detail in my presentation with comments on
the advantages and disadvantages of each technique.
Supplemental supports within the entry - Several types of supplemental
support systems exist which could be designed to withstand
the 20 to 30 inches of movement Panel 1 is expected to
experience over a nine year period.
Wood cribs - Properly designed wood cribs can yield at loads
slightly in excess of the dead weight of the salt wedge and
mobilize enough deformation to withstand the total vertical
movement expected over the 9 year life of the room. The
stiffness of crib is dependent upon the height, width and
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Figure 4. An example of the load-deformation characteristic of a wood
crib.
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contact area of the crib. lt is also affected by the size
and character of the individual wood pieces. Testing at the
Bureau of Mines has illustrated the behavior of certain size
and shape wood cribs (Barczak and SchweR111er, 1988; Barczak
and Tasillo, 1988; and Barczak and Tasillo, 1991) and is
illustrated in Figure 4.
Yielding jacks - Several manufacturers have yielding jacks
that can hold 90000 lbs over 24 to 36 inches of
displacement. Oywidag, Seegmiller, and USBM have installed
these jacks under various conditions.
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Figure 5. - Load deformation characteristics of the concrete and rubber
pier.
Concrete and rubber piers - An experimental concrete and
rubber pier has been tested at USBM which has the capacity
to withstand large deformation under constant load. An
example of the load-deformation characteristic of one of
these tests is shown in figure 5.
Arch canopy - Arch supports have been extensively used in
mining and civil engineering applications. The advantages
of arch supports are: 1) elastic-plastic load deformation
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Figure 6. Load deformation characteristics for arch support system.
characteristics (Figure 6); 2) can be placed around existing
equipment; 3) come in various shapes; 4) can be fitted to
rectangular geometries using the preloaded roof cambered
beam system; and 5) can be installed by professional
construction crews. The disadvantages of arch supports are:
1) dead loads that exceed ultimate load carrying capacity of
the arch could cause sudden collapse; 2) approximately 6 to
12 inches of clearance are needed; 3} the arch structures
are heavy; and 4) the yield points of leg supports can be
affected by torque, surface conditions and bending of the
metal (See Allwes and Mangelsdorf, 1988; and Allwes and
Mangelsdorf, 1990).
2. The maintenance activities that will be needed in the room.
Several temporary support systems could be used which would supply
additional stability during maintenance activities.
Air bags - Air bags have been used extensively in civil
engineering applications to hold unstable strata. These
devices lack the ability to withstand large deformations but
may prove useful in temporarily stabilizing hazardous
ground.

.
'
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Spring support systems - Spring support systems have also
been extensively used in civil engineering applications to
allow structures to deform under constant load. Placement
around critical devices in Room 1 could provide adequate
stability during retrieval of waste containment units.
Mobile roof support system - The USBM has developed a
remotely operated Mobile Roof Support machine which can
place and retrieve temporary roof support. This device
would prove useful in the installation or retrieval of some
above listed support techniques.

...

3. The need to remove the cables for the bin scale tests in order to
install additional support .
I am not convinced that this would need to be considered in light of
some of the techniques discussed above.

STATEMENT NO. 5

...

The geomechanical monitoring program and the routine observations in
Panel 1, can provide sufficient warning to allow the timely retrieval of
the waste from the Panel.
Assumptions
1. In an emergency, all waste can be removed from the room within a 6
month period.
Factors to be Addressed
1. The adequacy of the geomechanical database developed at the WIPP
provides an adequate basis to predict and provide early warning of
deteriorating conditions in Room 1.
I believe the installed geomechanical database developed at the WIPP
provides an adequate bases to predict deteriorating conditions within
Room 1.
2. The adequacy of the present geomechanical instrumentation, installed
in Room 1 is adequate to provide early warning of deteriorating
conditions.

·•

The current geomechanical instrumentation in Room 1 should be
supplemented with devices to monitor roof support behavior. The ability
to provide early warning of roof falls will need this additional
information.
3. The adequacy of the proposed additional geomechanical instrumentation
to be installed in Room 1 to provide early warning of deteriorating
conditions.
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An early warning of roof failure should consist of 4 parts: 1) strata
deformation measurements, 2) geophysical measurements, 3) support
reaction measurements, and 4) observational data.
4. The criteria to determine when removal of waste becomes necessary.
·•

All of the above information should be utilized by the mine management
to assess the potential for impending instabilities. However, I
strongly recoD1Dend that a rigid procedure for making this determination
be avoided. The information should supplement the decision making
process, not dictate the process. Mine management should have the
flexibility to base its decisions on the opinion of its experts not the
trends of its instruments.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

on February 4, 1991, a substantial roof fall occurred in Room l
of the Site and Preliminary Design Validation (SPDV) area. At
the time, the Room had been open for eight years.
Similar signs
of deterioration, but at a less advanced stage, can currently be
seen in adjacent rooms which are of approximately the same age,
dimension and lithology. A second experimental area, designated
as Panel 1, has been excavated to similar specifications but at a
later time such that the age of rooms in Panel 1 is approximately
three years less than those in the SPDV area. Room 1 of Panel l
is designated to receive waste for experimental purposes, and
therefore questions regard~ng its stability have been raised.

,.

...

At the request of Westinghouse Electric Corpora~ion, this report
is being prepared in order to address a series of specific questions related to the stability of Room 1 Panel 1. These questions are enclosed as Appendix 1 for reference.
In order to provide background information on which to base the
stability assessment, a review meeting was held in Carlsbad on
April 9 and 10, 1991, which included an underground tour at the
WIPP site. A period of approximately one week was then provided
in order to complete the assessment and reporting. The approach
and rigor of this assessment must necessarily reflect this brief
allocation of time.
1.1

Methodology

The strata in which the Rooms are located are primarily comprised
of halite, with nearby thin beds of clay and anhydrite. Creep is
a significant factor in the deformational characteristics of
these strata. More importantly, from a stability point of view,
fracturing also occurs. Development of fractures in a creep susceptible material complicates considerably the ability to understand and predict rock mass behavior. Either creep or brittle
failure can be modelled with available computer codes, but currently there is no constitutive model available to allow simulations to be made of a creep susceptible material that can also
develop fractures over time.
Practical experience is available from coal, potash and salt
mines (brittle rock under high stress also exhibits creep if sufficiently fractured) in terms of support practice, excavation geometry effects and the like, which can be applied to the WIPP
site.
However, in order to make use of this collected experience, it is essential to understand at least in qualitative
terms, something of t~e fundamental mechanics of the way in which
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the rock mass is behaving at the WIPP site in order that the correct experience is borrowed.
In order to address the specified questions in a meaningful manner, therefore, a conceptual model of the rock mass behavior will
be proposed, based on observations from site.
The model will be
qualitative and incomplete, and this will be accounted for in the
manner in which the questions are answered.
'""'

...
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2.0

..

CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF ROCK MASS BEHAVIOR

Fracturing and deformation of the rock mass around test rooms has
been documented and discussed by various authors (e.g. Stormont
1990, Cook 1991). This information provides a reasonable understanding of the mode of rock mass behavior.
The next step in understanding the rock mass behavior is to develop a conceptual mechanistic model to explain why the observed mode of behavior occurred.
The data on which the model will be based has been obtained from
numerous excavations at the WIPP site. Due to the high degree of
geological uniformity at the site, and the observation that
similar modes of behavior seem to be occurring in all rooms of
similar dimension, it is reasonable to generalize the data in developing a single representative model for the rooms in Panel 1
and the SPDV area. As a starting point for the discussion,
reference is made to two Figures summarizing observed modes of
behavior.
Based on visual observations and instrumentation data, Stormont
(1990) illustrates the typical fracture patterns observed around
test rooms, Figure 1. Roof fractures are absent from his sketch,
possibly because they had not developed at the time his observations were presented. Cook (1991) also shows in sketch format,
Figure 2, the main aspects of deformation and fracturing observed
in Room 1 of the SPDV area where the ground fall occurred.
To
assist in developing the conceptual model, various factors affecting the observed behavior will be discussed separately in the
following sections.
2.1

Effect of Stress and Room Geometrv

Based on the results cf in situ stress measurements, the virgin
stress field at the WIPP level is hydrostatic.
This is expected
in creep susceptible rocks which deform in order to minimize and
dissipate shear stresses. Nominal dimensions of test rooms are
33 ft width, 13 ft high and 300 ft long.
Figure 3 illustrates
the main features of stress redistribution around an opening of
width to height ratio 2:1.
The slightly higher aspect ratio of
the test rooms will show similar patterns.
The most significant
aspect of the resulting stress field is the development of high
shear stresses near the excavation corners.
Tensile stresses are
induced in the roof and floor, but overall, the total stress
field in these areas remains compressive.
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For salt, as with most rock types, areas of high shear stress
will be more susceptible to fracturing than areas subjected to
more uniform compression. Creep also occurs in zones of high
shear stress, but not in zones of pure compression.
A correlation has been made between drift span and the number of
boreholes in which fracturing was observed. This correlation is
shown in Figure 4. As span increases, there is a significant increase in degree of fracturing observed. From the underground
visit, it was also noted that the smaller span access drifts did
not exhibit the fracture development seen in rooms with 33 ft
spans.
It is possible, therefore, that some threshold level of shear
stress is exceeded in the larger span rooms which leads to f racturing in addition to creep behavior, rather than creep alone.
· It is also possible that the lower shear stress level in smaller
span drifts results in fracturing taking place over a longer time
period.
The important inference is that it may be possible to
limit the onset or rate of fracture growth by reducing the magnitude of shear stress to levels found around excavations of
smaller span.
2.2

Effect of Geology

The stress distributions referred to in Figure 3 are for a
homogeneous isotropic linearly elastic material. Figure 5 shows
the stratigraphy in the vicinity of the WIPP excavations, which
is far from homogeneous.
Stress distributions will be affected
by geology due to variations properties such as stiffness and
strength.
The distribution of creeping versus non-creeping
materials will also affect the stress distribution with time.
This is important where anhydrite is adjacent to salt, as with
marker bed MB139.
Instrumentation results show that slip occurs on clay seams located near the excavations i.e. at the anhydrite "a" and "b"
seams above the roof and along the lower boundary of marker bed
MB139 below the floor.
Shear slip is also a means of dissipating
shear stress and altering the flow of stress around the excavation. Additionally, the immediate roof and floor will act as
"beams" rather than as continuous portions of the rock mass.
Stormont (1990) shows that shear displacements also occur on a
clay seam located between approximately 32 and 38 ft above the
roof of the test rooms.
This observation illustrates the potential low strength of clay seams and the extent of influence of
the excavation.
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Fracturing of marker bed MB139 is probably related to its higher
stiffness, and lack of creep behavior. Despite the salt layer in
the immediate floor being of lower strength, higher stresses
could be induced in the anhydrite due to its higher stiffness.
Shear stresses induced in the salt layer could dissipate through
creep leaving the higher strength anhydrite to bear an increasing
load.
Subsequent fracturing of the anhydrite would in turn
result in its load carrying capacity being reduced.
Load would
then again be transferred to the relatively thin beam of salt in
the floor.
Observations indicate that fracturing of the salt
beam does occurs after the anhydrite has become fractured.
The
role of weak parting planes, particularly that of anhydrite "b",
is therefore important to account for.
2.3

Effect of Creep

The ideal excavation shape in a hydrostatic stress field is circular. This shape has the least concentration of shear stresses.
Rooms in the SPDV and Panel 1 areas have a relatively high aspect
ratio which results in high shear stresses near the corners of
the excavations. Creep occurs most quickly where there are high
shear stresses, and over time, creep will tend to reduce shear
stress magnitudes and gradients.
As creep occurs, displacements, or strains, occur. From
laboratory test results, the rate of strain is also greatest in
areas of high shear stress, and it is reasonable to assume that
if the rate of strain is high enough, the material behavior will
be brittle rather than ductile. Brittle failure, or fracturing,
will therefore most likely occur in those areas of highest shear
stress.
This is consistent with the locations of observed fracturing around the excavations.
If laboratory data on the effect of loading rate on the behavior
of salt is available, it may be possible to correlate this with
shear strain rates predicted from computer models of rooms of
various sizes.
These results could then be compared with observations.
There are many other aspects of creep.which could influence the
stability of the strata immediately around the experimental
rooms, such as the way in which the "stress arch" may migrate
away from the roof and floor strata. Horizontal compressive
stresses are known to be beneficial in negating the effects of
induced tensile stresses. Movement of these confining stresses
away from the excavation roof may contribute to the time dependent stability problem.
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These effects cannot be addressed in this study, but should
certainly be considered in a more thorough analysis.
2.4

Effect of Rockbolts

Mechanically anchored rockbolts of 10 ft length were installed in
Room 1 Panel 1 two years after the completion of excavation. No
effect on convergence has been seen.
There is concern, therefore, as to the effectiveness of rockbolts in arresting the development of potential failure surfaces in the roof, or indeed,
their ability to suspend a wedge in the roof should it become
detached.
The problem of rockbolt effectiveness is of great importance as
rockbolts are traditionally the most common mea~s of stabilizing
potentially unstable rock conditions. Unlike passive support
such as cribs or packs placed against the surface of the excavation, rockbolts are not invasive and would not interfere with the
movement of personnel or machinery in the rooms.

po

..

Considering the creep behavior of salt, however, mechanically anchored bolts are not believed to be a good choice of bolt type.
These bolts develop their load carrying capacity by generating
high contact stresses at the anchorage. This could be relaxed
with time through creep. Also, as the rock contained between the
anchorage point and the face of the excavation also creeps, it is
quite possible that the bolt would be kept in tension.
This process would cause the anchor wedge to push the shell into the
salt, which could eventually result in the wedge pulling through
the shell resulting in complete failure of the bolt. For a number of reasons, therefore, it is considered that mechanically anchored bolts are a poor choice for use in salt.
Building on the concept that salt creeps in response to shear
stresses, it is most likely that bolts which generate their anchorage by inducing only small shear stresses would be most effective.
In mining, long bolts are normally replaced by cable
bolts, which are basically long grouted cable ropes. When this
type of bolt is loaded, shear stress builds up along the
grout/rock interface being largest near the load and decaying
along the length of the bolt.
In a creep susceptible material,
it is most likely that the shear stress would migrate along the
length of the bolt with time to a more favorable distribution,
and that the resistance of the bolt could be maintained for a
long period of time relative to the desired experimental time
frame.
Strategic location of rockbolts in a stress field with a high
compressive stress normal to the axis of the bolt would also fa-
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cilitate the maintenance of a high bond shear stress.
This is an
aspect which can be readily addressed by conventional numerical
modelling.
With regard to the mechanical bolts currently in place, it quite
likely that they are not very effective. Even if the load is
being maintained, the mechanism by which the fractures in the
roof develop is unlikely to be affected at all by the bolts.
This mechanism will be enlarged on below ac which point the effectiveness of the bolts currently in place will be discussed
again.
2.4

Numerical Modelling of Experimental Rooms

As stated above, it is not possible at this time to develop a
model incorporating both creep and brittle fracture behavior.
Instead, a simple elastic model will be used.
Since the rate at
which excavations are mined is fast relative to creep time constants, the elastic state of stress will most likely provide a
reasonable approximation to the state of stress existing in the
short term. While it is recognized that it is not necessarily
the correct model to use, it will be of use for conceptual purposes.
In conjunction with some of the concepts discussed above,
it is believed that a reasonable interpretation of the mechanics
of the room behavior can be made. The particular code used is
FLAC, developed by Itasca Consulting Group Inc.
Figure 6 shows contours of principal stress difference (actually
twice the maximum shear stress) around an excavation with the
same geometry and stress conditions as those in Panel 1. The
model boundaries are more extensive than shown as only the area
of immediate interest is shown in the figures.
Also, due to the
use of symmetry, only one quarter of the excavation is shown.
For the immediate purpose of this discussion, absolute magnitudes
of stress (in psf here) are unimportant. Rather, it is relative
states of stress between the various models that will be discussed.
The figure snows that as expected, the largest shear stresses are
found at the corners of the excavation. Qualitatively, the shape
of the high shear stress ''bulb" does in fact angle upward over
the roofline.
Figure 7 shows principal stress vectors for this
same model.
This is included for reference purposes.
A significant effect on the stress distribution shown in Figure 6
is brought about by introducing a plane with low frictional
resistance at the position of the anhydrite "b" layer. As a
coarse approximation to this clay layer, a plane of zero fric-
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tional resistance is modelled. Figures 8 and 9 show shear stress
contours and principal stress vectors, respectively, for this
model. The horizontal line above the room marks the location of
the slip plane. When compared to Figures 6 and 7, the effect of
the slip plane is seen to relieve shear stress and to change the
orientation of principal stresses.
As a result of this process, the shear stress magnitude in the
corner of the roof (slightly over the excavation) is increased,
and the roof beam formed is placed in a state of higher uniaxial
compression.
These two factors alone could aggravate the development of shear fractures in the roof due to high shear strain
rates. Floor fracturing could also occur through the same mechanism, but will be complicated by the effect of marker bed
MB139 as described above. Floor stability is not as important as
that of the roof, therefore, attention will be focussed mainly on
roof stability.
Given the uniformity of the clay layer at the anhydrite "b" location and the high magnitude of shear stresses developed, it is
likely that, at least above the corners of the rooms, some amount
of shear slip occurs during excavation.
Instrumentation would
not be able to see this slip as it would already have occurred
prior to installing any instrument.
In the same manner, the
driving mechanism of generating the high shear stress would be
unaffected by rockbolts, which would also be installed after excavation.
To account for the asymmetrical development of the shear fractures in the roof, it must be recognized that a rock mass is not
uniformly strong.
Spatial variations in strength will most likely lead to the initiation of fracturing at random points along
the roof edges. Once a particular fracture has propagated up to
the anhydrite "b" layer it would be arrested.
Growth of the
fracture on the opposite side of the roof would probably not be
arrested however, as the driving compressive stresses could still
be transmitted around the edges of the fracture surface. Completion of the fracture to the anhydrite "b" layer would therefore
not necessarily result in the creation of a "stress relieving"
surface. Flow of stress in the roof beam would become quite complex, certainly more than can be reasonably deduced here.
Creep is also believed to form an important part of the driving
mechanism for sustained fracture growth in the roof.
Referring
to Figure 8, high shear stresses exist in the sidewalls of the
room.
Fracturing ~as been observed in the sidewalls (see Figure
1) which is consistent with this point, but the sustained driving
mechanism for roof failure is probably rooted in the lateral
creep of salt caused by high sidewall stresses . The sidewalls
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of the room effectively behave as high stress pillar edges.
Lateral creep can be thought of as being induced by slow foundation heave, a phenomenon observed also in non creeping rock. The
most important aspect of this mechanism is that even if fractures
in the roof beam have formed a complete wedge, as shown in Figure 2, continued lateral movement of the sidewall foundation
would continue to push inwards, thereby driving the roof wedge
downwards.
One further aspect of asymmetrical fracture growth which should
be considered is the possibility of forced cantilever bending.
The "intact" side of the resulting cantilever would be bent as
the opposite side becomes forced down by the inward movement of
the sidewall part of the roof wedge. This process could lead to
induced tensile stresses on the upper side of the roof beam on
the cantilevered side of the beam. Only careful observation of
· the fracture surface growth and displacement of the roof beam
would completely resolve the mechanism.

..

Shear dislocation on the fracture surface would occur during
downward dislocation of the roof wedge, and the effect of this on
rock bolt integrity must be considered. Also, once the beam has
been sheared through on both sides to form a wedge, the horizontal stresses in the roof beam could be greatly reduced.
These
horizontal stresses could act to stabilize the lateral deformation of the sidewall foundation, and once the restraining pressure is relieved it might be possible that lateral creep would
accelerate. Convergence measurements prior to failure showed an
acceleration in the rate of closure, but the complicated nature
of failure processes may involve other mechanisms.
2.5

Summary of Main Aspects of Failure Mechanisms

This section highlights some of the more important aspects of the
preceding discussion.
The proposed mechanisms should be considered hypothetical at this stage, but there is some consistency
with observed behavior and general knowledge of salt anq rock behavior.
It is strongly recommended that access be allowed to
Room 1 of the SPDV area to inspect in detail the collapse surfaces.
Valuable information on the failure process may be
gained.
i)

High shear stresses are induced in the corners of the rooms
due to the width to height ratio in a hydrostatic stress
field.
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ii)

The clay seams located near the rooms allow slip to take
place, increasing the concentrations of shear stress and
delineating beams in the roof and floor. As part of the
stress redistribution caused by slip, horizontal stresses
in the beams are increased.

iii)

Higher horizontal stresses are induced in marker bed MB139
due to its higher stiffness and non-creeping behavior.
This leads to fracturing and dilation beneath the rooms.

iv)

As failure occurs in MB139, more load is transferred to the
thin salt beam in the immediate floor.
As a result of
this, high shear stress will be induced in the ends of the
floor beam near the sidewalls.

v)

Fracturing of salt will occur if some critical shear stress
level is exceeded, as the rate of strain will be higher
than a level which can be accommodated by creep. This will
lead to fracture growth and initiation in the floor beam
prior to the roof beam. Fracturing will initiate .preferentially on the boundary of the room and propagate inward,
rather than initiating within the rock mass. This is significant in that roof instability should not be a problem
until a reasonable amount of. fracture growth is seen on· the
surface of the rooms.

vi)

Fracture growth in the salt in both roof and floor will
probably be asymmetrical due to variations in local
strength.
It is most likely, however, that even when a
fracture on one side of the room has propagated completely
through the beam, the flow of horizontal stress around the
fracture surface in the longitudinal axis of the room will
still lead to continued fracture growth.
The existence of
the fractures does not necessarily lead to stress relief.

vii)

Creep of the sidewall foundations provides a sustainable
driving mechanism to push the resulting roof wedge down.
Separation of the wedge from the overlying clay seam would
be expected. Along with shear displacement on the fracture
surfaces, dilation related opening would be expected.

vii)

Mechanically anchored rockbolts are not the most suitable
type of bolt to provide long term support resistance in a
creeping material.
The rockbolts currently installed in
Panel 1 Room 1 are probably not be contributing much in arresting fracture initiation and growth as they will not affect the magnitude of shear stresses responsible for fracturing.
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viii) The length of rockbolt currently used (10 ft) is considered
too short to provide good anchorage above the anhydrite "b"
layer. Longer fully grouted bolts should be considered.
Advantage could be taken of placing rockbolts in zones
where there would be a compressive component of stress
normal to the axis of the bolt.
ix)

The effect of creep on fully grouted rockbolts or cable
bolts needs to be examined before reliability figures can
be assigned to their sustained support resistance.

xi)

The effect of creep on redistribution of stress in the time
frame of the required room life should be examined. It is
not expected to drastically alter the picture presented
above, but is required for a better understanding of the
problem.

xi)

Due to the qualitative nature of the conceptual model,
quantitative assessment of stability cannot be addressed.
Experience gained from other sites will not necessarily
apply to the WIPP site unless similar mechanisms are at
work. To assign confidence levels in terms of a probability to any recommendations cannot be done. It is possible,
however, to make qualitative statements regarding confidence levels, which is commonly the case with engineering
judgment, but the probability of the outcome must remain
unquantified.
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3.0

SUGGESTED REMEDIAL ACTION

Having defined at least in qualitative terms some aspects of the
basic mechanisms operating at the WIPP site, a more realistic approach to developing remedial measures can be taken.
The problem
at hand is to carry out some action which will increase the expected life of Room 1 Panel 1. The solutions to be discussed
will be limited to being applicable to the existing rooms and not
to future room layouts.
From the preceding discussion, high shear stresses in the roof
near the sidewalls cause fracture initiation and growth. The
main factors in causing the shear stress are the aspect ratio of
the rooms, the stress field, and the slip on anhydrite "b"
delineating a beam.
It is not possible to do anything about the
anhydrite "b" layer in the existing rooms, but the stress field
can be changed by further excavation or slot cutting. Support in
terms of longer grouted anchors will also play an important role.
Attention will be focussed on roof stability. Floor instability
is not as important, and evidence suggests that floor fracturing
in Room 1 is sufficiently advanced that a wedge has already been
for-~d.
The floor component of convergence is not available at
the time of writing, but it has been suggested that after approximately five years, this component reduces.
Likewise, sidewall
stability is not seen to be a problem and will not be considered.
3.1

Some Possibilities

Categories of remedial action are:
i)

Cutting slots.

ii)

Excavating nearby openings.

iii) Additional support.
Additional support will result in the least disruption to the
current experimental program, but it does not eliminate or change
the reason for the development of failure.
However, it is recommended that additional support should.be installed as soon as
possible, but it should be done in conjunction with action to
modify the stress field. Areal support such as mesh would also
be of benefit in containing loose material, which would increase
personnel safety and help to reduce maintenance such as scaling.
Due to the large size of the pillars separating rooms, the option
to excavate nearby openings is viable.
The purpose of these
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rooms would be to result in a reduction of shear stress concentrations in the experimental room boundaries. For example, a
small excavation located a short distance into the sidewall could
result in the intervening pillar acting as a yield pillar. Figure 10 illustrates the concept. The yield pillar would have to
be of sufficiently small width that its load carrying capacity
would be limited. Foundation stresses would therefore be limited
which would in turn limit the development of shear stresses.
Shear fracturing would still develop in the ''sacrificial" rooms,
but should failure of the beam take place, it would be supported
by the yield pillar, and of course, by rockbolts.
A number of variations of this layout are possible, such as increasing the height of the sacrificial rooms up to the anhydrite
"b" layer and down to the clay seam below MB139. This would effectively isolate the roof and floor beams, but could lead to the
formation of an additional roof beam between anhydrite "b" and
"a".
The consequences of this action cannot be accurately
predicted at this time.
A further possibility for use of additional excavations would be
to create rooms of smaller span in the middle of the existing
pillars. As shown in Figure 4, a reduction in room span results
in more stable conditions. The smaller span rooms could be used
for experimental purposes due to their longer anticipated stable
life. This solution, however, would not stabilize the existing
rooms.
In general, excavation of additional openings to alter the stress
field is conceptually sound, but contains numerous practical difficulties.
Given the circumstances at the WIPP site, it is unlikely that these solutions could be carried out wi~h sufficient
reliability to provide the desired effect.
In a mining environment this would not necessarily be a problem as some degree of
experimentation with remedial measures is often carried out.
This flexibility may not exist at the WIPP site.
Slots cut into the sidewalls or roof can affect the distribution
of stress significantly without the need for additional excavation.
Slot cutting in salt could be done using standard equipment used in coal mines.
Slot depths of 8 ft to 10 ft could
quite easily be mined, and with simple modifications, deeper
slots could be cut.
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For the rooms in Panel 1, slot cutting offers a relatively simple
means of changing the stress field.
In conjunction with additional rock support, this option seems to offer an effective
means of extending the life of the rooms.
3.2

Location of Slots

This section considers the relative merits associated with placing slots at various positions in the rooms. Use was made of
numerical modelling to carry out this comparison. As before,
simple elastic models were used.
In each case, a slip plane was
placed at the locations of the clay seams above and below the
rooms. Due to symmetry, only half of the actual geometry is
modelled, with the vertical centerline of the rooms being taken
as a plane of symmetry.
Figures 11 and 12 show contours of principal stress difference
(twice the maximum shear stress) and principal stress vectors,
respectively, around a room with the same geometry, stress and
boundary conditions as the rooms in Panel 1. A window containing
only the area of interest is shown, and actual model boundaries
extend further away from the room. Reference will be made to
these figures when examining the effects of placing slots at various locations.
3.2.1

Horizontal Slot in Sidewall at Roof Level

Figures 13 and 14 show principal stress difference contours and
principal stress vectors, respectively, for the case of a
horizontal slot of length 10 ft placed in the sidewall at the
roof level.
In comparison to Figures 11 and 12 the effect of the
slot is to shift the zone of high shear stress in the roof beam
into the sidewall above the slot.
If a deeper slot had been cut,
the shear stress would be shifted further in. Due to consideration of the thickness of the roof beam, however, a 10 ft slot is
considered adequate depth.
The magnitude of the shear stress is essentially unaltered from
the case where no slot is used.
Similarly, horizontal stress
magnitudes in the roof beam are not significantly affected. At
the location where the shear stress fractures tend to develop,
however, shear stress magnitude is significantly reduced.
It
would be expected, therefore, that further growth of shear fractures over the edge of the roofline should be arrested. New initiation and grow~h of shear fractures would be expected to start
above and at the back of the slot.
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Given the time period over which the roof fracturing take place,
namely, visible initiation after approximately five years, and a
growth period beyond that, overall failure would be delayed by
this strategy.
In addition to the slot, a significant suppoit effort in terms of
long grouted cables should be implemented.
Support of the separated roof beam could therefore be provided for, should this occur during the period in which the experiments are being carried
out.
A further aspect of support which should be considered is the
slot itself.
The width of the slot will be less than 1 ft when
cut. This dimension could be modified if desired, but it is possible that due to convergence, contact could again be reestablished between the top and bottom surfaces of the slot.
This is not entirely undesirable, as a reintroduction of normal
stress will reduce the shear stress concentration around the tip
of the slot. Provided the slot surfaces do not become locked,
i.e. they would slip, high shear stresses would not be .
regenerated. Also, should the fracture at the back of the slot
propagate completely through the roof beam on both sides of the
room to delineate a roof wedge, the sides of the wedge would become supported by the lower half af the slot even if considerable
slip of rockbolts would occur.
If the roof wedge were to rest on the lower surface of the slot,
it would be necessary to ensure that the weight of the wedge
would not result in failure of the sidewalls.
This mode of failure is not likely to occur, but should be examined more carefully
if this option is to be implemented.
The advantages of horizontal slots are therefore:
i)

Shear stress is relieved at the roof/sidewall location and
transferred into the sidewall.

ii)

Shear fracturing at the edge of the roof should be arrested
due to the large reduction in shear stress magnitude.
Shear
fracturing at the end of the slot would probably initiate,
but would not be of concern for ~ number of years.

iii) The lower half of the slot could provide support should a
wedge be formed by fracturing.
Rockbolt support would also
provide support resistance.
The major disadvantage of this type of slot is that fracturing
would not be eliminated.
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3.2.2

Vertical Slot in Roof at the Room Sidewall

Figures 15 and 16 show principal stress difference contours and
principal stress vectors, respectively, for the case of a vertical slot in the roof at the sidewall.
The slot is extended up to
the clay seam below anhydrite "b". There is a significant reduction in shear stress magnitude all around the roof and the slot
itself.
The major reason for this is the slip and shear stress
relief caused by the slip plane.
In reality, some degree of
frictional resistance would exist, and shear stress dissipation
would not be as dramatic.
In this sense, the clay layer acts as
a pre-existing stress relief slot.
If slots are cut at both sidewalls, the roof beam would detach
along anhydrite "b'', requiring that rockbolts carry the full dead
weight of the resulting block. Provided that long term load carrying capacity could be maintained, the weight of the block could
easily be supported by rockbolts.
Note that this latter option is effectively the same as if the
roof were to be taken down.
This practice would be an acceptable
solution in a mining environment. However, by enlarging any excavation, problems may develop in the strata exposed. shear
stress failure could take place higher up. Risk of disturbing an
even larger volume of rock always accompanies excavation enlargement.
This possibility would need to be examined more carefully
if this option were to be considered.
A slot cut along a single sidewall would provide stress relief,
but over time, lateral creep in the sidewall foundation would
tend to push the remaining roof beam into the slot.
The effect
of this shearing action on rock support is not known, and would
have to be addressed if this option were to be used.
To enhance
the effectiveness of rockbolts in this case, it may be of benefit
to incline the direction of the bolts away from the side on which
the slot would be cut.
This would reduce the effect of shearing
somewhat. Oversized boltholes would also be of benefit.
Advantages of this type of slot are:
i)

A high degree of stress relief in the roof strata.

ii)

Further stress fracturing is unlikely.

Disadvantages are:
i)

The full dead weig~t of the roof beam must be supported in
the long term by rockbolts (cribs could be used but would
interfere with the purpose of the rooms) .
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ii)

With the increased effective height of the room, there could
be a secondary effect on overlying strata, particularly the
subsequent beam formed between anhydrite "b" and "a", or
higher at the 32 to 38 ft level where slip has already been
observed.
It would be prudent to install rockbolts into the
strata above anhydrite "a".

ii)

The effect of shear dislocation of the roof beam on rockbolt
integrity brought about by creep would need to be examined
if only one slot were to be cut.

3.2.3

Vertical Slot in Roof at Center of Room

A single slot cut in the center of the roof up to anhydrite "b"
would have a similar effect to a vertical slot cut in the roof at
the sidewall. Figures 17 and 18 show principal stress difference
contours and principal stress vectors, respectively, for this
case. Shear stresses shown in Figure 17 in the roof beam above
the abutment are most likely related to bending of the beam as a
cantilever. Rock bolting would eliminate this bending and these
shear stresses.
Essentially the same advantages and disadvantages apply to this
option as for the vertical slots at the excavation sidewalls.
3.3

"'

Most Favorable Slot Location

There are advantages and disadvantages to each slot location discussed.
The vertical slots result in the most favorable stress
distributions as the shape of the resulting "excavation" has a
more favorable aspect ratio for the hydrostatic stress field.
However, the requirement that rockbolt support perform well is a
more important requirement for continued stability.
Effective
rockbolt support can most likely be provided if long grouted anchors are used, but this remains to be proven.
The horizontal slot option will most likely result in further
stress fracture growth near the end of the slot, and again, the
requirement for rockbolt support. Ho~ever, should rockbclt support not be completely effective, the lower part of the slot
could still provide additional support. While this option may
not be as favorable with regard to stress distributions and fracturing, it has merit in terms of less risk in terms of what might
be expected.
Further study to resolve some of these issues is clearly indicated. Once some of the uncertainties have been resolved, the
most favorable choice should become apparent.
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3.4

Monitoring and Further Experimentation

While there is a wealth of data concerning rock mass behavior at
the WIPP site, much of the instruments were placed prior to the
development of fractures.
In view of the behavior now being observed, an important aspect of monitoring is to help identify and
confirm the mechanics of the failure process. With this new objectives in mind, additional instrumentation should be installed.
One of the most critical aspect of the suggested remedial
measures is the performance of rockbolts.
It is highly recommended that the effectiveness of fully grouted rockbolts be examined experimentally, by installing instrumented bolts. The objective of these tests would be to quantify the time dependent
load deformation characteristics of the bolts.
Due to the time required for such an experiment, it is also
recommended that rockbolt effectiveness be examined numerically.
A model of a rockbolt embedded in a creeping material could be
constructed, using a creep constitutive model calibrated for the
WIPP site. Figure 19(a) shows how such a model could be constructed.
The capability to carry out the latter simulation exists in the
FLAC code used to perform the elastic analyses presented in this
report.
Once the behavior of a single rockbolt is understood in
detail, the rockbolt constitutive law in FLAC could be modified
to conform to the calculated creep response. A simulation of the
test room with rockbolt support, such as depicted in Figure 19(b)
could then be carried out.
The predictions of the numerical "experiment" of the rockbolt pull test could be compared with the
experimental bolt as results became available, and any corrections made.
When designing a rockbolt support pattern, efforts should be made
to keep the bond shear stress as low as possible.
It would be
prudent, therefore to incorporate a reasonable factor of safety
when computing the shear stress based on the load to be carried.
The results of the pull tests would also be useful, as they would
indicate whether debonding would occur, or whether the shear
stress would be distributed along the length of the bolt with
time.
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3.5 The Role of Probability
If the probability of some event taking place can be calculated,
then there is some basis for making decisions involving risk. To
carry out a probabilistic stability assessment requires a good
knowledge of the basic mechanics of failure and the relevant parameters, or a reasonable data base of case histories.
For rooms in Panel 1 there is insufficient data to perform any
quantitative estimate of probability of collapse at a specified
time period, moreover, probability is only an estimate at best.
Particular geological weaknesses at a specific location under
consideration may place its time to failure anywhere on the probability curve. In this sense, information on probability is only
useful as general indication of stability for a large number of
rooms. For assessing the stability of a single room, detailed
· observations would be required. Questions dealing with time
estimates for failure of Room 1 cannot therefore be addressed at
this time.
Failure data from other rooms can give guidance on the sequence
of events leading up to failure, and also an indication of the
time frame in which failure will take place, but, one zone of
weakness in the rock mass in the room of interest could cause
substantial differences in the failure processes to take place.
Monitoring and up-to-date interpretation of the rock mass behavior is the most reliable means of predicting the development of
instability.
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4.0

RESPONSE TO SPECIFIED QUESTIONS

The questions to be addressed are reproduced in Appendix 1. Many
of the questions are related to quantifying factors such as room
stability or placing estimates of reliability on certain statements. Given that the mechanical processes at the site are not
well understood, it will not always be possible to answer the
questions in a meaningful manner. For this reason, the background information and suggested remedial measures were presented
in the previous sections in order to provide reference material
while dealing with the questions.
4.1

Statement 1

This statement relates to the stability over time of Room 1 Panel
1.

Signs of roof fracture development are visible in this room, and
significant fracturing and deformation of the floor has occurred.
Based on the preceding discussion, it is not likely that the room
would remain stable for the required period of 11 (total) years
without remedial action.
Similarly, limited action such as scaling would be mainly cosmetic as it. would not affect the fundamental processes related to the development of the failure process.
The ''specific factors to be addressed" relate to reliability
estimates which for reasons stated in the previous sections cannot be quantified.
The life of Room 1 could be increased with confidence by adopting
the remedial action described in the preceding sections.
These
measures should also eliminate the need for maintenance of the
roof for a reasonable period of time relative to the time frame
of the proposed experiment. As a further means of protecting the
bins from floor movements, it may be possible to mount the bins
on supports that are anchored to the room sidewalls.
Floor heave
would therefore not be of concern or cause any disturbance.
4.2 Statement 2
This statement refers to the effectiveness of rockbolts currently

installed in Room 1.
As stated, it is not likely that the rockbolts currently installed in Room 1 will be effective in supporting a wedge of the
type formed in Room 1 of the SPDV area.
The rockbolt pattern and
the basis on which it was designed would be acceptable in frac-
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tured, hard, non-creeping rock, but the mechanisms at work at the
WIPP site are thought to be sufficiently different that alternate
design criteria should be used. Consequently, "factor of safety"
as currently calculated is most likely inapplicable, especially
considering the time dependent nature of the creep loading process.
If vertical slots are cut, or any enlargement of the current room
size is made, there will be an increased risk of adversely affecting strata above anhydrite ''b" in the time frame of the experiments.
It is not likely however that any progressive upward
failure would take place as fast as with the current room geometry.
In view of the known large extent of strata disturbance,
however, the possibility should not be discounted. Adequate
monitoring should provide warning of such behavior.
In order to determine the effectiveness of rockbolts in accommodating creep, it is recommended that instrumented long grouted
rockbolts be installed. Concurrently with this, analyses of the
tyP.e proposed in the previous sections could be carried out.
Since performance of bolts in salt is not well documented, rockbolt behavior needs to be verified for design purposes.
4.3 Statement 3
This statement concerns the reliability of stability estimates
for Room 1 in comparison to reliability estimates presently applied in mining practice.
As stated in section 3.5, probability estimates of failure as
currently performed require an understanding of the mechanics of
failure, the parameters involved and their numerical values, or a
database of case histories on which to carry our statistical
analyses. Uncertainty is normally associated with measurable
quantities, and reliability estimates assume that the analytical
model being used in the calculation is valid.
In the case of Room 1, it is far from clear exactly what model to
use for the failure mechanisms, or the parameter values involved.
In this context, therefore, there is insufficient information
available to carry out meaningful probabilistic assessments of
stability, particularly for prediction of stability longer than
the current age of rooms for which there is no information.
Geologic structures are by their nature stochastic in behavior at
various scales.
Strength will vary spatially, and due to creep,
it will vary over t~~e depending on the strain rates that may occur.
These factors decrease the ability to determine precisely
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what will happen in a given situation.
In typical mining environments, probabilistic assessments are seldom carried out, and
are mostly used for comparing risk associated with the outcome of
different courses of action.
Experience is normally used as a
substitute. Levels of risk of less than 1 in 106 would not be
reasonable in mining situations due to lack of well documented
cases on which to base such precise computations.
4.4 Statement 4
This statement is concerned with modifications to the current
support system to maintain stability.
Additional support is considered essential if the existing rooms
in Panel 1 are to be used for several years to come. However,
support alone is unlikely to be adequate.
The use of rockbolts
as part of the remedial measures has been discussed previously,
and as stated, it is essential to determine how they will behave
over a period of several years. Additional support should also
include mesh to prevent fallout of smaller pieces of salt from
the roof. This will help to reduce maintenance activities.
If mesh is to be
cables currently
to be cut in the
quire removal of

used, then it will be necessary to remove the
installed in the roof of Room 1.
If a slot is
sidewall at roof level, then this will also rethe cables.

4.5 Statement 5
This statement concerns the effectiveness of the current monitoring program to provide early warning of failure.
Based on the experience with Room 1 of the SPDV area, up to two
year's advance warning of failure was seen by examining the
results of monitoring. As a forward process, however, there is
always diffic~lty in discriminating signs of failure from other
sources of noise, for example seasonal variations.
Furthermore,
once "failure'' has started, the process will take place at different rates in different rooms due to variations in geology etc.
There is insufficient data available, ·based on only one failure
event, to know the variability of this time to failure once warning signs have started.
Depending upon when it is decided that
indeed failure is gcing to take place, six months required to
remove bins may be inadequate.
Given that the mechanism of failure is not well defined, and instrumentation based on an understanding of this mechanism has not
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...

been placed, it is considered that additional instruments should
be installed. Only when the failure mechanism is reasonably well
understood, and instruments have been placed to monitor the process, will there be adequate tools to provide reliable warning.
Criteria to determine when waste should be removed could be developed after the preceding steps have been carried out, and only
then could any meaningful estimate be made of how long a warning
period could be given .
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about 8 years, the shear fractures develop along both ribs in the roof
and a detached wedge with a triangular cross section develops. This wedge is
first observed fully formed at mid room length and the fractures gradually
migrate longitudinally along the ribs.
,.
As the unsupported span in the longitudinal direction increases, the beam
deflects with the greatest deflection occuring at mid room length. Eventually
the length of the unsupported roof exceeds the strength of the roof cross
section, and a fall results.

Fig. 2

Shear Fracture Development Around a Room Leading to Failure After 8 Years (Cook, 1991)
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APPENDIX I
Questions to be Addressed
Regarding Stability of Room 1, Panel 1

...

STATEMENI'

REVISiat 0

l

estimate can be established for the pericxi of time that Panel 1, in
particular Rocm 1 remains accessible on a daily basis beyond July 1991.

An

'lhe follari.n;J cases shculd l:e considered:
l.

No maintenance in tenns of seal.in:; of roof, m.illirq of floor or
installation of additional support.

2.

Lilnited. ira.intenance without movirq bins.

3.

...

Extensive maintenance on an as required basis, with bins
rem:JVed fran roan, if necessary durirq maintenance activities .

Assumtions
l.

Rocm height on July 1, 1991, lJ.5 feet ard mini.mJm roan height
needed to suwcrt equipment clearances, 10.0 feet.

2.

Rocm initially excavated. in July/August 1986.

Factors

to

be MQressed

l.

'Ihe abilicy of the Panel to address statement l based on the
available infonnation.

2.

Best estimate for life of Room l.

3.

Lower ard

4.

Levels of uncertainty associated. with estinates.

5.

Reasons for the levels of uncertainty.

6.

Additional information that would te needed to .irrprove estinates.

~

l::ourrl estinates for the life of Roan 1.

REVISION 1

'!he rockbolt system as currently configured, is SUff iciently effective to
ensure that the test program in Panel 1, in particular Room 1 can be
carpleted.
Assurmgtions
1.

'!he test program will start in July 1991.

a,

~e

3,

Ieeieval fz:BRl l=\eSffl 1
J't:tl:y 1997.

4.

'!he bins CANNOI' be disconnected. and moved to facilitate
maintenance of the rooms.

tes'Q t=JZ:~al'I\ will be cel'!t'leted il"l Jttly 1996.
SaA

ee

aee~lie.AeEi :See1-eert

Jil:lll 1996 an:l

Revised A,ssumption
(replacirq Assumptions 2

&

3)

'!he test program including retrieval will be completed by July 2000.
Factors to be Ac1dressed
l.

'!he affect that the changes associated with the test pro:;ram have
on support requirements for Room 1, Panel 1.

2.

'!he rock load to be supported. is approximately the full weight of
the roof 1:eam upto the anhydrite "b" layer in the middle third of
the span, and half this weight over the outer two thirds.

J.

'!he adequacy of the factor of safety of the oolting system used in
Roan l, Panel 1 to support tr._ Jesign rock load.

4.

'!he salt above the anhydrite "b" will remain corrpetent.

5.

Slippage of anchors provides an acceptable approach to supporting
the rock load while accorruncd.ating roof closure, with daily access
to the room.

6.

'!he mechanism by which the oolt anchors will accorranodate the
movement of the salt while supporting th~ immediate roof beam.

REVISICN 0

'Ihe level of confidence that can be placed in the estimate of the life for
Panel l provided in the response to statement l is in ac:::oxdance with
accepted minin; practises.
Factors to be !Qttressffi.

l.

'Ihe extent to which a probabilistic basis for dete.rmini.ng risk

assesessment is

pre.._~tly

applied in min.in;.

2.

'Ihe qualitative nature of geologic information.

3•

'Ihe extent to which a database or ~ience is available in the
mininq industry f ran an operations point of view to provide
meanirY;ful judgements at the probaPility levels used in ~
nuclear industry (i.e. probaPilities of less than l in 10 ) •
'Ihis is not to be applied to an assessment of the longterm (10,000
year) perfornance of a re~itory.
·

4.

'Ihe adequacy of the geomecllanical database developed at the WIPP

an:i the methods currently in place to evaluate the performance of
openin;s •

..,

...

.

,

STATEMENl' 4

Mcxlifications to the SURX>rt system in Panel l can be implemented to
ensure that access is maintained to the roc:ms on a daily basis until the
tests are oc:q>leted.

Fa£1:orS to be Pfk'r..ssed
1.

'Ihe zro:lif ications arrl additions to the support system needed to
ensure the corrpletion of the tests.

2.

'Ibe maintenance activities that will be needed in the roan.

3.

'Ihe need

to reroove the cables for the bin scale tests in order to
install additional support.

'Ihe geanechanical ronitoring program a.rd the routine observations in Panel
1, can provide sufficient warning to allow the tilrely retrieval of the
waste fran the Panel.
Assunptions
i.

In an emergency, all waste can be reiroved. from the room within a

6 ronth period.
Factors to be Addressed
1.

'Ihe adequacy of the geornechanical datab9se developed at the WIPP
provides an adequate basis to predict an:i provide early warning of
deteriorating corrl.itions in Room l.

2.

'Ihe adequacy of the present geomechanical instnmientation,
installed in Room 1 is adequate to provide early warning of
deteriorating corxlitions.

3.

'Ihe adequacy of the proposed additional geomechanical
instrumentation to be installed in Room 1 to provide early warning
of deteriorating corrlitions.

4.

'!he criteria to detem.i.ne w'hen removal of waste becanes necessa:r:y.
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STATEMENT 1.
REPLY
1. Room 1, Panel 1, will remain accessible on a daily basis
for a period of 2 yrs after July, 1991.
2. Limited maintenance will be required.
3. Room 1 already exhibits evidence of deterioration, with
fracturing of the roof along both sides together with
some scaling. The pattern of deterioration is the same as
occurred in the experimental rooms, and it is felt that
the eventual failure will also be the same. Sidewall
slabs have also formed.
Support will not prevent deformation and failure, as this
is due to stress-induced creep in the surrounding rock.
The relative stiffness of the adjacent pillars is of
prime importance in creating the basic stress conditions·
driving the creep.
Any support installed should be designed to control and
contain the failing rock.
4. The lower bound estimate for the life of Room 1 is 1
year, while the upper bound estimate is 3 years.
It should be borne in mind that failure is a gradual and
continuing process, that begins at the time the
excavation is made. "Critical failure" can be defined as
when roof, sidewall or floor rock becomes detached to the
extent that safe limits are exceeded. These limits can
involve threats to equipment, personnel or size of
opening.
The definition itself requires a judgement call based on
observation, measurement and experience.
5. Uncertainty is introduced by:
1. Unknown variations in geology / stratigraphy /
lithology.
2. Unknown effectiveness of the rockbolt support system
already installed.
6. A more detailed analysis of the measured data supplied to
me could change the estimates of time to failure.

STATEMENT 3.
1. In salt and potash mining, risk is currently assessed on
the following bases:
1. Direct long-term( >5yrs ) operational experience.
2. Measurements of deformations in and around
excavations, including surface subsidence.
3. Modelling, using computer models together with
associated laboratory testing to determine rock
properties.
4. Geologic mapping to determine occurrence of unusual
conditions. This also includes surveying of the roof
and floor elevations and variations in orebody
thickness. Other unusual occurrences such as water
and gas pockets are also mapped.
Of all of these, 1,2 and 4 above have been found to be
the most useful, while computer modelling is used more as
a predictive tool backed up by opinions derived from the
other observations.
2. WIPP is unique and different from other salt and potash
mines in that the objective is not to produce a product,
but to store a product. The duty and life expected from
these excavations is therefore somewhat different. There
is however, a similarity of life expectancy from some of
the development entries in producing mines that could
serve a useful basis for comparison. Development entries
and shafts in producing mines are expected to have a
useful life of from 5 to 50 years, and in some instances
longer.
I have analysed in great detail the rock mechanics data
measured at the following mines:
1. Boulby Potash Mine, England.
2. Allan Potash Mine, Sask.
3. Rocanville Potash Mine, saak.
4. IMC Potash Mine, Saak.
5. Jeffersen Island Salt Mine, La.
6. Weeks Island Mine, La.
7. Cayuga Salt Mine, NY.
8. Belle Isle Salt Mine, La.
9. Cominco Potash Operation, Sask.
The analyses were carried out in order to assess either
the risk of some occurrence happening, or to determine
why some occurrence took place. These could include:
1. Shaft stability
2. Surface subsidence

STATEMENT 2.
REPLY
1. The effectiveness of the currently installed rockbolt
system to maintain accessibility to Room 1 is uncertain.
This is for a number of reasons.
1. No practical support system including the present
one can prevent the deformation and failure from
occurring. At some stage "critical failure" as
described previously will occur despite the support
system installed.
2. The rockbolt system as designed would be adequate to
support the "dead weight " load of the roof beam as
described if:
1. Continuing squeeze and deformation of the roof
around the beam did not occur.
2. Failure of the anchoring system due to creep of
the salt around the anchor did not occur.
I·.-

2. Slippage of the anchors does not provide an acceptable
approach to supporting the rock load. Too many unknowns
exist, and a number of questions are raised:
1. Does slippage in fact occur?
2. How does it occur?(is it continuous, stickslip, etc.)
3. What load conditions are required to cause it?
4. Were the rockbolts initially installed in such
a way so as to allow slipping?
3. Lateral stresses in the roof strata will result in
continuing deformation and therefore loading on the
rockbolts. These will in turn cause increasing point
loads on the rockbolt plates. Experience at other salt
and potash mines has shown that these point loads can
result in break-up of the rock around the plates.
4. Another serious failure mode of rockbolts that occurs
where the rockbolt anchors are installed in salt is due
to the creep of salt around the highly stressed anchor.
The result is that the wedge pulls down through the
anchor shell. Short term pull tests on installed bolts
won't show this problem.

3.
4.
5.
6.

water inflows
Effectiveness of support
Roof and wall collapses
Life expectancy of individual entries

My opinion is that the best way to assess risk in a
salt/potash mine is by making measurements, particularly of
closure and extension. Computer modelling may then be done
and verified using measured data.
The biggest difficulty lies in arriving at a failure
criterion that would allow projections of measured or
modelled data.
At this stage, experience is the only way to interpret
and project the data obtained. In addition to actual room
failures, WIPP has a good geomechanical database on which to
base predictions of future behaviour.
It is therefore important to analyse the existing data
and to compare it with other situations and experience at
other salt and potash mines.
Some salt mines have been in existence for more than
100 years at similar depths and conditions at the WIPP site.
Many of the original excavations are still open, while for
one reason or another others have closed totally or
collapsed.

',,

STATEMENT 4.
1.

No support system can prevent the deformation and
consequent failure from occurring. However a support
system that has been used extensively in other mining
applications can be installed to contain and control
the failure, so that a critical situation (in terms of
the WIPP short term objectives) does not occur. This
was described at the last meeting of the expert panel,
and consists of grout anchored cables with lacing and
meshing. Together with the existing 10 ft mechanical
bolts, I have no doubts that such a support system
would extend the life of a room by several years. A
fuller analysis would be needed to give a firm
prediction on the life that could be expected from the
system.

STATEMENT 5

t-J_f

1.

The geomechanical monitoring program and the
routine observations in Panel l can provide an
indication of impending failure. However, the type of
measurements and the graphical output on which the
predictions of failure are based, have a built-in
problem: the confidence of the prediction only improves
the closer to the actual time of failure. For instance,
18 months before failure the data shows some evidence
of instablity occurring; at 12 months this evidence is
confirmed, a failure mode is in progress, but no firm
date of critical conditions can be given; at 6 months
the closure rate seems to be accelerating, but still no
firm predictions. The frequency of measurement and
plotting of data is then increased. It is now that
failure is virtually certain to occur, but again, the
precise timing is still uncertain.
It is felt that not enough data has been observed
to date to be sure of descrbing a criterion for certain
failure at a given moment in time.

2.

I think that the ability to predict failure with
greater precision both in time and location will
improve. It is recommended that a special study be made
of the data recorded to date, the objective of which
should be to develop a valid and workable criterion for
the prediction of "critical conditions" at the WIPP
site. The term "critical conditions" should also be
defined.
Until this is done, it is impossible to say at
what stage removal of waste (or human operations) would
be necessary.
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WIPP PROJECT
THE LIFE OF THE PANEL 1
ROCK MECHANIC CONSIDERATIONS
INTRODUCTION
In order to address the five statements with respect to the life of
the Panel 1, Room 1, in particular and Panel 1 in general,

it is

pertinent to discuss some of the fundamentals of the rock mechanics

...

applied to salt rock mining and analyze the provided data in the

··~

light of these principals.
years

experiences

The writer would also refer to his 10

in potash mining

in

Saskatchewan and make

a

judgement based on the combination of the science and art of rock
salt mechanics.

In the

first

paragraph of the

summary of the

position paper by Dr. Roy Cook, where he states that "Support in an
underground environment

is

not

an

exact

science

and

therefore

estimates of the period of time over which the installed support
will remain effective is a matter of judgment."
""

This statement is

more pronounced with respect to salt rock mining, than the mining
of hard rock, when the theory of elasticity could be confidently
applied.

The salt as the host of repository waste; because of its

viscoelastic properties has the capability of creep and entombing
the waste.
.,.

On the other hand,

the very same property tend to

restrict the application of more predictable elastic theory for
describing its behaviour in underground mining environment.

Due to

complexity of viscoelastic theory at time designers have to use the
theory of elasticity in order to describe certain behaviourial
pattern in salt rock, a procedure which has caused a great deal of
2

controversy

in

rock

salt

mining,

and

has

been

the

focus

of

international salt rock community.
The

use

of

these

theories

for

design

purposes

requires

explicit qualifications of the assumption and incorporation of an
acceptable factor of safety for the design purposes.
The comment of Dr. Roy Cook, in summary of the position paper,
in relation to use of rock bolt as a means of support in this
juncture,

require some comments.

The comment "However rock bolts

can only be considered as a temporary measure in salt and must be
used in conjunction with proper maintenance of the openings and the
surveillance of their Geomechanical performance."

This statement

is fundamental base for the use of rock bolt in salt rock mining.
The rock bolt is never used as a permanent support, unlike the use
of the same, in hard rock mining, alone and or in conjunction with
other support system as a permanent means of support.
The item 4 in the summary of the position paper should also be
addressed.

The inclusion of all the parameters in the design of an

underground

support

and

difficulty

in

quantification

of

other

!lh•

factors,

would

performance

of

necessitate
a

support

the

system,

constant

and consequent

system are made when necessary and "
needs

of

a

particular

monitoring

underground

of

change to

the
the

design evolves to meet the
environment.

It

is

(the)

effective monitoring, and flexibility in design and decision making
that provide the best assurance for a support system to meet its
functional requirement."
3

"'

The Geotechimical Surveying group of the WIPP project, have
indeed, provided a comprehensive monitoring programme for detecting
the geomedomical behaviour of the salt and the evaluation of the
support system and performance of the pillars and the openings and
the

...

associated

strata.

In

considering the

volume

of the

data

provided and the short period of time given for reporting on the
Life of the Panel 1,

it is not possible to analyze all the data.

The present report is based on the pertinent data from Volume I &
II

&

Geotechimical

report by Dr. Cook.

field data and analysis

report

and position

This deduction is augmented by the site visit

and presentation and discussion held at Carlsbad between April 910,

1991.

I I Mechanism of the loading of the roof beam
~.\

The extent of roof deformation in salt rock depends upon various
factors

amongst

which

the

presence

of

discontinuity

planes,

excavation of single or multiple openings, the depth of workings,
pillar size and pillar behaviour and its interaction with the roof
and floor rock could be enumerated.
In the position paper of Dr. Cook, figures 9a -9e, the complex
nature of the load transfer, after excavation of the openings, with
the surrounding strata is clearly outlined.

The creation of the

lateral compressive forces on the roof and the floor of the opening
fig.

9 a, will result in the fracture of the roof and floor beam

and eventual formation of a wedge shaped rock which in time would
collapse.
4

This

collapse

would

reduce

the

magnitude

of

the

horizontal stress and in considering the geology of the WIPP site,
it would move to the higher horizon, working on the salt below the
Anhydrite a.

This action in time would culminate in repetition of

similar mechanism until such time a stable arch is formed.

The

height of fracture (failure) zone depends obviously on the width of
the mine opening.

This doesn't mean that the reduction in the

width of the opening would automatically achieve stability of the
opening.
active

As mentioned earlier, there are many factors which are

in the present

fracturing

of the

discontinuity,

site,

which in unison

result

in

initial

roof beam and its migration to the plane of

and its final collapse under the gravity and the

horizontal compressive stresses.
The recognition of this horizontal compressive stresses and
its damaging effect on the state of roof stability was the one of
the early problems associated with potash mining in Saskatchewan.
Obviously, depending on the proximity of the discontinuity planes
in the roof or floor of the opening, the failure of the roof and
floor beam would almost quickly fail, at depths of 2000+.

The Cory

and Allan Potash Mines experienced these early problems before
rationalizing

on

the

present

mining

system

which

adopts

the

isolation of yield pillars.
It

then

becomes

clear

that

the

ever

presence

of

the

compressive horizontal stresses described earlier, tend to further
complicate the mechanism of rock bolting, and the reduction in the
magnitude of these stresses become vital in achieving a relatively
5

stable roof condition.
There are many different ways which could be adopted, in order
to reduce magnitude of 6H and achieve a stable roof condition.

The

choice of these methods primarily depend on at which stage of room
(opening) development we are contemplating a reduction in 6H.

A - In desing stages
a)

The use of sacrificial roadways and use of yield pillars

The

isolation

of

five

entry

system has

been

successfully

adopted by Cominco Potash Mine in Saskatchewan, exploring the
potash seam at a depth of 1100 meters without any significant
roof problem.

Basically four 5.Sm

wide by 3.Sm

and a centre room of 7m wide are isolated.
separated by a 6.7m wide yield pillars.

high room

These rooms are

This geometry allows

the roof and floor of the two outer rooms, which are cut first
to relax and separate along the discontinuity protecting the
inner rooms from damaging horizontal stresses (2,3).
The Saskatchewan potash industry uses many different mining
system,

utilizing

yield

pillar

techniques

to

allow

the

continuous and gradual deformation of the roof and floor rock
along

the

clay

discontinuities,

which

in

the

process

demonstrates the harmful effect of the horizontal stresses.
(b)

Slotting of the roof
The creation of a slot in the roof or floor of the mine

working would tend to reduce the damaging horizontal stresses.
This slot could be a 6" wide at a depth which will not impact
6

negatively on the immediate strata overlying to occur, which
would accommodate the horizontal stresses by virtue of the
rapid deformation of the slot.

Normally the rate of closure

of the slot is higher than the anticipated rate.
of the slot,

the process has to be repeated.

On closure
Normally the

slots are combined with erection of 4' x 8' timber cribs in
areas of high stress.
(c)

( 4)

The interaction between pillars and the roof, increases

with the stiffness of the pillars.

As described earlier. the

use of yield pillars has been adopted in solving the roof
failure

problem

in

the

Saskatchewan

potash

mines.

The

undercutting of the pillars would reduce the vertical load
imposed

upon

the

pillar

which

consequently

horizontal component of the stress field.
synonymous with pillar size reduction,

reduces

the

This technique is

and has successfully

been used in conjunction with roof bolting and roof slotting.

III Rock Bolting

As mentioned earlier,

the rock bolts are used in salt rock

mining as a temporary measure.
of Dr.

Cook,

As outlined in the position paper

section 2-5," ... even with the bolts

in place the

plastic nature of salt ensure that its flow can cause stress build
up

..

,

which

can

lead up

to

fracturing,

and at

strata

interfaces

differential movements would not stop fracturing and formation of
bed separation".
7

In the experience of the writer and after a

recent consultation with the engineers at various potash mines, the
mode of failure of the rock bolts due to viscoelastic nature of the
rock,
""

and presence of the horizontal

forces

could be basically

divided into three distinct modes:

...

(a)

stripping of the bolt threads

(b)

Wedge

pulled down

through

(wedge failure)

leaves

of expansion

shells

(leaf failure)
(c)

,,,.

Entire expansion shell pulled down drill hole

(anchor

failure)
Out of the three above failure modes the mode (b) is the most
prominent,

followed by leaf failure.

tests in salt using Dl & DlO anchors,
anchor

failures

were

68.5%:

20.4%:

In a comprehensive
the ratio of wedge : leaves:
7.4%

(5).

These tests were

conducted on 6'-5/8" dia and 8'-3/4" rock bolts.
between

125

1 75

ft

lb.

It

was

also

The torque was

concluded

that

the

installation torque with the experimented range appear to have very
little direct effect on the type of failure,

which illustrated by

the fact that wedge and leaf failure occur approximately at the
same frequency throughout the entire torque range.
If the rock bolts are to perform their task by suspending the
weight of the roof rock,

the anchorage capacity of the bolts (the

ultimate failure) should be sufficient to withstand the dead weight
of the rock.

The presence of the horizontal stresses causing the

flow of the salt beam would tend to bend the bolt, and the present
assumption of the bolt slippage becomes invalid, and as mentioned

8

earlier the failure of the bolts would be in majority of cases in
wedge failure or leaf failure mode.
if

the

future

considered,
The

rock bolting of the

In the opinion of the writer,
roof

in

other panels being

different type of anchors need be experimented upon.

present

rock

testing

programme

is

too

brief.

A

more

comprehensive time dependent anchorage capacity test on the bolts
should also be conducted on roof.

IV The combination of rock bolting and slotting
This
suspending
momentarily

option
the

takes
rock

the

wedge

advantage

of

from

bolts

the

both
and

techniques

by

reducing

or

eliminating the harmful horizontal stress field, would

achieve the desired results.

However, it must be emphasised that

the vertical slotting of the back, though on one hand relieves the
6H,

on the other hand,

would require the correct and efficient

design of the rock bolts in holding the weight of a cantilever.
In case of uncertainty the roof rock is supported by timber cribs
as earlier stated to ensure gradual deformation of the roof.

Field

tests have indicated that the cribs in time, would behave as the
support pillars carrying the similar load (4)
It has been argued that as the result of the lateral movement
shear failure

of the bolts would occur.

This mode of failure

though appears to be operational, in reality as the result of the
overall flow of rock on mass, the bending of the bolt would occur
with final leaf failure;
9

...

the wedge pulling out of the leaf.

No

11111
lilli

11~1

l.tii

Fl'!

such

failure

in

my

experience,

or

as

the

result

of

recent

investigation has been reported in any of the Saskatchewan potash
mines, where as the result of deeper depth of excavation and the
presence of multiple clay seams, higher horizontal stress are being
experienced,

and

hence

more

likely

occurence

of

such

mode

of

failure.

v

Sequence of excavation and reloading of the opening

Contrary to elastic ground behaviour, the stability of salt
rock

openings

at

great

depth is

sequence of the excavation.

strongly effected by the time

This is due to the fact the stress

conditions around salt rock openings change continually with time.
A

concept

which

has

been

used

in

chevron

mining

system

in

Saskatchewan potash mining.
In

the

course

of

excavation,

SPDV

test

rooms

and

the

subsequent mining of the seven rooms of Panel 1, the sequence of
the mining rooms has been in a manner which would induce the reloading of the

openings,

subjecting the

roof and

floor

of the

opening to successive high stresses.
In examining the sequence of the cutting of the SPDV rooms as
shown in the fig 1, the test room no 1, was the third in the seven
of the rooms cut, preceded by room 2 and 3, with room 4 being the
last

room

in

this

panel

to

be

cut.

This

room prior

to

its

excavation, as the result of mining of the rooms 2 and 3 would be

''

highly stressed.
10

...

This room was subsequently subjected to a series

of reloading due to excavation of drift N1420 some 11 months later
followed by the excavation of room 4,

a month later.

The fig la

shows clearly this reloading of the room which would translate to
The uneven distribution of

a higher than normal rate of closure.

the stress imposed on the roof and the floor of the workings in the
Northern side of the opening would have a detrimental effect on the
final
This

failure

if the roof slab towards the North of the panel.

loading and reloading pattern is seen in the closure rate

graphs of the test room 4, 3 and in SPDV panel, with less drastic
effects, as the excavation of rooms L3 and L4 were carried out some
six years later

(April 1989)

The excavation of these openings

have caused a reloading of all the rooms, with room 1, being the
most

susceptible

history

suffering

to

reloading

the

as

most.

the

The

result

of

geotechnical

its
data

excavation
from

the

extensometers and roof convergence depicted in the figs 2 to 7,
show

the

sudden

increase

extensometer station
room convergence.

in

(up to 50')

the

deformation

measured

by

floor extensometer station and

The effect of this reloading is also picked by

other stations in other rooms and drifts but with less impact.
From the above analysis,

it seems reasonable to assume that

the roof fall in SPDV test room 1 has prematurely occured and the
validation of other rooms against the geomechanical performance of
this room must take into account
room.

·~·
*'"'
ii!~

,,,.
Ill•
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in the stress history of this

Variation in Geology - Impact on stability of the room
The occurrence of the argillaceous halite near the top of the
pillars, as shown in fig. 5-2 of Volume 2 of Geomechanical data,
would expedite the mobilization of the horizontal stresses and the
eventual shearing of the halite roof beam.
the

variation

in

the

floor

geology

The same figure depicts
changing

from

a

thick

polyhalatic halite in test room 1 to clear halite in other three
rooms with variable thicknesses.
being experienced in room 4,

The magnitude of the floor heave,

and not experienced in other rooms

could be as the result of this variation.
The presence of Argillaceous Salt about 1-2' above the floor
beam in some of the rooms may also have the similar effect as its
counter part above the pillar, in expediting the floor buckling and
shear failure of floor.
The undulating nature of this bed,

as was seen in room 6,

panel 1 could have a marked effect on the magnitude of the floor
heave and the floor buckling and eventual failure of floor beam.
The roof and floor
earlier part

of this

slotting has already been discussed in

report.

The undesirable effect

of these

geological anamolies would be eliminated if in future design of the
panels the mining horizon is moved up allowing the anhydrite "B" to
form the

immediate

roof.

This

change

in mining horizon would

benefit the room stability by isolating a thicker halite floor beam
eliminating or minimizing the floor heave,
eliminating
12

the

horizontal

stresses

and at the same time

along

the

boundary

of

argillaceous halite and the halite roof beam.
Currently the pillar spalling between the upper argillaceous
halite bed and what seem to be a lower argillaceous halite bed does
occur.

The tensile failure of the rock between these two horizons

could have a detrimental effect on the stationed bins in room 1.
The proposal to move the mining horizon would also eliminate this
''"

problem.

Choice of other alternatives to room 1 - Present & Future
The

following discussions examine the other possibilities which

could be rendering themselves for consideration if the performance
of life span of the panel 1, room 1 is not acceptable.
a)

Use of other rooms 2 - 7
The examination of Table I reveals the lower closure rate of
room 2 over the same period of years as compared to room 1.
This exceptionally higher rate of closure is basically due to
reloading

of

room

rooms.

It

has

1 as

the

been

result

the

ventilation

requirements, prohibits the use of other rooms.

The choice

of room 2 as the test

stressed

of excavation of other
that

site for waste could prove to be a

compromise with minimum disruption to ventilation.
meantime,

the

room

1

will

be

monitored

for

In the

gathering

of

information on the performance of the bolted room providing
much needed data for the future room design.

13

b)

The use of 5 room system to minimize the effect of horizontal
stress.

c)

This has been discussed in detail

The change in mining horizon and moving the roof height to
anhydrite

(b)

d)

Sequential exploration of rooms to avoid reloading

e)

The

choice

of less

stiffer pillars to

minimize the

shear

fracturing of the roof

Conclusion
This

report

has

examined the pertinent

geomechanical data

related to the life of room 1 and SPDV test room,

and has drawn

conclusion based on the factual data and the personal experience of
the writer.
project,

we

It

is

are

expecting

permanent support,
governed by

a

in the

opinion of the writer that
the

geomechanical

in this

performance

of

a

from a "mine opening" in a formation which is

very

complex

behaviourial

pattern.

The

local

variation in geology, and the changes in the stress history of the
model room SPDV 1 makes the engineering judgment a subjective one.
Based
't.~'

on

the

best

mining

~nd

rock

mechanics

practices,

the

geomechanical performance of the WIPP sites has been monitored.
The factors as mentioned in Dr. Roy Cooks'
unquantifiable

and

some

other

unknown

position paper,
factors

make

some
the

probabilistic approach to the determination of the life of the room
an impossible one.

There is a saying in rock mechanics community

that "on shutting a mine, we will have enough knowledge to re open
14

.,

.

the

~

mine"

'

I

feel that under the circumstances, the geomechanical data

has provided the early warning system for roof fall.

To achieve

better predictability in the range required for the proposed test
could not be guaranteed in a mining environment,

irrespective of

expenditure.
The choice of salt for its healing properties; creep, make it
a more difficult rock to predict.

This is a fact that has to be

accepted, maybe if such an assurance in term of room performance is
required, the test should be conducted in a different environment,
mining or otherwise.
The future design of the opening could ensure a more stable
room but in no way reach the expectation of the risk required.

,,

P. Mottahed, Ph.D., P. Eng., C. Eng. MIMM
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Panel Member

Statement 1
As

described

in

text

of

this

P. Mottahed

report,

the

additional

provided by means of rock bolt is a temporary measure.

support

The creep

of the roof beam will continue and as the result of presence of
horizontal

forces

acting

in

the

The mechanism of

beam.

bolting by suspension is becoming more complicated.
salt will
problem

cause the bending of the bolts.

i.e.

the

horizontal

forces

roof

The creep of

The source of the

should

be

reduced

and

eliminated.

This could be achieved by slotting of the roof beam

and

for

access

maintained.

the

maintenance

of

these

slots

need

to

be

The same problem will be experienced by the floor.

Hence the floor slotting should be performed and the slot remained
open by maintenance.
The comprehensive geomechanical monitoring of the opening and
associated

formation

has

indicated the

ability

to

predict

the

failure of the roof beam; SPDV Room 1.

This lead time of two years

could

of

be

pessimistic

performance

as

the

effect

in providing additional

consideration.

rock

support

is

bolts

and

not

taken

their
into

On the other hand, the modelling of the performance

of the SPDV room 1, to assess the life of panel 1, is not realistic
as

the

SPVD

room

provisions in mind,

1

was

prematurely

failed.

With

these

two

with high degree of confidence could be stated

that the minimum life of the room 1, Panel 1 beyond July 1991 is 2
years,

(total no. of 7 years) with an upper limit of 3 years life.

This life could be further extended if some remedial actions are
immediately undertaken.

The slotting of the roof with use of

timber cribs to support the overhanng could be an early solution.

It is a proven technique and easy to monitor.

The suggestion of

bolt and lacing; as practiced to prevent rock burst may have some
merits, but less easily quantifiable.
are

provided,

the

life

of

the

If these additional supports

room

would

be

extended

by

an

additional 3 years albeit at a loss of space for test programme.
The above estimate is based on practical experiences in similar
circumstances

in

salt

rock.

The

level

of

confidence

in

the

estimate would increased with evaluation of the performance of the
additional support in first year and hence a more confident figure
for

the

life

of

the

room

could be

established.

It

must

be

explained that with the aging of the room maintenance of the room
on a required basis is required.

Panel member

Statement 2

a)

P. Mottahed

The rock bolting programme could not ensure the stability of
the room 1 panel 1 up to the completion of the test in July
2000 (total life of the room 14 years)

b)

To minimize the effect of rock bolting immediate measures to
reduce the horizontal stresses need to be carried out.
as outlined in statement

(a)

This

could increase the life of the

room by a maximum factor of 2

c)

The rock bolting programme with the factor of safety of 1.7
would be an effective means of support but as the complexity
of horizontal stresses will diminish the effectiveness of the
bolt.

d)

.,

'

The

bolt

above

deformation.

anhydrite

This

b

is

deformation

already
will

undergoing

continue

creep

causing

the

lateral movement of the anchors and the possibility of anchor
failure, wedge or leaf failure

P. Mottahed

Panel Member

Statement 3

The long term stability of the excavation in salt in a mining term,
is a relative term.

The haulage roads which are to remain open for

the life of mine are constantly maintained.

With introduction of

other support provisions, eg. rock bolting in association with roof
slotting, erection of wooden crib, lacing and strapping and floor
and pillar rehabilitation.

These measures are performed on a

regular basis to ensure the long term stability requirement of the
conveyance roads.
'"

It is nice to be able to use probabilistic approaches for
risk

assessment,

common.

but the

application

of this

approach

is not

Attempts in using this technique in assessment of risk

associated with flooding of Potash mines was undertaken in early
80 's by Potash Corporation of Saskatchewan some 2 years

later

Rocanville Mine was flooded.
The geological parameters as described in the text of the
report, prohibits a comparison of what appear to be similar rooms
together.
With

regards

to

the

data

base

or

experience,

no

such

information are available, or if there was, the direct application
of the data base to appraise day to day performance of the openings
on an operational basis would neither be practical or realistic.
As

described

instrumentation

earlier,

programme,

the
as

comprehensive

installed

by

the

rock

mechanics

Geomechanical

Engineering Department of the WIPP project is unique. . It has
incorporated every possible means of assessment of the performance

of

underground

openings

and

associated

strata.

There

are

tremendous volumes of data available which need be analyzed.

The

continuous analysis of the data as they become available,

would

further increase the level of confidence in predictability of the
performance of future openings.

Statement 4

a)

This

point

is

Panel Member

P. Mottahed

already addressed,

however,

installation of

additional support, cribs and slotting (both roof and floor)
or

installation

of

additional

bolts,

with

lacing,

or

combination of these supports, would guarantee the opening of
the

room

but

the

required

headroom

of

10'

could

not

be

achieved (statement 1).

b)

Manouvering of jib cutters and rock bolting machine for future
slotting operation and the rock bolting maintenance

c)

The possibility of removal of cables is a fact that is to be
lived with,
exact

as it is not possible to precisely predict the

location

of

possible slotting.

future

rock

deformation,

fracture

and

Panel Member

Statement 5

P. Mottahed

This point has already been addressed throughout the text in brief.
The comprehensive geomechanical instrumentation and monitoring of
the rooms would provide sufficient warning well in advance of 6
months for the removal of the bins.

The

installation

of

load

cells

on

bolts

to

monitor

the

load

transfer to the bolts would greatly assist the correct installation
of additional bolts if necessary.

If cribs are

installed,

use of flat

sustain by the cribs and finally,

jacks to monitor the load

in case of slotting, a gauge to

indicate the closure of the slots to respond to the timely reslotting operation.
The onset of the increase of the closure rate

to 7"/year.

could be used as the criteria for removal of waste bins.
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BY
MR. J. PARKER

'llle sumnary Iepart contains:

o

An accurate record of the meetings of the Geotechni.cal Panel on

Panel 1 stabilicy.

o

A o::Jf!Z of the report provided to WestiN3house

by this panel

member.

o

An accurate pr0 ..sentatior. of the consensus agreed to by the panel
members at the meetirq's on the 23rd and 24th of April 1991.

Panel Member

Date

Signed off sheet from Mr. J. Parker was unavailahle at the time of
puhlication.
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OR eoe.ee5.5394
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JACK PARKER AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
ROCK MECHANICS • MINING • GEOLOGY
WHITE PINI:. MICHIGAN 49871

Dr R F Co•:•k
Westinghouse WIPP ProJect
4.01 Canai
Carlsbad NM 88220
Ac:• r i l 1t. th 1·j·j i

He 11 ·:i Rc•y :
T~is is a quick response to your request for comments on the Five Statements
you gave us concerning the life expectea for the rc~ms in WIPP Panel 1. It
follows a review of data and reports you provided to panel members, a visit
to the underground operations near Carlsbad and a discussion with the panel
members and others last week lAoril 9 and 10, 1991 ).
My qualifications to
comment include a total of 45 years working in and around mines, with the
last 20 years as a consultant working primarily on mine aesign and
ground-control problems in a couple of hundred mines, including 11 salt
mines, 2 trona mines, 3 potasn mines and 3 gypsum mines. These mines in
evapc•r it.es e:d·1ibi ~ c :n•j1 ~.ii:•ns r:1ucr1 like th•:•se al the WIF'F' p1· :•Ject..
1

1

Fi1'St. I •.i.1 :·uld like t•:• f;:.o-fe 2. •2e11e1·al c·:ir11r1:ent. I s•:met.imes ei::-mplain that I
lea•j a ri1ise1·able J.ife, ·:::eali11·,;i ·:·nl/ ·.i1ith failu1·es "Nob•:•dy i1wites r11e to•;;•:look at. a nice ri1ine' ~ut ~r·i~ '"'as 211 e. cepti·:.n; i tr1inf'. that this .ilaS an
unusually clean, safe operation, showing good worKmansh1~
1

1

**••*····

I want to discuss this ~~fore commenting on the Five Statements because the
responses depend on th2 ~o~e of failure as I see it. I ~111 nave to oe brief
but could expand on tne !op1c if you wish.
I base my thinking on oQservations at the sit.e, on the data you gave us, on
our discussions, and on e: per1ence at the other evaporite mines.
Although measurements of convergence show that pillars 100ft wide aid not
prevent the mining of a ~ew room affecting convergence rat.es in adJacent
rooms, after tnat gros; c~ange in the environment the rooms seem to act
independently r.tr:e i:;,l~ in :f=C.' 1 o:Hd n•:•t affect. adJacent. r•x•rnsJ

•&e~

Under those conditions the most stable cross-section for a tunnel would be
circular.
Observations and data show that that is the case, with minor mod1f1cations
due to geological discontinuities The opening is nbminally 33ft wide so the
radius of a c1rcumsc~1bed circle would be about 17ft The opening is aoout
14ft h1gh so half the heig~t would be 7f t - so the top of tMe circle snould
be about 10 ft above tne in1t1al ce1l1ng - wh1cn would be a couple of feet
above the anhydr1te1cla; seam - wh1cn is Just about what we see in SPOV Room
1 rooffall. A s1m1lar situation seems to exist in the other SPDV rooms, as
shown by fracture mapping in observation holes.
A similar situation also seems to exist in the floor, modifiea by the
presence of the anhydrite bed acout Sft below the initial floor.
a) FAILURE IN THE FLOOR: If we had measured the virgin stress field
in the anhydrite bed I expect that we would have found conditions different
from those in the salt.. E·ecause it. is a stiffer material, less flui•j, I
would expect lateral stresses higner than 2000psi (left behind from a deeper
burial) and I would not be surprised if the greatest horizontal stress had a
distinctly preferred d1rect1on.
I would expect the anhydrite to tend to
t•uck le.
1.oJe .11ere tr:•ld t.h2t ~he trnd:1ess ·:·f the anhy·jr1te anrj the t•:rp r:of the anhy1jrite
are irregular, so I would e oect the peaks on top of the anhydrite to express
local effects on the ~oom floors The tn1ckness of the salt floor would be
least on top of tnose cea~s so tne salt would be stressed more tnere and it
would be weaker there Thus there would not be a simple geometric
relationship between room 0r1entat:Jn and room geometry
It would be
interest.in•] t•:• ched +:-a.~ '.i,e·:•1''1 t··/ ·::!efln111•] the t,:·p •:·f the anhydnte in
detail - althougM :nl. iJr fu:ur~ planning, not for immediate value.
1

7he stress concentra~1ons around the opening would be nighest immediately
after tr1e e:·.cavat1 n •;.1.as r11arje, but '.•11th very i1l•;;h st1'ess Just 111s1 je the s.alt
and =ero at the skin of the salt something woula have to give, so we should
e~pect salt failure .at the corners, and concurrent redistribution of the Mi]h
stresses That redistribution requires movement, of course, and we see it
either as fracturing or as flow of the salt. As you know, we of ten see
rjeterir:•ra.t.i•:•il at the UC·(:·er CC•i'Jle1'S •:•f l'r:rr: ri"1S, S r:1etii11eS attr1butat•le to
l :•cally clay.:.J'lCt-1 salt, trUt S•:•f:1ellf11eS IK•t
1: 1

1

1

1: 1

1

With the highest. stress concentrations at the corners and lower stresses
further inside the sa~t I would e~pect tne floor beam to want to flex
DOWNWARD, and it n11~n~ trv to do that, and some peculiar fractures might
result, perhaps .a ~1sn-snaoed spall from the floor, but after a while, mayce
months, the floor rJc~s would move in the direction of least restraint upwar•js.
Another way to descr1te ~his activity would be to say that the stresse~
around the mine opening ~ould ma~e the ooening assume the most favorable
snape - the circle, ~1~~ the lowest possible stress concentration factor,
which is 2
backgr~unj stress. w1tn comoress1ve stresses around the circle,
1·:• .t. sl1'esses w1~h111 ·.-.e ·:1·'cle - a1~r:c ~_i1e ·j1sh-sr1a(:ed rr12sses p·:·pplli•_;:j int•:• tr,e
·~·pen i n•;i.
1 1

b) FAILURE IN THE RISS. For the same reasons there would be a
tendency for the ribs or walls of the openings to move inward, but the amount
of movement there should be less because the ribs are almost at the
circumference of the circumscribed circle already.
c ) FA I Lt.IRE IN THE P:OOF
For WIPP this is the most critical =one of
failure, but the reason for failure is the same The opening tries to assume
a circular shape, wnich requires fractures to develop upward and inward from
the juncture of roof and ribs. That is where we see low-angle fractures
developing first. NOTE THAT THESE FRACTURES ARE NOT EASILY DETECTED IF WE
DEPEND ON CAPLAMPS WORN ON THE CAP. IT IS BETTER TO HOLD THE LIGHT IN THE
HAND AND SIDE-LIGHT THE :ONE, SO CASTING OBVIOUS SHADOWS WHERE A SHEAR HAS
DEVELOPED.
We have seen tnat it takes 3 or 4 years for the salt to move enough to
initiate these shears, time during wnich we measure a diminishing rate of
movement, which is mainly due to gradual relief of stress in the roof salt.
It then takes more time for tne fractures to propagate but, at our depth,
they do it. A very thin beam snould buckle and fail quickly. In a thicker
roof beam the fractures would propagate fairly quickly to the top of the
beam. In a beam as thick as ours. under our conditions, the evidence is that
it takes several years for tne shears to reach tne top Judging from our
distanced inspection of tne roof fall, and as seen at other mines, shears may
grow from both ribs and meet at~ peak, or perhaps they will level off at a
discontinuity like tne annydrite1cla1 seam In some places enough stress may
be relieved by a shear growing from only one rib - tnen a cantilever
situation develops and tne cantilever may stand fer a long time, or it may
fail because of its own weight, or it may fail because it is wedged downward
by lateral movement on the inclined shear I would li~e to investigate why
the initial shear prefers one particular side of a room.
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As the shears propagate ~e ~easure sign1f icant rates of roof-to-floor
cc•nvergence, 1·ates r11·~r:e1· t.-,a,1 .ju1' in1;i the "stress-1·el ief" process
When the shears have almost cut a wedge or frustum of salt free the
convergence rates i~crease sharply, up to complete failure of the roof
IT IS IMPORTANT TO RECGGN!:E THE MECHANISM AND THE FACT THAT THE FAILURE
MECHANISM IS DRIVEN, ~SFEC!~LLi IN A BEAM-LI~E ROOF SUCH AS OURS, BY
HOR I ZONTAL :::;TR:E·:.::.t:;
ThE i:t m·:: OF T~E E:EAM ARE ·:-HOV ED INWARD, AS ::.HOWN VERY
CLEARLY BY OFFSETS IN cs:E?VATION HOLES
WE CAN SEE AS MUCH AS 6 INCHES OF
LATERAL MOVEMENT IN A ~0CF WHICH HAS NOT YET FALLEN'

There can be little doubt that extra-high horizontal stresses come off the
tops of our lOOft-wide pillars. Since those pillars are too stiff to yield a
high concentration of vertical stress builds up and overstresses the roofbeam
salt - which then wants to squeeze sideways into the mine opening In the
overcast w• examined the cutoff ends of the roofbeam and saw that they had
moved sideways into the void at a rate around 1/2'' per year, at both ribs
The movement occurred at the anhydrite/clay seam, with the roofbeam
apparently acting as a unit
Prior to 1975, at the Cayuga salt mine in New York state, there were dozens
of similar failures under similar conditions The depth was 2000 to 2300ft,
rooms were 32ft wide and 12ft h1gn, and pillars 88ft square. Failures began
at the Juncture of roof and ribs and shears developed until heavy falls
occurred, either tent-snaped, arched or as cantilevers. So many falls
occurred that MSHA threatened to close the mine. The problem was solved by
changing to yielding pillars, ·~nly about 20ft square instead of 88ft,
designed so that they would yield rather than build up high vertical stresses
in pillars - hence hicn norizontal stresses in tne roof.

•··
We were told that the ~IPP openings were designed largely by reference to
those in the local pot~sh mines, which makes sense. The reports also state
that the extraction ratio was reduced significantly, probably because the
depth at WIPP is about t'~ice the 1000ft depth of the potash mines, but in
hindsight we could say that that may not have been the right move. Most of
the local rooffalls I have seen in the NM potash mines HAVE BEEN ALONGSIDE
PILLARS WHICH WERE UNUSUALLY WIDE AND STIFF, and the WIPP design gave, I
think, an unfortunate degree of pillar stiffness which shortens the life of
the storage rooms.
The problem with long-~erm staoility in salt mines is common. I have been
working on it at several mines and we recognize guidelines which may help us
at WIPP.
At most mines the ooenings close to tne shafts are stable - some have
stood well for as mucn as 50 and 100 years - notably at the Retsof mine in NY
state. They are different in tnat they are usually smaller than mine
production openings, tney are usuallv narrower, tney usually have a lower
w1dth:heigh~ ratio fmore nearl~ :1rcuiar, ,~r at least more nearly squareJ,
and they are further 2p2rt - isolated out i~ a =one of very low extraction,
and often they have th1c~er roof and floor beams Those factors usually
contribute to long-te~m stabil1tv, as they have, I believe, at WIPP, in the
access drifts but not in the storage rooms
At another extreme we can design for long-term roof stability by using
small pillars and nign ectraction ratios The general idea is to shed the
nigh stresses onto distant abutments. I liken it to 10 men carrying a heavy
telephone pole, witn e1cht crafty fellows in tne middle bending their knees a
cit
Between those two e~~re~1es wnicn give good long-term roof conditions there is
a range of designs wnicn contr1oute to long-term instability I think that
the WIPP storage rooms ia~l ~1tnin that range out, as you have pointed out.

they would still satisfy the original requirement of a 5-year total life with
eventual closure.

Now I go on to respond to The Five Statements
l. FIRST STATEMENT: AN ESTIMATE CAN BE ESTABLISHED FOR THE PERIOD OF TIME
THA f PANEL l , IN PARTi CULAR F:OOM 1 , i..; I LL F:EMA IN ACCE::S I E:LE ON A DA I LY E:A·:. I·;
BEYOND JULY 1991.

l. 1. WITH NO MAINTENANCE OR ADDITIONAL SUPPORT. I believe that SPOV Room
which collapsed after being open 8 years gives us a clear indication of
what to expect. Fracture patterns defined in roof observation holes and
accelerating closure rates in the other SPOV rooms seem to confirm the 8-year
life e::·::pectancy
The rooms in Panel 1 are very much like the SPDV rooms, so I would expect
them to behave similarly - with one possible exception - which is that the
Panel l rooms nave been reinforced with IOft mechanical roofbolts. However,
my personal thinking is that those bolts will not change the life expectancy
of the rooms very mucn - because of the mode of failure which I expect. Let
me explain that again:
I expect that salt failure around the rooms will be expressed as lateral
movement i:m the planes ·=·f· failui·e tst-1ears), s•::i t.t-1at the mect-1anical bolts will
not be subjected to simple tension over their full !Oft length, but to
shearing, or perhaps to tension in that very short length of bolt which
crosses the plane of failure. Thus I would expect bolts to fail first in the
zones of greatest lateral movement., then in succession as succeeding zones
were sheared sufficiently Under these circumstances parts of the bolts might
fall out of the roof - ~ut often the bro~en-off lower part.ions of the bolts
are snagged and held at the shear planes - so we do not know of the failures
until the 1-.:..:•f hits t:-1e fl·:":•r Obse1·vati•:•n •:·f the anK•unt of .:,ffsettin·~ in
empty holes i11 tr-:e 1'·:>o:1f •.;pves us S•:•me i·jea of the likelih·:":"j that. b•:•lts have
t•ee11 sheare,j
I C•:•nclude the1·ef•:•re u-,.;t tr:e t ..:.1 ts :ts installed '.l/il 1·11°:·t ri1cif'.e r11ucl1
difference to tne life e pectanc~ of tne rooms

...

Inspection of. the min1ng proQress drawings snows that Room 1 was completed in
August 1986 but that tne other 6 rooms were mined between January 1~87 ana
March 1988, which should give them a year or so of additional life.
The panel of experts seemed to lean toward a slightly more optimistic
forecast, as if 8 years was a minimum and additional life was a fair
possibility, but I have doubts about that
First I remind myself tnat the 8-year life for SPDV l was TOTAL life, up to
complete failure, and at present we are cons1der1ng USEFUL life, which will
be 6 to 12 months shorter We would not want to be working much in the rocms
while the first sla~s were falling
·:ec•:•n•j, tt-1e uc:•dat.ed c:·11'.e1-_;e11ce •_;!·a::.r.s f :•1' F·anel 1 1··:..:•ms •,1,•hict-1 '11'.:•U •.;;ave us
indicate convergence r.;te3 G?EATER tnan ~nose measured in tne SPOV rooms a• a
similar age;
1

through 7 respectively. At a similar life-stage in SPDV rooms the rates were
between 2.18 and 2.:35"/year.
It seems that the only significant physical differences between the SPDV and
Panel 1 rooms is that there are seven of the latter vs 4 of the former, and
that the Panel 1 rooms nave been bolted I suspect that the e~tra reams have
made the difference, noting especially tnat the convergence rates are n1gnest
in the outer rooms and lowest in the inner rooms isee figures abovei - wn1cn
SU•J•JeS t.s t.ha t. trre •:•u te·r· 1· .:•orris a 1· e at•s•:• r bi n1J rr"rt:o\' e •:• f the "fa 1' -f le l •::l c 1· eep" , ·:, 1·
something like that, and to some 09gree protecting the inner rooms
TO SUM UP FOR THIS CONDITION, WITH NO MAINTENANCE: You or I should
ponder over the convergence and fracture data further, not so much to crunch
numbers as to recognize behavior patterns. I also recommend drilling several
arrays of observation noles and scratching to find fracture patterns, and the
way they change with time.
MY PERSONAL THINKING IS THAT THE USEFUL LIFE FOR ROOM 1 PANEL 1 WOULD BE
ABOUT 8 YEARS TOTAL, POSSIBLY LESS BECAUSE IT rs THE OUTER ROOM OF THE SEVEN
AND BECAUSE IT IS MOVING FASTER THAN DID SPDV 1 .
1 2. WITH LIMITED MAINTENANCE, WITHOUT MOVING BINS. I would anticipate
that barring down tne slabs of loose salt which can be expected to appear as
the early signs of failure, mainly at the Juncture of roof and ribs, would
1·em•:•ve S•:•me of t.rre r1aza1·1js .jurin·~ the early st.ages •:•f failure Bll,T WOULD NOT
EXTEND THE TOTAL USEFUL LIFE OF THE ROOM SIGNIFICANTLY i.e. ONLY FOR A FEW
MONTHS.
I .3. EXTENSIVE MAINTENANCE ON AN AS-REQUIRED BASIS, WITH BINS REMOVED
FROM ROOM, IF NEC~SSARY, DURING MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES. This approach would
be much like some in salt mines where bad roof develops in critical areas, as
over a main conveyor In such a piace it may not oe possible to move the
conveyor to another room, or even to move it temporarily, so the operator may
choose to reoolt again and again Tne ver!1cal load to be suspended may not
increase mucn ~1tn time but if roofoolts shear they have to be replaced. The
roofrock usually breaks into smaller and smaller pieces so something like
cha111-l111k ·. n1·e-fence r11ater1al is tu:ilted up to p1·event. sr11all cr-1unks falll11 ,;i
1

GI VEN THE OPP OF: Tl.JN I T\1 TO 1 ~0 INTO THE F:OOM ~NO FIX A:; \JECE·:;:;:;AF:Y, . I TH INK THAT
THE ROOM COULD BE KEPT OPEN INDEFINITELY, i.e. FOR TENS OF YEARS. I know of
one place where the roof over a room 45ft wide is now suspended by a third
set. ,:,f b•:ilts; even t.h•:•u•gh tr-rere is a •JC:~p 1:3" •;.1ide up in the r1:11:1f

2. SECOND STATEMENT: THE ROCK80LT SYSTEM AS CURRENTLY CONFIGURED IS
SUFFICIENTLY E~FECTIVE TO ENSURE THAT THE TEST PROGRAM IN PANEL 1, IN
PARTICULAR IN ROOM 1 , CAN BE COMPLETED
Thankyou for this oopor1un1ty to comment 011 the bolting
First I have to quest:o~ t~e ~es1gn assumptions - wnicn are quite different
from those usually encoun•ered in m1n111g
Des11~n
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I checked with Jerry Freas today, 1606-744-9600) probably Jennmar 1s
best-informed man, and he shared tnis information:
Grade 75 bolts have a minimum yield strength of 75,000 psi, but batches
rani;;e up ti:i 100 1 0(11:' p:1, thus 3/4" t..:•lts sh•:•ul·j not.E:EC:iIN t•:• s~1-et-::r-1 until
l 1:•aded t1:1 s.:•me•.i.1r-1e re t•e t. 1.i.1een ~: ~:, 1)(H) l t•s and 44 , if") i bs
An implication is that WIPP is designing for only SO% of yield strengtn,
whereas most mine operators design for full ultimate strength - to get their
m•:iney 1s w1:ir t.t-1.
Another implication is that whereas WIPP intends that the bolts will
either slip or stretch at the design load in reality they are far from
stretching - so they are stiff supports which might fracture the salt,
especially where the bolts pass through feather-edges of salt.
It is assuri"1e1j that the lOft t11:ilts '""111 stretch 10%, i.e. 1 foot, tiefore
breaking.
I have my aoubts so I asked Jerry what he thought. He dug out his
specs, which said that Grade 75 bolts should stretch 8% minimum - but that
left room for debate because tne tests are normally run on specimens only 8"
long. As I think back over bolt failures observed I have the distinct
impression that most do NOf stretch that much - instead they have a weak
point at which failure occurs - in the threads or at the bolthead. Your Tom
Brockman tells me, however. tnat he has actually stretched some lOft bolts a
full foot before failure - so I may be wrong
I would like to know now much stretch there has been in bolts which
actually broke in the mine. I understand that at least one was recovered from
Room 1, and sent to Sanaia for analysis. How much did it stretch?
'W-1'

Another WIPP design cri~erion is that the bolt anchors should slip down
the hole at design lead insteaa of breaking, for controlled roof yield. A
consummation aevoutl; to be wished, but does that really happen? Before
,jesi1_;Jni111_;J that •1Jay I '1J•:1ul•j •,1,•ant. t.1:• kn•:•w ,...,r-,at. 1'eally ha~·pens, and I c•:•ul•j
anticipate several types of benavior:
iii\H

Given salt rock, and a snort anchor with a bail on top and an open
base, I would not. be surprised t.o see tne plug pull tnrough the leaves after
; or 4 1 of roof movement. That woula be cecause ~he leaves pushed sideways
into tne walls of tne nole
Given a 4-pronged snell held together at the base I would not be
surprised if the salt walls of the hole grabbea the shell well enough to hold
the bolt up to its ult!mate strength
I think that most f0l~s using mecnanical anchors in salt cnoose a longer
shell, like a DS, f,:'i' •;.Feater t·eartll•] surface, t•ut. they are desi•;in1n•;; f•:lf'
ri-1a::-::imurr1 anch•:•1'<:<.1_;Je c;.;:·a·:i•.v If :•:•u ·...•ant t.•:• ·~111:•w h.:1•;.• the .Te11nr11a1' J:;:E:'s t•er1ave
elsewhe1'e in salt '/•~·u r1ay •...·ant t•:• c2.ll t'1•:•rt•:•n ·:.alt. at. 1...leeks Islan 1j in
L•:•uisiana ( ::1:::-:;::.;:-.i.:.~1'

''"

I was surprised to ~ea~~ :~at ~IPP nad select.ea anchors to matcn tne
specified aesign loaa - l7,500ibs Normally we would select all comoonents 0i
the system to equal or e ceed the strength of the most costly component,
which would be tne bolt itself Normally then we would use either tne 05

anchor or a couple of feet of resin at the top of the colt
When I asked why WIPP was not using resin one response was that it hadn't
worked very well in early tests. Again I was surprised, and would expect new
tests to show very good performance.
Most of the above discussion will not mean much if the bolts are rarely
loaded in pure suspension, but I expect that WIPP will change the design
criteria soon.
As suggested in the panel discussion, and again in this
report, I expect the bolts to be loaded largely in shear, unless we cut off
the forces driving that shear - which is what I recommend. Then tne bolts
WILL be loaded in tension.
MY RESPONSE TO THE SECOND STATEMENT IS, THEREFORE, THAT THE CURRENT BOLTING
CONFIGURATION WILL NOT ENSURE COMPLETION OF THE TEST PROGRAM. I understand
that requires 8 or ~ years of staoility from time present.

3. THIRD STATEMENT: T~E LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE THAT CAN BE PLACED IN THE
ESTIMATE OF THE LIFE FOR PANEL 1 PROVIDED IN THE RESPONSE TO STATEMENT 1 IS
IN ACCORDANCE WITH ACCEPTED MINING PRACTICES
I think that Steve Mckinnon of Itasca described our position well when he
said that our chances for projecting information from the SPDV rooms onto the
Panel 1 rooms are exceptionally good - because rarely in the mining industry
do we see conditions as closely comparable as we see them in the SPDV and
Panel 1 rooms - in regional and local geology, dimensions of rooms and
pillars, and prooablv in the stressf1eld too
CONSIDERING THE SIMILARITY OF THE SITUATIONS, AND T~E LESS-THAN-FORTUNATE
FACT THAT ROOM 1 I~ AN END ROOM, AND T~E HIGHER CONVERGENCE RAfES IN PANEL
- I .iJOULO ACCEPT Tr-iE FF:OE:AE:ILITY TH?4T T~E TOTAL 1_1::.ffi_IL LIFE iJF THE ROOM WILL
BE 8 YEARS, NO LONGER, ANO WOULD NOT RI~~ MANY fHOUSANOS OF DOLLARS BETTING
ON A LONGER EXPECTED LIFE FOR ROOM 1
1

4. FOURTH STATEMENT: MODIFICATIONS TO THE SUPPORT SYSTEM IN PANEL 1 CAN BE
IMPLEMENTED TO ENSURE THAT ACCESS rs MAINTAINED TO THE ROOMS ON A DAILY BASIS
UNTIL THE TESTS ARE COMPLETED
I don't think that there can ce any doubt that we COULD install supports
capable of keeping the room accessible. In a typical saltmine with roof
C•:•nd1tions like these the •:•perat•:•r mi13t"rt cho•Jse t•::> install e::::terior supp•::>1'ts,
such as wooden posts or cribs, or yielding steel supports, always considering
that the salt surrounding tne opening will move inward almost irresistibly
For WIPP it seems tnat this approach would not be acceptable - because the
supports would block traffic.
Internal supports might be used by the operator instead, but again he would
have to recognize the almost irresistible salt movement, which means that tne
supports would either have to yield or break. Many salt miners have tried
putting wooden squeeze blocks between the roof and the roofbolt plate - but
almost always the bolts break before the blocks have squeezed an inch. The
wood becomes hard and brit~le when e<posed to salt, as if pickled.
WIPP has already proposed a yielding system - bolts which stretch and anchors
which slide - but I would not rely on those ideas until they had been proven.
Hamist-r su·~geste•j tt-1at 1,.1IF·P ci:•ul•j use the "lac111g system as used in S Africa
and now in Canada as protection against violent rockbursts As you probably
kn•:•w, special 1·•:11js (l·:ii:·krng ~·ruch like steel c•:itt.erpins) and about 6ft long,
are grouted into the rock to be supported, probably on Sf t centers, then wire
mesh is held against the rock by steel cables which are laced in a triangular
patte1·n ft -'m pin t•:• pin The1·e is S•Jrne "•3ive" in tt-1e system, and it really
does sutvive setious cursts which would have btoken standard roofbolts. The
btoken rock is held together as if in a big onion bag - and the openings ate
st.ill accessible
11

1
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If tne mode of failure as I see it is c0rrect - and it snould be checked by
furthe1· stu•jy of salt ~11•:•vement. .:..n 1:l i1·acture p.:..tte1·ns - I .:..•;ir·ee •.&1itt-1 you that
fHE SOLUTION TO THE STABILITY ?ROeLEM IS TO CUT OFF THE STRESSES WHICH ARE
CAUSING THE SALT MOVEMENT
Sevetal approaches have been tried in the

~ining

industry. Let me list some

4. I. STRESS-RELIEVED ROOMS. fhe pillars between the stotage tooms are
IOOft wide. If we ~ere to dri~e new rooms 33ft wide througn the center of
these pillats we wouid ce leaving pillars between new and old rooms which
would also be 33ft wide and aoout 14ft high. They would be marginally
yielding pillars ano aln.ost certainly the new rooms would e/petience very
little late1·al st.res: ::111ce nruch •:•f the "far fiel·j·' creep t-ras t·een relieve•j
t•y tt-re o l 1j ro•:•ffrS
An especially att.ract:.e c11'C 1..Jr11stance at this site is t.hat rnost. •:•f the salt
rf1ine1j f1·orr"1 tt-re 11e 1.&1 1'•:..: ri::; C•:•Ul•:l t•e stuffe•:J into tt-re e:,:istin•;:i 1·•:u:•rr'1S, s•J there
would be no need to haul .:..nd hoist most of it - wnich means that new rooms
C•:•ul•j be rr'rlned in a c·:·•..J;:•le ·:·f r11011ths fi·orfr tirfre •:•f t•e•;i1nnin•3
0

I CONSIDER THIS TO 8E THE BEST WAY TO GET ROOMS WITH GUARANTEED STABILITY IN
PANEL 1. QUICKLY. r RECOMMEND IT.
4.2. STRESS-RELIEVING TUNNELS. If we coula drive small tunnels
horizontally opposite the roof beam and perhaps opposite the floor beam,
maybe with an Alp1ne-type miner, we could cut off the horizontal stresses.
The new tunnels would be as small as possible, say 6x6 or 8x8ft, and
separated from the rooms by narrow pillars of salt - say 10 or 12ft wide.
I did not hear much enthusiasm for this idea, probably because of restraints
on time and equipment, but I think that it would work

No ""'"· str-«ss ;,, roof ~a ....
12'

4.3 STRESS-RELIEVING SLOTS IN PILLARS. ·Some mines have used this
appr•:iach successfully, 1...1sin•J an undercu.tter t•:i cut skits 6ft 1:ir more in·
depth, ~Jrizontally into the ribs, usually at mid-height. That seems to push
the peak vertical stress further away from the room, which in turn seems to
push the horizontal stress concentration higher in the roof. The low-angle
shears which would normally s~ow up at the Juncture of ribs and roof
originate instead at the nidden ends of the slots - and the dish-shaped mass
which eventually ~eoara:es from the rock above the room sits down on the rock
c eluiJ the- Si·:•tS
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IN

THE ROOF.

This ls a direct approach to

0

A common approacn ln

~eeo Canaaian potasn mines is ta cut a single slot along
the ce11t.e1•li11e of trie i'·:<r11, usually up t•:• s•:•r1h~ natural plane •:•f slippa•Je
That. leaves tw1:1 cant1ie".,.?1'S".:l i:11:'i'ti•:•11s •:•f r•:•of hc.n•Jing, •:•ne fr•:•m each 1·it• If
those cantilevers ar-:: 3~ort 1because of a narrow roomJ and thick, they may
need no support The lateral stress is relieved until the slot lS squee:ed
sl1ut. - an•j in •:•u1· ca::e 1 t seer11s triat a sl•:•t. 6" w1°je w•:•Ul•:l be c lose•:l 111 at•·:•ut
t· yec.rs .

..

In our case the cantilevers would each be about 16ft long, and 7ft thick, and
perhaps already fractured ty a shear beginning at the roof!rib Juncture, so
they could not be considered self-supporting - so they would have to be
suspended with b•:ilts. The p1··:•tilem theri 'JJC•ul•j t•e that •,1,1e w•:•uld e:<pect at least
3" of lateral riK•ver11ent r:·f t.he cantilevers - which could si,ear ·:·ff u·,e t11:•lts
and so leave the r0of unsupported.
For those reasons I would prefer to make the slots close to the ribs, as
close as conveniently possible, with one at each rib. As we discussed, the
slots should be inclined slightly outward and upward, so that IF the roof
slab ever did come loose it could still sit on the pillars.
During and after the slotting operation the roofrock up to the anhydrite
would have to supported entirely by roofbolts, in suspension, WITH NO LATERAL
MOVEMENT. That means that we have to evaluate the bolts already installed,
and perhaps install additional bolts. If we did have to I would probably
recommend point-anchored resinlrebars.
The t.wi::1 6" slots sho:•ul.j

ide l 0

p1·,y.,,

01·

12 years •:•f st.i·ess-rel ief.

effect, not to oe forgot.ten, is t.hat t.he stress-relief slots Move
the stress concentrations further away from the room, but they still exist,
and they might cause failures further from t.he room. The comforting response
to this is that we would be forcing the room to adopt a more favorable shape
(circle or ellipse• around whicn the stress concentrations would be lower.
Example: our 33
14 ft rect~ngle might have stres5 concentrations of x4 at
t.he corners whereas around t~e circular shape they would be x2. Stress levels
might thus be reduced from about. 8000 to about 4000psi at the perimeters
~secondary

I understand that an undercut• >r could prooably be procured locally Once
'1·11:•dif1e·j to cut. ~r:e -:..:·• :;l: t_3 I .:1<:t1_.d·j e. peel it t·:• ::ut at11:•ut Jl)r) feet. 1f
slot per day, or one (OOm per wee~
1:

1

TH r:. TECHN I QI.IE - Dr·JE ·:LOT rncu NED l_IF·WAF:D AND iJUH!ARD AT Et4CH
MY SECOND CHOICE FOR PRODUCING STAELE CONDITIONS IN PANEL 1

~:IE:

- WOULD EE

J ! ! ' '

RETRIEVAL OF fHE
There is n•:• 1j1:•Ut•t
trefore collei.p:;e,

~ASTE

i:-,

;~OM

THE PANEL.

r::.":11n•J ti1at tl"':e r•:11:1f ,..,.111

cit:~=--=~~.

r:11:1ntr1s i:•f a·jva11ce

·~1·1e

us •,1,1a1·n1n•.;is r:-..:•nti1s

1 ..1Jcil'111n1~

I +.i-11nk that. the beh2. .J~·:·1' .:·f :FD\J F: 1x:r11 i ·;,1as typical a111j that. a srnnla1·
sequence of events w1il ~e followed in the storage rooms. I do think that t.he
techniques could oe rei:ned a little, hence the understanding of the mode of
failure, hence t.he interpretation of the instrumentation data.

r believe very strongly in rock mecnanics as an art, not much of a science,
therefore I value visual observations highly There is a strong tendency for
the science approach to be based on questionable assumptions, one of the most
obvi•:JUS •:Of whicJ-1 r1as t•een t•:• base WIPF' •:les1gn and inte1·pretati·:•n •:•11 "creep"
of rocksalt - whereas most of the movement and damage nas been more like
brittle behavior and fracturing
I believe, for e::ample, t.t-1at. •;1e MU~;T t::·:.amine the r•:11:1f failure in ·:.POV l,
rat.her than speculate 011 it long-distance. It would take me acout 10 minutes
per visit, and although I don't. know how to calculate tht: probabilities of
somebody getting hurt tnere I feel certain that they are far lower than when
I cross the street i~ ~ne city, or arive to the airport, or fly commercially
t.o US destinations. It woula make sense to have only two people in the place
at. a tirne, in case ·=·ne silps ani::l falls, in case •:•ne acci 1:lentally ,jislo:11j1~es a
l'OCk

I would t.rv to re12te the con\ergence measurements to rock failure by having
m.01·e ar1·ays of ·:·t•se:' .·':<.t.1·:·~1 h·.~·ies •:J1'1 l ie.:J in 1·•:11:•f, ;'lbS an•:l f 1•:11:01· in the
rooms I would map 2nd scrati::n them per1oa1cally, especially if the
convergence graphs :;hawed something unusual As holes were closed off by salt
movement I would ar1ll new holes beside them, e~p( ·ing several inches of
total displacement
Because I expect the highest stresses to be active midway along the rooms I
would have one array there To check that supposition I would have additional
arrays, probably at the third or quart.er points.

I would expect to aef1ne the n1ode and the zone of failure MUCH Detter in this
way than by calculations in a computer
If 1.<Je d·:· cut. rel1e• :•I' 1'el1eve·J 1'•:.. :•'.,1S •:•I' l'elief sl•:•t.S r .<J•: 1..d•:l e::-::pec t. t•J
verify the relieving Denav:or soon after doing the work I would e::-pect the
salt. to sta1't. r11 :•vi!1'd int•:• ti"":e sl•:•ts i:11nn~·::Jiately
1

1

1

At the same time we should learn to tnterpret our convergence grapns better and our diagnosis then 3hould allow us to preaict roof benavior more closely
and with greater certainty

I uno::ierstan•:l that y•:·i.~ 11lte11•:J ti:• install s•:•me :_ 1·:E:M i"1/•:l1'aullc l·:·a·:l cells t·:·
measure "stresses" :.i- tf-,e ::2lt. ; i1•.e t';·at. l•Jea ve1·•1 rnuc~'• rec•:"dn1zin•;i that
t.t-1e data may 11•:•t. t·e e a•:t '·'"t-:at. \'•:•cf·: .j,at.a is a11v 1. . ay7· i c•ut. I "'"':•ul•:l ver·y r11ucr1
like t.•:• kn•:••JJ rn:••;.1 ci·:·se ·:u1' ::upp•:•::1ti•:•ns a1'e C•:•nce1'111n•J ·1ert.1cal stresses,
i"1•:•riz·:<11tal stresses. st,·ess c•:•11ce11t.1'21t1•:•ns. cr1a11·;es in st1·ess 1.::-vel, relief
•:•f st.1'esses - and s•: ·=·n E·:en crude r11easu1'er11ents,
think, •;1oul•:l t·e ri:uct-1
t•etter t.r1an 1'elyin1.;i ·:·n t,-,e·:•1'et1c21l assur11pt.i•:•ns. an•:l tt-1e C•:•st •:•f trie
instrumentation will not ce great.
1

One more thought on instrumentation: Could you plot your SPDI/ 1 convergence
data on semilog paper' I have seen instances where a change in rock behavior
was pinpointed better on the sen1ilog plot., especially where the total
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FOLLOW-UP ON THE SUMMARY OF EXPERT OPINIONS
LIFE EXPECTANCY OF ROOM

PANEL 1

Hello Roy:
Thankyou for the package of reports from experts, and your summary. I
understand that we were going to talk about them by phone yesterday, but we
didn't connect, and it might be difficult in the near future, so I will put
my comments on paper.
First - you did a good Job under difficult circumstances. with so many cooks
in the kit.ci1en
I'm alad that I didn't have to do it

, . GENERAL

COM~ENT

G~

ThE E\EC SUMMARY

in haste, part1cular1, tne first. section,
F:oorn 1 F'3.nel

I

~--t.=:i.:=

.::i.

1"'..r.:: i::i·::·;:,e•.=t.3.;-\C'/ ~:~f

::;

If some exec looked at the summary
~e could get tne impression tnat.
:r·ed.Y"'·:5

f.orf1 t.o,jay

Tr1at. ::.riouJ.1j t!e

corrected, of course

THE MISSING RECOMMENDATION
~y primary recommendation was and still is
that the mission to provide stable storage rooms at least cost oe
accompi1shed by driving new rooms 33ft wiae tnrougn ihe middle of the
100ft-w1de pillars, ie between the existing rooms I did not see that
recommendation in the summary Perhaps I did not state it forcefully enough
I' .i l try :=tr;i.a1 n
The new rooms would be 1n stress-relieved grcund.
The new rooms would be S years younger tnan the old.
The degree of certainty of life required would be MUCH higher
Most of the freshly-mined salt could be stuffed into the existing rooms.
I estimate that the cost of cutting the salt. and hauling it about SOO ft
would be about $2/ton, or about $20,000/room That would oe cneaper than
filost. of the other' propo·se•j f i::::es, I t.i11nk
As a check on my cos:
minutes ago He sa1~

~stimate
~~at

I

I callee J1m Ryan at Eddy Potash a few
quote these figures: Mining cost

co~ld

in their thin seam.

including a11 unaerground costs, for the whoie of
i990, was 53 891ton He volunteered a guess tnat to cut tne salt and haul
it 500 feet would cost about S21ton, and tnat i t should be ooss1ole to
cut. and 11aul the h.1,•.)t)(l tc•n:o in 4 or 5 shifts
That would be t.he quickest fix too
;ne ex1st1ng rooms
.µ~

s.t:..r23s i-el:ef

~ould
;~1.:·u~!J

NOf oe a total ioss, since tnev oroviae
ci..~1ri"1

::i.irno·:::t.

t.r-1.~t.

Dl-~.11ne1j

·.µe

it. that.

t::ao::f1ll in ti1e e· 15t;.n•;i rooms ,....,,:,;_;lj ·stao111ze the syst.ern
for the long term

.::t·=:;

t~e

jN2t.y

a 'i.il1ole.

Can there be any doubt that the new rooms would be the most cost-effective
~ay of achieving tne results needed'
If that. approach is acceptable. most of the other statements need not be
discussed, cut a couple of tnem deserve it anyway
.;. F:DOFE:DLT::;. First a ·~·:·mment on the r11odes of t•olt failure - a.nchor failure
vs bolt shear. I think tnat I understand the differences in opinion
expressed. In sorne cases, as quoLeo Dy Parvis from the Canadian potash
experience, fa1iure has oeen at the mechanical anchorage. I would attribute.
that to choice cf ancncr, oeiiev:ng th2t a mecnanical anchor with a larger
oearing area, and/or w1th orongs neld together at the anchor base (instead of
.~bail

at

t.i-1e

1.!;11:!!.~LiJ

t.OD)

tnen most operators i~
resin at the ~oo of a
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much
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If failure

I~:;

at. the anchor .

c8untry would switcn to using a couole of ieet of
Some como1ne a mechanical anc~or with a siug of
.,,es1n 1:1
2 ei1ece
-,.-?:~~3::..::irf c..;.ck::. .:.-r.. u~1 1~•it.r-1 .;. s. .tu:~ 1:1f re1;iula.r re~.1n.
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'Nitr-i no ·~rout. aroun1j
not. fuil-.../-1drout.21j.

it

~as somewhat dismayed oy tne numerous suggestions tnat a bolt-1nvest1gat1on
program be set up. It seems to me that tne worK has already been done, and
tnat we could get the results from manufacturers lto oe taken with the
proverbial grain of ha~1teJ and tram man~ operators in salt and similar
ev:tporit.es.

OTHER FORMS OF ROOF SUPPCRT. With rooms 33ft wide I would be concerned
about the design of slings wn1cn depend on anchorage of inclined oolts above
the i:·iliai'S - bec::..use Lt. is !1ar1j foi' them t.o provi•je r11ucl1 vertical support. of
dead loads Most of tho~e wn1~h I nave seen ended up as hammocks loaded witn
~roken rocks. sagging as a hammock would sag.
In our case they would also
J

1-ia\/e to ··:/1el1j inst.. e ..=i.~:.1 ·:t

t

:,,-2-=.,-=.1\-;c
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MODES OF FAILURE OF T~E TEST ROOMS
of the probable modes of failure of t~e fooms.
instrumentation, analysis ano moaetl1ng

fanned out arouna tne :~oms, 3nd 8oresc~~ea o: c:coea o; sc(atcn1ng.
ou1ckiy define the faLi~~e patse~~
::.u,~gest.ions

were '.112..je
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~e

~cula
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borehole extensometers - but •hose ga~ge:s become 2.•t1nct wnen the noies
:;r-11ft too mucr:
~easure ele~at1ons of :eference points en -oof an~ floor - many from one
set-up - as a technique for measur:ng ~011vergence anc def 1n1ng ~ne amounts
contributed by roof ana floor It ~orvs well
We could, if necessar~,
rnea·5ure t. 1:1 l/lOOOcrn, Dut. t,:·:-· ·-~·:::., !:if ci::!ur·~e. ~:-·.?T. 1J..101_4irj ,-:1:'t. De 1-1eces·:;ar·Y'
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'Ihe surmnary report contains:

o

o

accurate record of the meetings of the Geotechnical Panel on
Panel l stability.

An

A COfJ'Y of the report provided to Westin;;Jhouse by this panel

member.

o

An accurate presentation of the consensus agreed to by the panel
members at the meetings on the 23rd arrl 24th of April 1991.

Panel Member

Date
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RESPONSE TO STATEMENT 1
An estimate can be established for the period of time that Panel 1, in particular Room 1,
remains accessible on a daily basis beyond July 1991.

Observations:
1.

Data are available on the stability of the four SPDV test rooms: Room 1 (SPDV 1) failed
after nearly 8 years. Failure occurred on shear fractures angled upwards at about 20"
from the rib, with the apex of the fall probably coinciding with the clay seam underlying
Anhydrite B. Precursors of failure included acceleration of the vertical closure, first
noted in May 1988 (just under 2 years prior to the fall), detection of fractures in the roof
near the rib, and indications of separations in the roof.

The other rooms are still

standing, and, prior to the closure acceleration, vertical closure rates were quite similar
to each other and tend to be slightly less than for SPDV 1. SPDV 2 appears to show
acceleration of vertical closure (starting in late 1988), though this is not as pronounced
as in SPDV 1. SPDV 4 shows fractures at the rib and evidence of lateral slip in roof
boreholes. This room was bolted in the 1989/1990 time period. The current life of
these rooms is as below.

Life to Present
SPDV 1
SPDV2
SPDV 3
SPDV 4

2.

7.9 Yrs
8.1 Yrs
8.1 Yrs
8 Yrs

Comments
Roof Fall in 2/91
Possible closure acceleration starting in late 1988
Rib Fractures and Roof Slip Observed: Bolted in
89'90

Data on the seven Panel I rooms show no evidence of immediate failures (accelerating
closures) at this time (3 - 5 years after mining), though incipient rib fractures are seen.
Panel 1 Room 1 shows incipient fracturing in the roof, evidenced as shears developing
along the rib edge. The other rooms show similar fracture development, and in some

2

cases this appears more severe than in Room 1 (Rooms 6 and 7 for example). The
vertical closure for all of the rooms is quite similar to that for SPDV 1 up to the present,
with closure rates showing a general decrease to a fairly constant current value. Closure
rates for Room 1 match those for SPDV 1, and are somewhat higher than for the other
SPDV Rooms. In terms of the time since mining, Panel 1 Room 1 is now at the same
point as SPDV 1 was immediately prior to the acceleration of closure. Panel 1 Room
1 was bolted in 1988, two years after mining. Some local slabbing of pillars is seen in
the Panel 1 rooms. The current life of these rooms is as below.

Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room

3.

Life to Present
1
2
3
4

5
6
7

4.9
4.3
4.2
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.2

Yrs
Yrs
Yrs
Yrs
Yrs
Yrs
Yrs

Floor heave has been a problem in all rooms (SPDV and Panel 1). Standard practice is
to recut the rooms and to backfill loose with crushed salt. The floors are apparently
stable at this time.

4.

An additional fall has occurred in Room A2 of the SPDV. This room had a different
geometry to those of the SPDV Test Rooms and Panel 1, was at a different horizon, and
was heated during its life. Failure appears to have been by a similar mode, and a
precursor in the form of accelerated roof deformations was seen about two years prior
to the collapse.

5.

Rib fractures are evident throughout the facility, including the entries (e.g. NllOO).
There is no evidence as to whether these are deep shears or surface spalls.

3

Comments:
1.

The mechanism for failure is by low angle shears in the roof. This is caused by the
lateral stress due to removal of support for the horizontal stresses and by lateral
movement of the pillar material into the room. The Clay underlying Anhydrite B may
contribute to the severity of the effects in the roof beam due to slip along this plane and
isolation of the immediate roof.

2.

The SPDV Rooms and Room 1 show general similarities in their geometry and geology,
though their are some differences. Thus:
o

The room geometry for Room 1 is similar to the other Panel rooms and to the
SPDV test rooms.

o

The geology in and around Panel 1 appears to be similar to that around the SPDV
test rooms. In particular the clay/anhydrite above the rooms appears to be similar

o

Their are no apparent anomalies associated with any of the rooms.

o

The sequence of mining was a little different with SPDV 1 mined after SPDV 2
and 3, though by only about 1 month, while Panel 1 Room 1 was mined first in
the panel.

o

Panel 1 Room 1 has been bolted

Available Information:

Available information includes the Rock Mechanics instrument data from the SPDV
rooms and from Panel 1, field observations by the Westinghouse geotechnical staff and by the
panel members.

Of particular importance are the convergence data and inclinometer data.

There are no roof extensometer installations in Panel 1. No data are available of modelling
results of the stress and deformation fields in Panel 1 (or in SPDV test rooms).

4

Factors to be addressed:

1.

The ability of the Panel to addres.s Statement 1 based on the available information.
The WIPP facility is heavily instrumented and abundant data are available. Much of

these data are useful in addressing the stability of the rooms. Lacking are a) roof extensometer
data to give any information of separations in the roof of Panel 1 Room 1 (or elsewhere in the
panel), b) inclinometer data on horizontal movements in Panel 1, c) good data on roof bolt
performance (loads, pull out tests) and a thorough analysis of modes of failure, and d) model
data to give information on the stress field development.

As noted above useful data are available on the stability of the four SPDV test rooms.

Based on these data some estimate of life expectancy can be made. However this estimate will
have a larger uncertainty than if more rooms were available for comparison with a greater life
and additional data on roof bolt performance were available.

2.

Best Estimate for life of Room 1.

3.

Lower and Upper bounds estimates for the life of Room 1.

4.

Levels of uncertainty associated with estimates
Estimates of the life of the room should be considered in terms of the increasing

uncertainty in the estimate with time. The uncertainty of the life expectancy estimate is zero at
this time, increases slowly over the next two to three years, then increases more rapidly.

Estimates of life are based on a) comparison with the behavior in the longer lived rooms
and b) observation of current conditions (fracturing) in Room 1.
following observations can be made:

5

From these sources the

o

Of four rooms longer lived than Panel 1 Room 1, one failed after just under 8
years. This room had indications of impending failure after 5 years: this is the
current life of Panel 1 Room 1. Of the others, one (SPDV 2) may be showing
incipient failure (accelerated closures), the others show shear fractures at the rib
but no accelerations of closure.

o

Panel 1 Room 1 shows incipient roof fracturing at the ribs.

o

In the other failure (A2) closure showed acceleration about 2 years before failure.

Based on these observations the lower limit of life for the room in the absence of bolts
may be estimated as two to three years from now (seven to eight years total) with high
confidence. This estimate is based on the comparison of the closure curves and the age of Room
1 and SPDV 1.

A lower limit of about 10 years total life can be estimated with lower

confidence based on the current life of the other SPDV rooms and an assumed two year closure
precursor. The upper limit is impossible to estimate with high confidence on the basis of local
data from the WIPP facility. Observations in other mines with similar conditions suggest that
a life of greater than 10 years is not unreasonable to expect, but that an unmaintained life of as
much as 15 to 20 years is unlikely.

The effect of the bolts on the life is unknown quantitatively. It is likely that the bolts will
not delay failure of the roof, but may be able to support it: a further discussion is given in
Statement 2. It should be noted here that the life of the room can be extended if careful roof
monitoring is combined with an adequate support system, and if provision for maintenance of
that system is provided. Failure of the roof on shear fractures can probably not be prevented,
however suspension of the failed slab can be achieved.

Whether the maintenance involved in upgrading roof support during operation will
require movement of the bins depends upon the final support system and the final design of the
bins and associated equipment. This is an operational question and cannot be addressed further
here.

6

...
S.

Reasons for the levels of uncertainty
The levels of uncertainty associated with any estimate of the life of the room are the same

as those inherent in any underground mine in evaporites.

They arise from the natural

complexity and variability of geologic materials, the additional complexity of the highly strain
rate and pressure dependant properties of evaporites, and our imperfect understanding of these
mechanisms, or of the detailed effect of local discontinuities (such as the overlying clay).
Standard mining practice in these materials (as in many others) is to use the mine itself as a test
bed. Initial mine designs are based on experience elsewhere in similar materials, but during its
life the mine design is constantly tailored to local conditions. In the WIPP facility we have only
eight years of experience in four rooms: this is an insufficient data base for projecting too far
into the future.

An additional uncertainty comes from the lack of hard data on the efficiency of roof bolts
in the current application. In most other mining applications in these materials bolts are used
for local roof spalling control rather than for the suspension of large slabs. We have little site
specific information on how the bolts will work, and on their life expectancy under large lateral
movements.

6. Additional information needed to improve estimates.
Certain additional information would help to refine the estimates, and to reduce the
uncertainties. Key data include:

a) Rock bolt failure information. A more thorough study of the current efficiency of the
rock bolts, and of potential failure mechanisms (shear, anchor pull out etc) would help
considerably in assessing their contribution to stability.

7
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b) information on progress of fractures in Room 1. Data on the current state of any
fracturing in the roof of Room 1 would assist us in determining where on the failure curve this
room is. Data could include radar/EM surveys and exploratory boreholes. Additional data from
roof extensometers and inclinometers, and microseismic activity would help in monitoring
conditions.

c) modelling studies of unbolted and bolted stability would assist in estimating the
progress of failure conditions.

7.

Potential pillar (side wall) spalling
Pillar spalling is common in deep evaporate mines, and is seen in Panel 1. This has no

impact on overall stability, but could produce operational problems in rooms used for bin tests.
Provision should be made to protect the equipment from localized slabs spalling from the pillars,
as well as to give access for cleanup.
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RESPONSE TO STATEMENT 2

The rockbolt system as currently configured, is sufficiently effective to ensure that the test
program in Panel 1, in particular Room 1, can be completed.

Without rather drastic remedial measures such as slotting, the use of sacrificial drifts, or
inducing slab collapse, the "failure" of the roof on low angle shears can probably not be

.

prevented. As noted in the remarks on Statement 1, this failure is likely to occur within the
anticipated life of the bin experiments. However it is also likely that the life of the room can
be extended by the use of a suitable support system to suspend the failed slab.

Comments:

1.

Shear failure of the roof will occur in a similar fashion to SPDV 1 because of the lateral
squeeze developed by of the high horizontal stresses and the lateral movement of salt due
to the compression of the pillars.

2.

This shear failure will lead to a slab separation, this slab having similar geometry to the
wedge failure in SPDV 1 and A2. Current bolts will not stop the development of this
shear failure, and in all probability a result of the shears will be failure of the bolts due
to shear, as seen in other mines.

3.

After development of the shear separations the arched roof above the slab will be stable
for a reasonable period of time (several years). In developing the shear failure the
material is breaking to a more stable configuration.

4.
fl••\

The failed slab can be suspended from the overlying salt beam, or by some other support
system. If rock bolts are used they can be designed to support the required weight.
Continuous monitoring of roof movements and bolt integrity (i.e. bolt loads,
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deformations and anchor movement, condition) will be needed to assess the efficiency
of the support system. Provisions for rebolting should exist to maintain the support
system. Local protection for delicate systems may also be needed.

Factors to be Addressed

1.

The affect that the changes as.sociated with the test program have on support
requirements for Room 1, Panel 1.
Changes in the test program include the need to extend the life of Room 1 from

,.,.1

approximately five years (for a five year test program starting in 1986/1987) to 14 years
(through July 2000). We already have evidence of the ability of the rooms to stand for at least
5 years (the current life of Room 1) and have no evidence of failure before nearly eight years

(the life of SPDV 1). Several rooms are still stable after eight years. On the other hand based
on current knowledge a life of 14 years without supplementary supporting systems is very
unlikely. The changed test program and life requirements have clearly added the need for
support, and put quite stringent requirements on that system.

2.

The rock load to be supported is approximately the full weight of the roof beam up
to the anhydrite "b" layer in the middle third of the span, and half this weight over
the outer two thirds •

.,,

Based on the evidence from SPDV 1 and A2 this assumption is reasonable.
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3.

The adequacy of the factor of safety of the bolting system used in Room 1, Panel 1
to support the design rock load.
A factor of safety of 1. 7 for suspension of the roof is adequate provided that:

o

The mechanism for bolt failure is better understood

o

The roof and bolts are monitored for excessive movement and failure of the
bolts/anchors.

o

Provisions are made for maintenance of the bolting system during the tests.

Without these items (especially band c) the safety factor is not adequate: indeed without
these no safety factor may be adequate.

4.

The salt above the anhydrite "b" will remain competent.
There is no reason to believe that this salt will not remain competent for a reasonable

period under the current conditions.

Allowing the failure of the lower unit will aid in

maintaining stability since it will force the room to a more stable configuration. Care should
be taken if one of the more drastic remedial actions is taken (e.g slotting) to ensure that failure
due to lateral squeeze is not transmitted to this higher horizon.

5.

Slippage of anchors provides an acceptable approach to supporting the rock load
while accommodating roof closure, with daily access to the room.
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6.

The mechanism by which the bolt anchors will accommodate the movement of the
salt while supporting the immediate roof beam.
It is extremely doubtful that anchor slippage will occur after the bolts have been set for

a long time period. The anchors are set by applying a torque which expands the anchor shell:
this leads to a lateral stress which, given the creep properties of the salt, will tend to embed the
anchors. It is likely that the current bolts are stretching to accommodate creep rather than the
anchors slipping. The estimated vertical roof movement of 3" - 4" since bolt emplacement will
,,,

have given about 3% strain. If tensile failure occurs at 10% strain this would occur in about
1993 at current closure rates. Further information, including bolt loads and strains) are needed
to evaluate this.

Bolt failure is more likely to happen due to:

0

Shear of the bolts due to differential lateral movements.

o

Stripping of anchor threads

0

Wedge pull-out due to excessive creep expansion of the shells.

These potential failures should be analyzed by calculation, field proving of bolts and,
possibly, laboratory studies.
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RESPONSETOSTATEMENTJ

The level of confidence that can be placed in the estimate of the life for Panel 1 provided
in the response to Statement 1 is in the accordance with accepted mining practices.

The levels of uncertainty associated with any estimate of the life of the Panel are the
same as those inherent in any underground mine in evaporites. They arise from the natural
complexity and variability of geologic materials, the additional complexity of the highly strain
rate and pressure dependant properties of evaporites, and our imperfect understanding of these
mechanisms, or of the detailed effect of local discontinuities (such as the overlying clay).
Standard mining practice in these materials (as in many others) is to use the mine itself as a test
bed. Initial mine designs are based on experience elsewhere in similar materials, but during its

life the mine design is constantly tailored to local conditions. In the WIPP facility we have only
eight years of experience in four rooms: this is an insufficient data base for projecting too far
into the future.

Factors to be Addressed

1.

The extent to which a probabilistic basis for determining risk assessment is presently
applied in mining.

Formal probabilistic risk assessment analyses are not typically used in the operational side
"''

of mining, although they do have application in the marketing and strategic planning aspects of
the industry. The only cases of which I am aware of the application of these techniques was in
the development of coal mine pillar design formulae in South Africa in the 1960's (Salamon,
personal communication) where a large data base on failed pillars was available and in the design
of open pit slopes (Ross-Brown, personal communication).
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Informal risk assessment is the basis for mine development, that is an understanding of
"what works" in a particular mine is used in further developments, together with a basic
understanding of the inherent uncertainties. This is coupled with a constant monitoring and
inspection program.

Reasons for not applying PRA in a formal sense are the inherent

complexity and variability of geologic conditions an inadequate date base and our poor
understanding of how to quantify the behavior of these materials .

...
...

2•

...
"''

The qualitative nature of geologic infonnation

Geologic information, as currently available and used, is basically qualitative in nature,
although attempts are made to quantify these data (by, for example, rock mechanics). The
overriding reason for this is the inherent complexity and variability of the materials. In the
current case of WIPP which is developed in a fairly uniform geologic environment this
complexity still tends to overwhelm attempts to quantify behavior. Data taken in one room, or
one location in one room, for example, can vary in another room or location due to subtle
differences in geology, nearby mining or geometry. Moreover we have only an imperfect
understanding of how to quantify mechanisms for such apparently simple phenomena as creep
closure and shear failure.

3.

The extent to which a database or experience is available in the mining industry
from an operations point of view to provide meaningful judgments at the probability
levels used in the nuclear industry(i.e. probabilities of less than 1 in Hf).
A wealth of data exists from other mines which can be applied to the WIPP facility.

However much of this data is qualitative (see #2 above), and differences in its application can
occur because of site specific conditions. It is totally unreasonable, and well outside of normal
practice, to provide probability levels used in the nuclear industry in this situation.
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4.

The adequacy of the geomechanical database developed at the WIPP and the
methods currently in place to evaluate the perfonnance of openings.
In general the geomechanical database at WIPP is excellent - it is certainly much better

developed than at almost any other underground facility, and is far and away better than
available in the typical mining environment.

With a few exceptions the current monitoring is adequate. The exceptions are :

o

Vertical extensometers and inclinometers in the roof of Panel 1 are needed to
assess/monitor roof movement and separations.

o

Pressure cells in and around the rooms would help to monitor stress fields.

0

Rock bolt load cells, and methods to assess rock bolt strains, are needed to
evaluate performance of the support system.

0

The addition of microseismic monitoring of the roof in Panel 1 would assist in
monitoring impending fracturing and failure.

o

Additional roof integrity investigations (radar, EM or borehole) would also help
to monitor roof stability.

15

RESPONSE TO STATEMENT 4

Modifications to the support system in Panel 1 can be implemented to ensure that access
is maintained to the rooms on a daily basis until the tests are completed.

Without rather drastic remedial measures such as slotting, the use of sacrificial drifts, or
inducing slab collapse, the "failure" of the roof on low angle shears can probably not be
prevented. As noted in the remarks on Statement 1, this failure is likely to occur within the
anticipated life of the bin experiments. However it is likely that the life of the room can be
extended by the use of a suitable support system to suspend the failed slab.

Shear failure of the roof can only be prevented by the use of some method to relieve the
j

~ J

lateral squeeze. This relief can be achieved by a) slotting of the roof, or b) the use of sacrificial
drifts either in the large pillars or above the pillars. These methods are normal in other deep
evaporite mines.

These are not discussed in further detail here since they are probably

unacceptable in the current facility at this time. However they may require consideration for
future developments.

If shear failure is allowed to develop this will lead to a slab separation, this slab having

similar geometry to the wedge failure in SPDV 1 and A2. Maintaining access then depends
upon supporting the failed roof by bolts, rope cradles or massive steel sets and/or timber. Any
of these systems could be designed to provide the required support, but all will require the
ability to monitor and maintain, which will require access to the roof.
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Factors to be Addressed

1.

The modifications and additions to the support system needed to ensure the
completion of the tests.
As noted above several additional support systems could be used to maintain access.

These are briefly summarized below:

o

~.

As discussed in the response to Statement 2, bolts could be used to

suspend the roof provided that they are continually monitored and provision exists
to maintain the system by rebolting as required.

o

Cradles. The use of a wire rope cradle keyed into the overlying salt beam has
been suggested by Dr. Miller. This system relies on supporting the broken roof
on a laced rope and mesh support. This should be successful provided that the
roof breaks satisfactorily, or that the system is engineered to support the unbroken
slab. Keying the ropes into the overlying salt relies on adequate adhesion to this
member: keying into the areas over the pillars (on 45° angles) might be
considered.

0

...

Cribbing. The use of cribs along the room length (centerline) with local side
support by bolts would support the wedge failure, but would complicate access.
Nevertheless this is probably the most positive and easily maintained system .
Steel sets could be used to the same end, but with similar access problems.

&.i~
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,
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2.

The maintenance activities that will be needed in the room.
Whatever support method is used monitoring of roof and support behavior and the ability

to maintain the system are mandatory. The details will vary with the system:

o

~-

Bolt load and strain must be monitored. Further investigations of failure

modes, including field pull-tests are needed to properly design the system.
Maintenance activities will include rebolting as needed and possible local scaling.
"'

o

Cradles. The performance must be monitored by regular inspection, monitoring
of roof movement before and after failure. Pre testing to ensure the adequacy of
keying of the support ropes should be conducted. Maintenance will be minimal.
In the event of loss of support due to rope pull out or failure a secondary system
(such as cribbing) may be needed.

o

Cribbine. Crib monitoring would include the use of pressure cells to monitor
loads on the cribs, and convergence meters and extensometers to monitor roof
movement.

Visual inspection of cribs and for local slabs will be required.

Access will be needed to inspect the cribs and roof, and for bolting of local slabs.

3.

The need to remove the cables for the bin scale tests in order to install additional
support.
Given the likelihood of roof failure with any support system, and the need for access to

bolt/scale any local spalls, removal of the cables from the roof is needed. Cables should be
slung in trays supported by long bolts into the pillars.
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RESPONSE TO STATEMENT 5

The geomechanical monitoring program and the routine observations in Panel 1 can provide
sufficient warning to allow the timely retrieval of the waste from the Panel.
Based on the evidence from SPDV 1 and A2 acceleration of the convergence data gives
about 2 years of warning of impending failure. In practice this will probably be closer to 18
months due to the criticality of conditions immediately prior to failure. Given the assumption
of 6 months to remove the waste this should be adequate warning. Note that on the one hand
this time does

nQ1

account for the delays possible due to the current bolting, or the use of

additional remedial support. On the other hand the two years is based on only two data points
and could be shorter in other cases.

Continuous monitoring after a critical acceleration is

recognized, and the ability to use short term remedial support are necessary.

Factors to be Considered

1.

The adequacy of the geomechanical data base developed at the WIPP provides an
adequate basis to predict and provide early warning of deteriorating conditions in
Room 1.
As noted above the current data base is adequate to give the necessary early warming.

2.

The adequacy of the present geomechanical instrumentation installed in Room 1 to
provide early warning of deteriorating conditions.
The present instrumentation is adequate, but minimal, for early warning.

3.

The adequacy of the proposed additional geomechanical instrumentation to be
installed in Room 1 to provide early warning of deteriorating conditions.
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The proposed new instruments will greatly enhance the early warning capability. Key
here are the additional convergence stations (which cover a larger roof area) and the roof

...

extensometers (which should extend well into the roof: i.e. well beyond anhydrite b) .

Further instrumentation which should be added include:

a)

Roof inclinometer holes to detect lateral movements

b)

Rock Bolt load cells, and strain gaged rock bolts, to monitor bolt load and
deformation.

c)

4.

Microseismic monitors to monitor rock noise.

The criteria to determine when removal of waste becomes necessary.
Based on previous experience impending failure is signalled by accelerating closure. This

will continue to be the best pre-cursor if additional support is not planned. In these conditions
it is likely that acceleration of closure will occur about two years prior to failure, while six
months are required to remove the waste. On this basis the following criteria are proposed:

a)

Acceleration of closure and/or accelerated separation from convergence data and
MPBX results. Given the natural variation observed due to thermal and other
sources these accelerations should be continuous for a period of six months. This
time lag will allow confirmation of the trend as well as a period to attempt
remedial measures.

b)

If the acceleration does proceed for six months, and if remedial actions do not

stabilize the roof, then waste removal should be started. This would be complete

20

one year after first detection of the accelerating trend. This time frame completes
removal one year before projected failure, or six months before critical roof
conditions are developed, giving a six month margin of error for earlier failure
development or for delays in the removal of waste .

..,

""
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Panel Member: Joe R. Tillerson

RESPONSE TO STATEMENT 1

Very limited data exist for judging the longevity of even unbolted
rooms at the WIPP. The data that do exist have significant scatter
related to the 4 most direct areas of comparison {ie the SPDV rooms}.
As regards the performance of bolted rooms at the WIPP site, almost no
data exist at this time on the effectiveness of the bolting system.
This lack of data makes it very difficult to predict longevity with any
degree of certainty. However, it is my opinion that none of the three
cases considered as part of this statement will provide sufficient
longevity at a high level of confidence to assure satisfactory
completion of the testing program. Detailed estimates of the longevity
are therefore of little value for the current support system and are not
included in my response except to say that high confidence cannot be
achieved for the desired 14 year lifetime needed {5 years old now plus
up to 9 years possible for the experiments}.

..
...
,,

'"
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REVISICN 1

'!he rockbolt system as currently configured, is sufficiently effective to
ensure that the test pzogtam in Panel 1, in particular Roan 1 can be
carpleted.
Asstmptions
1.

'!he test program will start in July 1991.

a.

;:ke t.~ ~OCJE!am will he mcipieeed

J,

~&ieval

fraa

~eR

1 eaR:

in Jttly 3:996.

:se ass 1plieAee: eet:ween:

JttJ:y 3:996

&

d

Jl:l:ly 1997.

4.

'!he bins CANNC1l' be cliscormec:ted an:i mved to facilitate
maintenance of the rcx:ims.

Revised Assurrption
(replacing Assurrptions

2 & 3)

'!he test program includin;J retrieval will be ccmpleted by July

2000.

Factors to be M9r"e§§f9.
1.

'!he affect that the chan;Jes associated with the test program have
on ~rt requirements for Roan 1, Panel 1.

2.

'!he rock load to be supported is approximately the full weight of
the roof beam upto the anhydrite "b" layer in the middle third of
the span, an:i half this weight over the outer two thirds.

3.

'Ihe adequacy of the factor of safety of the bolting system used in
Roan 1, Panel 1 to ~ the design rock load.

4.

'!he salt above the anhydrite "b" will remain corrpetent.

s. Slippage of anchors provides an acceptable approach

to sut:PJrting
the rock load while accormOOating roof closure, with daily access
to the roan.

6.

'Ihe mechanism by \Vhich the bolt anchors will aaxtttttiodate the
nove.ment of the salt while supporting the immediate roof beam •

•..

..,

Panel Member: Joe R. Tillerson

RESPONSE TO STATEMENT 2, REV. I

Three cases were identified in Statement I: I will answer statement 2
by considering each of those three cases. The responses to each
individual case are given below:
I . No maintenance in terms of sea1i ng of roof, mi 11 i ng of floor or
installation of additional support.
Without maintenance, the data from the unbolted rooms, the age of
the rooms in Panel I, and the questions related to the potential
for shearing of the existing bolts clearly indicates it is doubtful
that high confidence can be achieved in the performance of the
current support system for the entire duration of the experiments.
However, the same data indicate there would be sufficient warning
of impending large roof falls to allow starting experiments in such
rooms provided bins could be moved, if necessary, during testing to
a more suitable area.
2.

Limited maintenance without moving bins.
While "limited maintenance" would certainly require further
definition, it is doubtful in my opinion that high confidence in
the performance of the support system could be achieved for the
entire duration of the tests. This is based on the fact that, with
only limited maintenance, this option does not relieve the concerns
related to bolt shearing effects and would not allow replacement of
bolts that have become ineffective.

3. Extensive maintenance on an as required basis, with bins removed
from room, if necessary during maintenance activities.
This option would allow bolt replacement and even installation of
additional bolts, possibly longer, stronger ones, between the
currently i nsta 11 ed bolts. I cannot recommend this approach for
Room I because of the large amount of interference that would exist
with the instrumentation and "plumbing" already installed within
the room.
Factors considered in the above response:
Some of the factors considered in the response given above are the
age of the current openings (about 5 years for room I), the behavior of
the unbolted (or minimally bolted) SPDV rooms, the lack of data at the
WIPP site on the multi-year performance of bolts, WIPP fracture data
that clearly indicate significant rates of lateral deformation, the lack
of ability of the bolts to retard motion (hence fracturing) within the
roof, the potential for the bolts to shear as a result of the lateral
deformation of the roof, and the promises made related to assuring
retrieval of the bins after the completion of the experimental program.
These items lead me to believe that the bolts will certainly extend the
useful 1i fe of the rooms in pane 1 I. However, none of the approaches
listed above leave me with high confidence that the rooms can be used
for the duration of the testing without significant modification or
enhancement of the support systems so I will not attempt to give a
useful life for these rooms without modification.
II

REVISICN 0

STATEMENr J

'lbe level of CCl'lf idenc:e that can be placed in the est.Unate of the life for
Panel 1 provided in the response to Statement 1 is in ac.::cordarre with
acceptsd minin; practises.

Factors to be

~

1.

'lhe extent to which a probabilistic basis for determinirq risk
assesessrnent is presently applied in mininq.

2.

'lhe

J.

'lbe extent to whid'l a database or experience is available in the
minirg in:lustry f ran an operations point of view to provide
meanirgful jui;ements at the probability levels used in ~
rruclear in:lustry (i.e. probabilities of less than 1in10 ).
'lhis is not to be applied to an assessment of the lonqterm (10,000
year) performance of a repository.

4.

'lhe adequacy of the geanecha.nical database developed at the WIPP
and the methods currently in place to evaluate the performance of

qualitative nature of geologic informatiai.

c:panin;s.
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Panel member: Joe R. Tillerson

STATEMENT 3, REV. 0

ProbabHstic approaches to judging the lifetime for usable access to
openings in underground operations are, at best, in their infancy and,
hence, are not likely to provide significant credibility if applied to
the current questions surrounding the stability of rooms in Panel 1.
Underground safety for facilities that require a significant lifetime is
generally approached with conservative, but reasonable designs for
support systems and a very strong and unwavering commitment to
monitoring and prompt maintenance. The data gathering activities at the
WIPP site have provided much valuable information for use in making
decisions related to underground operations but do not provide, as yet,
sufficient basis for the extensive application of probabilistic methods
for failure predictions. Some applications of probabilistic methods are
probably appropriate for evaluating some concerns that arise in
evaluating the current data; one example of this would be probabilisticbased evaluations of how long it would take to determine if the rate of
room closure were accelerating if the uncertainties in individual
measurements is considered. The current geotechnical database provides
some very good information related to the performance of openings but,
in my opinion, should be expanded in the rooms in which the bin tests
will be conducted. The current measurements rely very heavily on
closure information; difficulties in determining whether the predominant
motion is occuri ng in the floor or the back could be overcome by the
addition of a few multipoint extensometers, predominately in the back,
in each room and in the accessways. The extensometers would provide
excellent indications of the extent and principal location of roof
motion. Some extensometers placed in the floor could also provide
excellent insights into the extent and timing of the behavior of the
floor. In addition, observation boreholes should be added to the rooms
and accessways in panel I to assess potential shearing motion as
fractures form in the roof.
'i-A'

i'

6

SI'AT&1ENl'
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4

Modificatia'lS to the SlJRX)rt system in Panel 1 can be illplemented to
ensure that access is maintained to the roans ai a daily basis until
tests are ce111>leted.

the

Factors to be Mjry§§erl

noilfications a.rd additions to the SURX>rt system needed. to
the carpletion of the tests.

1.

'!he

f,JI"'

2.

'1he maintenance activities that will be needed in the

"''

3.

'!he need to

ji,f4

~l''I'.

ensure

roan.

ren¥JVe the cables for the bin scale tests in order to
install additional support.
·

~~V(

,,
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Panel member: Joe R. Tillerson

RESPONSE TO STATEMENT 4

It is certainly conceivable that the current support system with timely
maintenance could allow the rooms to be usable for the entire duration
of the bin experiments. However, without additional enhancement of the
support systems in Pane 1 I, it is my belief that we cannot have high
confidence in the usability of the current rooms as is for the intended
duration of the experiments.
Numerous options exist that have been effectively used in other
underground applications and could be used to further enhance the usable
lifetime of the rooms in which the experiments will be conducted. These
enhancements could provide the required high confidence level. This is
especially true since the data from the SPDV rooms and other underground
areas have established the expected displacement patterns and failure
mode of the rooms.
For the behavior observed in the WIPP, proposed enhancements of the
support systems generally fall into two categories:
I.

Enhancements that relieve the stresses on the roof beam that
could fail (eg. slot cutting in the roof or mining of adjacent
openings) and

2.

Enhancements that prevent 1arge blocks of the roof from
falling on the bins (eg. installation of longer, stronger
bolts between the current bolts, cribbing, cable systems that
are combined with wire mesh, yielding trusses)

Since my experience and expertise lie more in the modeling of the
behavior of the salt and the support systems, please rely on other panel
members with support system design experience for detailed definition of
the enhancements. My principal comment is that the mechanics of the
proposed enhancements are sound and with proper installation should be
capable of being implemented effectively to assure with high confidence
the stability of the openings for the duration of the experiments. As
regards the mechanics of the potential behavior of concern, the
following items are noted:
I. Lateral movement of the salt in the "roof beam" is the
predominant mechanism of concern.
2. Sliding occurs along the clay seams since shear stresses are not
effectively transfered from one side of a seam to the other.
3. Fracturing occurs progressively with time in the roof area as a
result of the strains that build up with time in the salt. The
degree of fracturing is a function principally of the size of the
opening, age of the opening, distance to interbeds, and specific
location in the opening.
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Panel Member: Joe R. Tillerson

RESPONSE TO STATEMENT 4, CONT.

4. Bolts are unlikely to affect the rate of deformation occuring in
the rooms prior to the point at which the separation in the roof
begins to accelerate. This has been shown in numerous published
analyses completed in the last 15 years.
4. Sl i ppage of the anchors is not the 1ike1 y mechanism for longterm degradation of the bolt performance.
5. Little measured data are available on the mechanics of the
performance of support systems in evaporite deposits. Observational
data are often ava i1 able that cl early confirm the acceptable
performance of such systems or the need for modifications.
Engineering and associated implementation of proposed enhancements
should be able to be completed in most rooms in Panel I within 6-9
months. If Room I were substantially modified, it would probably take
longer since extensive bin-related cables are already installed.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
Assure that contingency planning and procedure development is
complete related to such activities as where, when and how bins can
be moved, geotechnical conditions under which bin removal would be
initiated, and support system maintenance. Such planning must also
establish how the experiments will be terminated (eg.cable or
hardware removal requirements and should allow sufficient time for
backfilling the rooms prior to conditions becoming unsafe.
Initiate bin testing in Room I after only limited enhancements are
added if the current schedule is maintained.
As soon as practical after recommendations are received from the
expert panel, initiate the engineering and implementation of both
categories of support system enhancements in other rooms in Panel I
or, if preferable, in other freshly-mined rooms. Support system
enhanvements should be evaluated in both design studies and in
detailed numerical modeling. Also, site-specific data on the
performance of support system enhancements should be obtained.
Strong consideration should be given to installing the enhancements
in the most recently constructed rooms in the panel and in the 33'
wide portions of the accessways. This would provide in a timely
manner the needed space for safely conducting a11 the bin
experiments for the entire potential duration. If necessary, bins
initially emplaced in Room I could be moved to this area.
Enhancements and associated data monitoring may also be desired in
areas outside of Panel I to assure timely availability of data on
the support system performance.
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RESPONSE TO STATEMENT 4, CONT.

Panel Member: Joe R. Tillerson

Initiate contingency planning related to conducting the alcove
experiments.
This planning should consider advantages and
disadvantages of conducting the experiments in an alternate
location outside of Panel 1. This planning is needed since those
experiments are likely to be delayed for several years and since
those experiments would require use of the 33' wide accessways
around the Panel 1 rooms for a significant period of time beyond
that currently being considered by the expert panel. The planning
should also define the maintenance required to keep the wide
accessways open if the alcove experiments are to be conducted in
Panel 1.

''"

STATEMENr 5

!he gecmechanical m:>nitori.rq ptogi am an:i the routine observations in Panel
l, can provide sufficient waminq to allow the timely retrieval of the
waste frail the Panel.

...

Assulrptions
l.

In an emergency, all

waste can be rem::wed fran the roan within a

6 month period.
Factors

'lhe adequacy of the gearechanical database develcped at the WIPP
provides an adequate basis to pre::lict an:i provide early wamin:J of
deterioratirq con:litions in Roan l.

2.

'lhe adequacy of the present geanechanical instrumentatiat,
installed in Roan l is adequate to provide early waminq of

deterioratirq con:litions.

11'1'!·

lo

~

l.

"'
114•

to be

3.

'lhe adequacy of the proposed additional geanechanical
instrumentation to be installed in Roan l to provide early waminq
of deterioratin;J corrli.tions.

4.

'lhe criteria to determine when removal of waste becnTes necessary.

f,j~

ih<i!

lien

...
...
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Panel Member: Joe R. Tillerson

RESPONSE TO STATEMENT 5

Excellent data exist that document the behavior of the unbolted SPDV
rooms that are the same size and spacing as those in Panel I. A portion
of the roof in one of the SPDV rooms has failed about 8 years after
construction. Data obtained in this room provided advanced warning of
the roof stability concerns and cl early indicate that a "beam" of
material failed in the roof after substantial vertical and lateral
movement. This advanced warning of impending failure of a slab of rock
had a1so been monitored in other underground measurements made in a
heater experiment at WIPP. Because of the many similarities in size and
spacing, the data from the SPDV rooms are the best source of information
available upon which to estimate performance of the rooms in Panel I.
There is also little doubt that substantial advanced warning of
impending roof stability concerns can be provided by an effective
monitoring program. This warning should be sufficient to allow safe
removal of bins from Room I, if necessary.
Some expansion of the
current measurement program is necessary to assure confidence in the
monitoring program.
Additional regions of separation and fracturing could be anticipated to
occur in "beams" above the one seen in the SPDV rooms. Data from the
rock monitoring activities indicate that such fracturing would likely
occur much later and slower than that observed in the inunediate vicinity
of the roof. Continued monitoring of the SPDV rooms, rooms in Panel I,
and other areas of the WIPP should determine the extent and rate of such
phenomena.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
I. Add additional instrumentation and observations to the current
monitoring program for Panel I. This would include multipoint
extensometers in the roof, rock bolt load evaluations made
periodically in the panel, observation holes in the roof to
evaluation the potential amount of lateral movement, and monitoring
of the wall areas to determine the maintenance necessary for the
hardware bolted to the ribs.

2. Commit to 1ong-term monitoring of the behavior of the SPDV
rooms, particularly Room 4 that was bolted.
3. In addition to expanded geotechnical evaluations made by site
personnel, consortium usage should be considered relative to a
program that seeks to understand and improve how support systems
behave in evapori tes. Potent i a1 areas of university contribution
relate to statistical evaluations of existing data to assess
confidence levels and accuracies implied for individual readings,
assessments of how quickly accelerating behavior can be developed,
data on various bolt and anchor system performance, and evaluations
of load monitoring systems.
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Panel Member: Joe R. Tillerson

RESPONSE TO STATEMENT 5, CONT.

4. Review the design of the cable systems and •hardware" attached
to the ribs and wall to determine if significant changes are needed
to facilitate access for support system maintenance in rooms where
such hardware have not yet been installed.
5. As previously mentioned, complete contingency planning and
procedure development related to bin movement and support system
maintenance .

...

...
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'!he summary

o

report contains:

An accurate record of the meeti.rgs of the Geotechnical Panel on

Panel 1 stability.
io-.oj

o

A copy of the report provided to
member.

o

An accurate presentation of the consensus agreed to by the panel
members at the meeti.rgs on the 23rd an:i 24th of April 1991.

LY~
Panel

""

Member

West~ouse

by this panel

/!Date

stateirent 1

estimate can be established for the period of time that Panel 1, in
particular Room 1 remains accessible on a daily basis beyorrl July 1991.
(Revision 1)

An

'!he following cases should be considered:
o

Limited maintenance without moving bins.

o

Extensive maintenance on an as required basis, with bins removed
from roam, if necessary during maintenance activities.

RESPONSE

Factor 1.
'!he geanechanical database for the WIPP urrlerg:rourrl is extensive. It
includes 8 years of instnnnentation arrl observation data from the Site
arrl Preliminary Design Validation Test Roans that is directly relevant
for establishing the perfonnance of Panel 1.
Factor 2.
'!he data irrlicates that the life of a roam in a panel depends on its
position within the panel. In both the SPDV Test Room Panel arrl Panel
1, the rooms closest to the pillar protecting the access roadways have
urrlergone the greatest deformation. In the SPDV Panel, this is Test
Roam 1 arrl in Panel 1, it is Room 1. A rock fall occurred in SPDV
Test Room 1 after a years rut the other SPDV Test Rooms are still
standing. It is anticipated that a range of performance can also be
expected from the rooms in Panel 1.
Since location within the panel is an important detennining factor for
room stability, it should be taken into account in deciding the best
location of the bin scale tests. '!he following range of conditions
are estimated for the panel:
FSI'IMATE

maintenance
Limited maintenance
Extensive maintenance

No

OF ROCM LIFE (YEARS)

Roam 1

Room 4

8
9
10

9
11
12

Factor 3.
7

11

8

irrlef inite

Extensive re.medial actions will be needed to ensure an
irrlefinite life. 'Ihese may include a combination of repeated bolting
of the roof, removal of the rock in the roof, or the installation of a
support system within the roam in the fonn of steel sets or timber

NOI'E:

cribs .

...
.,,

Factor 4.
level of uncertainty associated with estimates cannot be detennined
quantitatively. However, the uniformity of the geologic con:litions
across the site, arrl the similarities in the gecmechanical properties,
give a high level of confidence that the SPDV Test Roans do reflect
the behavior that can be expected in the panel.
Factor 5.
No response provided for this factor.
Factor 6.
geotechnical data is needed to urrlerstarrl 100re fully how the
fractures behave arrl how the bolts are 'WOrkin:]. Inprovement to our
estimates of roan life will cane as 100re data on actual perfonnance
becomes available.
other

STATEMENI' 2

'!he rcx::kbolt system as currently configured, is sufficiently effective to
ensure that the test program in Panel 1, in particular Roan 1 can be
corrpleted. (Revision l}
RESPONSE

Factor 1.
'Ihe requirement for daily access into the roans in Panel 1 ensures
that the support system must be fully effective at all times. Since
remedial measures inside the roan probably should be mi.nilnized durin;J
the bin scale tests, it is suggested that the support requirements in
the roans be re-examined prior to the start of tests.

Factor 2.
'!he assunption for the rock load~ reasonable. However, since
questions have been raised regardin:J the thickened of the rock fall in
SPDV Test Roan 1, acx:urate dimensions of the roof fall should be
obtained arrl used as the basis for the design rock load.
Factor 3.
'!he factor of safety for the boltin;J based on a triangular rock wedge
with a maximum height of 7. 5 feet is about 1. 7. '!he unknowns with
respect to the mechanism of support provided by the anchorage (fixed
or slippin;J}, the dimensions of the rock wedge to be supported, arrl
the possible effects of lateral rock shifts on the bolts indicate that
a conservative approach to design should be adopted.
Factor 4.
'!he salt above Anhydrite "b" will remain competent. '!he geomechanical
data, particularly the inclinaneter arrl extensometer data indicate
that the large nxwements are primarily takin:;J place within the
immediate roof beam up to the Anhydrite "b" layer.
Factor 5.
If anchor slippage is to be used as a design approach, then more
technical data is needed to evaluate this perfonnance. Discussions
with Dr. J. Scott indicate that the other rock.bolt anchorage systems
may provide more controlled anchorage slip.
Factor 6.
'!he bolts will support the roof by suspension. Bolts will be subject
to anchor slip, arrl bolt elon;Jation. Mr. J. Parker has suggested that
bolt shear should be considered.

"'
srATEMENI' 3

'!he level of confidence that can be placed in the estimate of the life for
Panel 1 providErl in the response to statement 1 is in accordance with
accepted mining practises. (Revision 0)
RESPONSE

Factor 1.

'"

A probabilistic basis for detenninirg risk assessment is not routinely
appliErl to urxiergrourxi minirg due to the lack of an appropriate
database. Info:rmation is often confidential to the minirg companies
am not readily share:i, am in addition, geologic info:rmation is not
always readily quantifiErl.
Factor 2.
Geologic info:rmation is often of a qualitative nature
quantifie:i.

am

not readily

Factor 3.
'!he database for establishing a probabilistic approach to mine design
is not available.
Factor 4.
No response providErl for this factor.

,~.;,

STATEMENI' 4

Modifications to the support system in Panel 1 can be i.nplemented to
ensure that access is maintained to the roans on a daily basis until the
tests are carpleted. (Revision O)
RESPONSE

Factor 1.
Tests may be started in Roc:m 1, Panel 1; however, n'Od.ifications to the
support system or the room will be required in order to obtain a
further 5 years of life. 'lhe roan is currently five years old, arxi
its position within the panel as W'ell as its age in:ticate that it will
be the first to show deterioration. 'llle n'Od.ifications for exten:ling
its life include:
a.
b.
c.

slottin:J
cable lacin;J
reboltin:J within 2 years with the provision to carcy out
additional boltin;J, if necessary.

If Rocms 4 arxi 5 of Panel 1 are used for tests, less extensive
n'Od.if ications to the support system or the roc:ms may be required.
'lllese roans are rt::M only 3 years old. 'lhe data fran SPDV Test Panel
in:ticates that they have a life span of at least 5 years fran Marcil
1991, b.lt without extensive remedial activities with routine
maintenance.
In

a.
b.

addition, other measures may be appropriate including:
a redundant support system in the room (roof trusses, cribs,
yieldin:J steel support, additional roof boltin;J)
relief of the lateral stresses that are causin:J the fracture
development.

Factor 2.
Maintenance activities will be required in the roc:ms in whidl. the bin
scale tests are carried out. Access to scale the roof arxi install
additional bolts will be needed as a minimum.
Factor 3.
If Rocms 4 arxi 5 are used for the bin scale tests, additional support
can be installed before the instrumentation cables are attadl.ed to the
roof.

STAT.EMENI' 5

geanechanical llDllitoring program am the routine observations in Panel
1, can provide sufficient warning to allow the timely retrieval of the
waste fran the Panel. (Revision o)
'!he

RESPONSE

Factor 1.

geanechanical database at the WIPP has proven to be effective. It
provided early detection of deteriorating coOOitions in the SPDV Test
Panel. '!his deterioration was first reported in May 1988 am the roof
fall did not occur in the roan until February 1991.

'!he

Factor 2.

...

geanechanical instrumentation presently installErl in the roans of
Panel 1 -would provide early warning of deteriorating comitions •
However, a m::>re ocmprehensive instrumentation should be inplementErl to
ensure that no comitions are overloakErl.
'!he

Factor 3.
'Ihe proposed geanechanical instrumentation for the roans in which the
bin scale tests will be carriErl out is shown in Figure 1.
Factor 4.
Criteria are currently in place to evaluate routinely ( i.e. every 2
m::>nths) the performance of the drifts in the undergrourn. 'Ihe
criteria used to assess when additional surveillance becomes necessary
are as follows:
o

MeasurErl convergence rates that exceed prErlicted rates. 'Ihe
prErlictions are based on an equation that is derived fran a
nonlinear regression analysis of selected convergence data from
the undergrourrl. 'Ihis approach has establishErl a relationship
between convergence rate, roan geanetry arrl excavation age.

o

Convergence rates that accelerate.

o

Bed separation.

o

Developnent of rib fractures.

'Ihe criteria used by Geotechnical En;Jineering for the SPDV Test Rocms
was to reccmnerxi that access to the roans be restricted once the rate
along the center line of the drift reachErl 4.5 inches per year arrl to
recanmerxi the prohibition of all access once the convergence rate
reachErl 6 inches per year.

'!he followin;J criteria are proposed to detennine when reroc>Val of waste
beca'res necessary:

a.

a roof/floor closure rate alOl'X} the center line of ther roan of
i.ndles/year.

b.

a fracture that ext:erDs for a len;Jth of 80 feet continuously
alon;J a rib/roof/interface.

Factor

s.

'!here are difficulties in predictin;J in a geologic envirornnent.
However, at the WIPP ccn:litions are very similar across the site, am
the SPDV Test Roan data will very likely provide an acx:eptable
prediction of panel perfonnance.

"''
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APPENDIX III
INSTRUMENTATION FOR ROOM 1, PANEL 1

....

INSTRUMENTATION FOR ROOM 1, PANEL 1
Existing Instrumentation
Boreh9le extensometer Two borehole extensometers are installed in each
rib of the room. The extensometers are installed horizontally at wall
mid-height in the pillar near the center of the room. The
extensometers measure movements within the salt.
Convergence points Room closure is currently measured at room midspan
at three locations along the room center line.
Proposed Instrumentation
aorehole extensometer Roof extensometers will be installed at three
locations along the center line of the room. The purpose of these
extensometers will be to monitor the possible development of bed
separations at the clay seams below the anhydrite "a" and "b" layers.
Convergence points Additional convergence points will be installed to
provide room convergence at a total of seven cross sections along the
length of the room.
Observation boreholes Observation boreholes will provide visual
observation of fracture development within the immediate roof beam.
These boreholes will be approximately 12 feet deep and will be
inspected on a regular basis.
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PANEL 1, ROOM 1
INSTRUMENTATION LAYOUT
Key to Instrumentation
Existing:
• Vertical RC Chord
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Planned:
" Vertical RC Chord
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o
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